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Abstract
Prolonged sustained activities-induced muscular fatigue adversely affects physical
performance. The most common side-effect of cancer and chemotherapy treatment is also
muscular fatigue, which decreases the quality of life (QoL) and increases the chance of
mortality. The degree of muscular fatigue is also a key factor in the design of a physical
training and rehabilitation program for sports players. Conventional fatigue measurement
methods are either question-based or invasive. The questionnaire-based methods are
qualitative, subjective, inaccurate and prone to error. The current invasive methods cannot
provide reliable information on the muscular fatigue of healthy subjects. On the other
hand, the methods used in sports players and healthy subjects do not effectively assess
fatigue in cancer patients. Overall, a reliable and objective muscular fatigue measurement
tool which can be universally deployed across all subjects is not available.
In response to this gap in the literature, the development of an objective, non-invasive
and universal muscular fatigue measurement tool that can reliably quantify the degree of
muscular fatigue is investigated in this thesis. Fatigue is estimated based on gait and
posture measured by MEMS wireless inertial sensors embedded in a motion capture
system. A set of experimental procedures is designed to measure the fatigue caused by
sustained activities in athletes and induced by chemotherapy in cancer patients. In the
former, the physical performance of a subject doing 6 Minute-Walk (6MW) and Stair
Climbing Test (SCT) is compared in pre- and post-interventions of a fatigue protocol.
Whereas in the latter, the performance of a subject in 6MW and SCT is measured and
compared in pre- and post-interventions of chemotherapy. Various classification methods
such as Bayesian classifiers, adaptive soft computing, and time-series analysis are
deployed to identify the effect of fatigue on motion characteristics and to quantify the
degree of decline in ambulatory performance.
The performance of the developed algorithms is benchmarked against the physiological
parameters measured during exercise-induced fatigue and are correlated with
conventional methods used to assess fatigue in cancer patients. The analysis shows that
the fatigue measured by the proposed algorithms increases the accuracy of conventional
fatigue measurement methods and provides a reliable and objective alternative to the
subjective methods used to measure fatigue in cancer patients.
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Chapter 1
1 Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
Fatigue is the phenomenon of subjective feelings of “tiredness” and “lack of energy” [1]
experienced in the daily life activities (DLAs) or in clinical settings. It has various
symptoms including muscle weakness, dizziness, postural instability, slowed mental and
physical reflexes, chronic sleepiness and impaired decision-making and judgement. It can
be genetic or caused by factors such as aging, environmental issues, disease insomnia,
and prolonged physical and mental activities. The disease and sustained activities are the
most common factors causing fatigue regardless of presence of other factors such as age
or gender.
Fatigue is a common symptom in people suffering from chronic diseases such as cancer,
neuromuscular, cardiovascular and chronic obstructive pulmonary [2]. Intensive physical
activities, whether DLA or exercise, utilises the energy stored within the muscle cells and
results in fatigue. This phenomenon is typically categorized as mental and muscular
fatigue. Mental fatigue is defined as a transient reduction in maximal cognitive capacity
due to prolonged periods of cognitive tasks [1]. The muscular fatigue, on the other hand,
is a transient decline in fitness capacity to complete a physical task [3]. The muscle fatigue
is a complex phenomenon, which is not fully understood. It is ascribed to various
processes [4] occurring in the muscle such as alterations in excitation–contraction (EC)
coupling and decline in efficiency of neuromuscular transmission, referred to as
‘peripheral fatigue’, as well as the disturbances in the transmission of electrical activities
from motor neurons to the contracting muscles known as ‘central fatigue’. Muscular
fatigue encompasses complex interactions between psychological, physiological and
physical parameters which is ultimately demonstrated as a significant impairment in
ambulatory performance [5].
A crucial limitation on the physical capacity of an individual is fatigue, with an adverse
effect on the quality of life (QoL). Fatigue adversely affects the efficiency of decisionmaking during DLAs and increases the chance of error. In sports, fatigue can result in
15

serious injuries and deteriorates the standard performance level of players. The accuracy
of diagnosis, treatment and also rehabilitation can be critically affected by fatigue that in
turn results in a sedentary lifestyle and a significant drop in general fitness status.

1.2 Current Quantitative Fatigue Assessments
Measuring and monitoring fatigue is critical in overcoming its adverse effects. The most
common non-invasive methods deployed to identify fatigue effects on physical
performance is based on measuring variations in kinetic and kinematic parameters of the
ambulatory muscular limbs.
Surface Electromyography (sEMG) [6], force plates [7] and motion capture methods [8,
9] [10] are commonly used to assess fatigue. Muscular condition using sEMG is measured
by recording myoelectric signal from the surface of the skin of muscles. This method is
quite popular as it can assess fatigue with minimum discomfort [11]. However, this
method is prone to inaccuracy since the effectiveness of the body tissues in transferring
signal from the muscle to the surface electrodes varies and can significantly affect the
data. sEMG is also affected by fibre membrane properties, motor unit properties, cross
talk of myoelectric signals from neighbouring muscles and a decrease in measurement
accuracy caused by the movement of the electrodes or cables, especially in isotonic
contractions such as soccer with a high risk of misplacing the electrodes.
The force plates comprise load cells or tri-axial force transducers to measure the force
applied by a subject to the ground in terms of ground reaction force (GRF). Lack of proper
coordination between the motion of different body segments can result in changes in
kinetic motion. The amount of GRF is related to abnormalities in kinetic motion of the
lower body segments [12]. However, force plates limit physical motion to a confined
space, cannot be deployed during field exercise tests such as running and walking that
require large workspace. In order to overcome these limitations, in some studies the force
plate is embedded in a treadmill [13]. However, the use of treadmill affects the gait habits
of individuals, decreases the accuracy of motion measurement [14] and can only provide
information about the motion characteristics of the lower limbs [12]. Hence, the method
cannot determine the motion compensation strategies used by hands and head to maintain
balance.
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Motion capture systems that record the movement of various body segments can be based
on optical cameras or inertial sensors, and can provide kinematic data of body segments
with high accuracy [15]. Deployment of an optical motion capture system for physical
status assessment has some disadvantages. The typical camera-based motion capture
systems suffer from silhouette occlusions and require large workspaces in a laboratory
environment [16]. The optical motion capture systems are quite costly and their
application is limited to the laboratory environment [17].
Inertial motion capture systems, on other hand, are more affordable and provide a more
flexible method for motion analysis as they can be used indoor or outdoor [10]. Inertial
sensors are small, lightweight, self-contained, and immune to occlusions and interference.
They do not restrict body movement and allow a subject to perform various tasks under
unrestrained conditions [18]. They can accurately measure variations in motion
characteristics of all the muscular limbs of both healthy and ailing subjects at different
levels of health and fitness status and also during various exercise tests. However, the
literature neither reveal an extensive use of inertial sensors for measuring fatigue nor a
reliable, comprehensive and non-invasive method based on inertial sensors for fatigue
assessment [19]. This study proposes the use of inertial sensors to develop a universal
fatigue measurement platform.

1.3 Fatigue ontology
The inhibitory feedback from active muscles to central motor drive are sent by the III and
IV skeletal muscle afferent fibres known as the physical performance determinant which
are responsible for monitoring mechanical distortion of muscles and the intramuscular
metabolic disturbances [20]. Once a sensory tolerance limit is discerned by afferent fibres
from the active muscles, the voluntarily termination of ambulatory performance with
high- or constant- intensity occurs which results in subduing or stopping the motion. The
process of failure of the central nervous system (CNS) to drive the motor neurons is
postulated as central fatigue. The afferents nerve transfers sensory nerve impulses from
the periphery to the central nervous system. The central fatigue delivers a supramaximal
stimulus to the peripheral motor nerve during a maximal voluntary contraction which
increases the superimposed twitch and declines the voluntary activation. Since any
impairment in voluntary activation can be mediated at any site proximal to the motor
17

axons, the exact site of central fatigue cannot be identified. This is the most significant
limitation of central fatigue assessment.
The failure of CNS to sufficiently stimulate body limbs results in muscle or peripheral
fatigue [21], manifested as a decrease in muscle force output [4]. Studies also indicate
that a depletion in energy supply causes peripheral fatigue. The muscular fatigue is
demonstrated as a transient decline in working capacity of muscles to maintain the
required force [22]. It encompasses impairment in junctional transmission and muscle
electrical activity. The intramuscular perturbation is known as the main cause of muscular
fatigue. Some examples of intramuscular perturbation include an instant decline in
intramuscular glycogen, phosphocreatine, ATP (adenosine triphosphate) accumulation
that is an indicator of intracellular energy transfer, and an increase in inorganic phosphate
and hydrogen ions [23]. The glycogen is a substance deposited in bodily tissues to store
of carbohydrates. The phosphocreatine, on the hand, stores phosphates to provide energy
for muscular contraction. The ATP The There are several factors that may individually
or collectively contribute to muscular fatigue:


Metabolite disturbance: The ATP is the main energy source of musculoskeletal
system which is monitored by CP (creatine phosphate) releasing a phosphate
group to ADP (adenosine diphosphate). The levels of both ATP and CP are
reduced with the onset of exercise. A depletion in metabolite is followed by a
decline in energy required to fuel muscle contractions and the onset of muscular
fatigue.



Metabolite accumulation: The accumulation of dihydrogen phosphate (H2PO4-)
and Lactic Acid (H=) causes a decline in the force of muscle contractions and also
muscle power. The lactate acid is a colourless syrupy organic acid produced in the
muscle tissues during strenuous exercise.



Disturbances in Homeostasis: There are different factors distracting equilibrium
condition such as dehydration, altitude, heat and cold.



Psychological Factors: All muscle movements are initiated by brain’s signals. In
the absence of other internal deficiencies, mental fatigue can induce muscular
fatigue.

The body neuromuscular system responds to fatigue by reducing the demand for energy.
This compensation process leads to maintaining the functional stability of the human
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body [24]. Disease or sustained activity alters the equilibrium state of metabolic system
and triggers the body to respond accordingly[25]. The type of stimulus, physical activity
or disease, determines the response of [25] the neuromuscular system which is
demonstrated as muscular fatigue attributed to a self-protective apparatus against the
damage of contractile machinery of muscle which occurs once the energy stores are
depleted.
Assessing variations in physical and physiological parameters is the most common way
used to measure muscular fatigue in different clinical settings and trials. Disease-induced
fatigue and activity-induced fatigue have distinct effects on the body physiological
parameters. Hence, the physiological indexes used in the studies conducted to identify
fatigue caused by disease are significantly different from physiological indexes used to
analyse fatigue caused by physical activities. In contrast, disease- and activity- induced
fatigue have similar effects on physical performance. Hence, a cohort of identical physical
indexes, which are interchangeable between both types of fatigue, can be employed. It is
also reported [26] that the physical indexes can indicate fluctuations in physiological
indexes caused by disease or sustained activities. The physical parameters are mainly
defined during ambulatory tasks produced by the motion of the muscular limbs. The
motion behaviour is critically affected by all types of fatigue contributing factors. As a
result, a comprehensive assessment of ambulatory motion parameters can lead to
development of a universal, non-invasive, objective and practical muscular fatigue
measurement method that can be used for both healthy and ailing subjects in clinical
settings.

1.4 Research Aim and Questions
The aim of this thesis is to explore the feasibility of developing a universal, quantitative,
objective, non-invasive and reliable muscular fatigue measurement method based on the
body motion characteristics including gait and posture analysis by deploying inertial
sensors and advanced machine learning methods. The study investigates the feasibility of
the approach and explores effective ways to quantify the degree of variation in the
ambulatory motion characteristics as the result of fatigue caused by disease or sustained
activities. In a set of systematically designed experiments, healthy and ailing subjects
undertake various exercise tests and variation in the motion characteristics caused by
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fatigue is measured. The intensity of the exercise tests is kept adequately high to draw on
the maximum physical capacity of a subject. The data obtained in the experiments are
analysed using various machine learning and pattern recognition methods.
Towards such aim, the following research questions are pursued:
a) What are the most effective exercise tests that induce adequate ambulatory motion
variation caused by fatigue? In the designed experimental work, a number of
exercise tests such as walking and stair climbing is explored.
b) What are the appropriate methods that can successfully analyse the high
dimensional inertial data to identify fatigue effects on ambulatory performance?
The approaches deployed are generic enough to successfully measure the degree
of fatigue of different individuals with various fitness status.
c) What machine learning and experimental methods can identify variation in motion
characteristics caused by fatigue of different subjects with various level of fitness?
Various methods such as Gaussian mixture model, hidden Markov model, Kmeans, Neuro Fuzzy Inference system, principal component analysis, dynamic
time warping and cross-correlation methods are investigated in modelling the
motion characteristics, estimating fatigue and predicting the physical status of a
subject. The analysis of motion characteristics is presented as behaviour and
sequence of postural states during exercise tests. Therefore, the key factor is the
parsimony of the representation in which the ratio between the number of
parameters of the model to the number of motion data presented by the model is
optimised. The developed models accurately identify the abnormal motion
patterns caused by muscular fatigue.
d) To what extent is variation in motion characteristics correlated with physiological
parameters? This is explored through a number of experiments measuring both
motion characteristics and physiological parameters.
e) Is it possible to derive a fatigue score, which can be used in routine clinics, from
the analysis conducted on the motion data? The practicality and easy clinical
application of such a fatigue score are examined.
f) How can the accuracy of the developed methods be validated? This is explored
by benchmarking the estimated fatigue using proposed methods against some
common and well-known fatigue measurement methods.
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1.5 Overview of the approach
This thesis investigates how an accurate measurement of muscular fatigue can be
achieved by collecting motion characteristics through inertial sensors and a subsequent
analysis using machine learning and statistical methods which identify abnormalities
induced by fatigue in motion and postural behaviour of human subjects. The study is
primarily focused on fatigue assessment of sports activities for healthy subjects and
fatigue caused by chemotherapy in cancer patients. Several approaches are explored to
provide an accurate and comprehensive objective fatigue measurement tool.
In order to identify fatigue effects on variations in motion characteristics, the inertial data
collected from the limbs should be analysed. The statistical or pattern recognition
methods are conventionally deployed to analyse the kinematic data collected through
inertial sensors during different types of motion including walking, stair climbing or
dancing [27]. Statistical methods determine the effects of illness on physical performance
by assessing the statistical differences of the prominent ambulatory motion features such
as mean values or standard deviations in fatigue and non-fatigue states [28]. The
variations in statistical characteristics of kinetic and kinematic parameters are determined
measuring range of motion (RoM) and orientation of joints and limbs as well as the
acceleration and velocity of limbs [29]. Statistical measurements can be easily carried out
with low computational cost. However, these methods suffer from some significant
disadvantages [30]. The studies measuring fatigue using statistical methods commonly
investigate the local muscle fatigue [17]. Observing the performance of a subgroup of
muscles clearly prevents a comprehensive assessment of fatigue effects on general
physical performance as the motion correlation between various upper and lower limbs
deployed to compensate for postural instability and lack of force production is not
appropriately comprehended [31].
In order to perform a specific task, different motion strategies can be deployed. Each
strategy is formed by deploying different muscle recruitment patterns and distinct
kinematic trajectories. This allows performing a variety of tasks in fatigue state by
compensating for morphological or physical movement constraints [32]. In general, a
comprehensive assessment of motion characteristics to quantify variations in general
physical performance requires identification of motion compensation strategies and
relationship between different limbs as well as measuring abnormal body postures.
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Machine learning and pattern recognition methods can be deployed to precisely identify
the degree of variation in motion characteristics [29]. These methods provide a
mathematical model of the body posture and movement strategies. The literature does not
reveal an extensive application of machine learning in fatigue assessment.

1.6 Contribution of the Thesis
The study represents a unique, novel, non-invasive, and quantitative approach to accurate
measurement of muscular fatigue in healthy and ailing subjects. Through the algorithms
developed, the human motion compensation strategies are modelled and deployed to
objectively measuring the level of fatigue in an individual. Several classification and
recognition approaches are proposed to model and measure the motion abnormalities. The
algorithms developed use the internal models to identify similarities in the observed data
and to segment the multidimensional data. The sequences and frequencies of motion
primitives are ascertained to quantify variations in postural behaviour as a result of
fatigue.
Major contributions of this thesis are as follows:


A comprehensive review of the literature on non-invasive and objective fatigue
measurement is conducted. This review provides an in-depth study of the major
works reported in the literature, the major trends in this area as well as the state of
the art in this field.



New experimental procedures are designed and investigated to effectively observe
the fatigue induced by exercise or cancer and accurately estimate it.



Novel sets of physical activities known as fatigue protocols are designed and
deployed in experimental works to induce acceptable degree of fatigue in a
subject.



A new quantitative approach based on probabilistic and unsupervised classifiers
is proposed to determine the effects of chemotherapy-induced fatigue on gait style
and ambulatory performance of cancer patients.



Using time-series and statistical analysis, a new quantitative approach is
developed to identify the effects of sustained activity-induced fatigue on
ambulatory and postural behaviour by quantifying the degree of variation in
kinetic and kinematic parameters.
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A novel adaptive neuro-fuzzy (ANFIS) approach is proposed for estimating the
degree of fatigue based on variation in postural behaviour derived from kinematic
parameters of ambulatory limbs. The approach is applied to both healthy and
cancer subjects to measure the effect of muscular fatigue on the degree of postural
instability during exercise tests.



The validity of the proposed methods is ascertained by:
o Estimating the coherency between the fatigue estimated by the developed
algorithms and the fatigue shown by the physiological parameters.
o Benchmarking the estimated fatigue against the fatigue measured by
conventional methods.

The research outcomes produced in the study are disseminated through the following
publications:


Sina Ameli, Fazel Naghdy, David Stirling, Golshah Naghdy, and Morteza Aghmesheh, "Objective
clinical gait analysis using inertial sensors and six minute walking test," Pattern Recognition, vol.
63, pp. 246-257, 3 2017.



Sina Ameli, Fazel Naghdy, David Stirling, Golshah Naghdy, Morteza Aghmesheh, Ryan
Anthony, Peter McLennan, Gregory Peoples, “Coherency between Physiological and Inertial
Measurement of Exercise-induced Fatigue”, ASME Journal of Engineering and Science in
Medical Diagnostics and Therapy, May 2018.



Sina Ameli, Fazel Naghdy, David Stirling, Golshah Naghdy, Morteza Aghmesheh, “Objective
and non-invasive measurement of physical exercises-induce fatigue”, Journal of Sports
Engineering and Technology, June 2018.



Sina Ameli, Fazel Naghdy, David Stirling, Golshah Naghdy, Morteza Aghmesheh, “Objective
Objective Clinical Functional Assessment of Breast Cancer Patients Using Inertial Motion
Capture”, IEEE TENCON, 2016



Sina Ameli, Fazel Naghdy, David Stirling, Golshah Naghdy, Morteza Aghmesheh, “Objective
Fatigue Measurement through Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System”, M2VIP 2016.



Sina Ameli, Fazel Naghdy, David Stirling, Golshah Naghdy, Morteza Aghmesheh, "Assessment
of exercise induced fatigue through motion analysis," in TENCON 2015 - 2015 IEEE Region 10
Conference, 2015, pp. 1-4.



Sina Ameli, David Stirling, Fazel Naghdy, Golshah Naghdy, Morteza Aghmesheh, “Assessing the
Impact of Fatigue on Gait Using Inertial Sensors”, Advanced Intelligent Mechatronics (AIM), 2013
IEEE/ASME International Conference, 2013, pp. 307-312.
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Sina Ameli, Fazel Naghdy, David Stirling, Golshah Naghdy, Morteza Aghmesheh, “Objective
Clinical Fitness Assessment Using Inertial Sensors”, Procedia Engineering, Vol. 41, pp. 443-449,
201


Sina Ameli, Fazel Naghdy, David Stirling, Golshah Naghdy, Morteza Aghmesheh,
“Chemotherapy-Induced Fatigue Estimation Using Hidden Markov Model”, Under review by
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering.



Sina Ameli, Fazel Naghdy, David Stirling, Golshah Naghdy, Morteza Aghmesheh, “ANFIS
modelling of chemotherapy induced-fatigue”, Under review by Journal of Engineering in
Medicine.

Researches in these studies are conducted in accordance with the New South Wales
Health

multi-site

ethics

approval

scheme

(HREC

reference

number:

HREC/12/WGONG/91). The list of all approvals and related dates are shown below:
HREC/12/WONG/30, 16/08/2012
HREC/12/WONG/91, 24/02/2015
HREC/12/WONG/91, 30/06/2015
HREC/12/WONG/91, 25/08/2015
HREC/12/WONG/91, 07/10/2015
HE12/086, 24/05/2016
Final report, 26/08/2017
In addition, the appendix 4 contains all the ethics amendments, approval and consent
forms.

1.7 Structure of the thesis
The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows. In chapter 2, a review of the literature
closely related with the ontology of fatigue and methods proposed for measuring
muscular fatigue is conducted. This chapter demonstrates that the kinetic and kinematic
parameters of the ambulatory motion during exercise are the best parameters in
quantifying the degree of muscular fatigue.
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In chapter 3, the details of experimental set up and procedures designed to study fatigue
measurement using inertial sensors are explained. The aim is to assess fatigue in healthy
subjects after sustained activities and in cancer patients exposed to chemotherapy
treatment.
Chapter 4 provides the results of gait analysis applied to healthy subjects of pre- and postinterventions of sustained activities-induced fatigue and cancer patients of pre- and postinterventions of chemotherapy-induced fatigue using 6 Minute Walk (6MW) test. A brief
explanation of the advantages of analysing gait data and the most efficient data analysis
methods to measure the effect of fatigue on ambulatory performance are initially
presented. Subsequently, the details of the experimental work conducted on healthy and
cancer subjects are described. The analysis of the data using statistical methods, HMM
and GMM is then presented.
Chapter 5 describes the deployment of stair climbing test (SCT) as an alternative method
in fatigue assessment. Since healthy subjects have higher level of fitness compared to
ailing subjects and are more resilient to decline in ambulatory motion, the experimental
tests are initially carried out on healthy subjects. A successful fatigue detection in healthy
subjects using SCT provides a better insight into the reliability and applicability of the
method for fatigue assessment of ailing subjects.
In chapter 7, the degree of muscular fatigue of sustained activities and disease measured
by inertial sensors through stair climbing test is validated against the metabolic
performance of the subjects. The chapter explains the approach and provides the results.
The major outcomes of the investigations carried out in the thesis are discussed in chapter
8 and some conclusions are drawn. This chapter also provides recommendations for the
future work.
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Chapter 2
2 Literature review
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the effects of disease-induced fatigue and activity-induced fatigue on
physiological indexes are briefly explained and compared. The effects of both types of
fatigue on physical parameters are explained and it is shown that physical parameters are
the most universal and non-invasive indicators of muscular fatigue. The most common,
practical and quantitative fatigue measurement methods developed based on physical
parameters are then reviewed and their advantages and disadvantages are highlighted. It
is demonstrated that kinetic and kinematic parameters of ambulatory motion effectively
reflect the impact of fatigue on physical parameters.
The chapter continues by underlining the efficacy of inertial sensors in measuring the
ambulatory motion characteristics. Different statistical and machine learning methods
usually applied to inertial data to quantitatively estimate muscular fatigue are finally
explored.

2.2 Fatigue effects on physical and physiological parameters
A comprehensive measurement of fatigue effects on general functional performance
requires an assessment of the physical and physiological parameters. Disease or sustained
activity may use similar contributing factors to induce fatigue but the metabolic
mechanisms driving the contributors are significantly different. Hence, the physiological
indexes describing fatigue such as blood pressure and lactate acid, oxygen saturation or
heart rate show different characteristics in fatigue. Oxygen saturation is also a reference
to fraction of oxygen-saturated haemoglobin in proportion to total haemoglobin in the
blood. The relationship between metabolic mechanisms and fatigue contributing factors
(explained in chapter 1) is demonstrated through changes in the ambulatory motion
characteristics. A close examination of motion parameters can provide an estimate of the
degree of fatigue. In this thesis, the words peripheral fatigue, muscular fatigue and fatigue
are interchangeably used across all sections. We first explain the most popular
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physiological indexes to evaluate fatigue caused by disease and sustained activity. Then
the impact of fatigue on physical parameters is explained and it is demonstrated that
motion assessment is the most effective, universal and non-invasive fatigue measurement
method.
2.2.1 Physiological assessment
2.2.1.1 Disease-induced Fatigue
The type of disease affects variation in physiological parameters caused by diseaseinduced fatigue. The cardiopulmonary [33], neuromuscular [34] and cancer [35] are the
most common illnesses that cause fatigue. The cardiopulmonary diseases hinder efficient
operation of cardiovascular and pulmonary systems resulting in a mismatch between
cardiac output and the muscular system needs, resulting in turn to fatigue that is a frequent
symptom of cardiac disease [33]. The hypo perfusion, altered metabolism, hypoxemia
and hypercapnia are the main sources of fatigue [36]. The hypo perfusion means the
insufficient perfusion of body tissues and hypercapnia indicates an abnormally low
concentration of oxygen in the blood. Assessment on cardiac and respiratory outputs and
also metabolic performance of patients are carried out to determine the relationship
between cardiopulmonary deficiency and the degree of fatigue. The cardiac outputs
include volume of O2 (VO2) consumption [2], ventilation rate, CO2 gas exchange, energy
expenditure and heart rate. The metabolic performance assessment mainly examines the
vital indexes of blood pressure, oxidative status and cardiac biomarkers including cardiac
troponin, creatinine kinase and myoglobin [37]. The cardiac troponin means cardiac
regulatory proteins controlling the calcium mediated interaction between actin and
myosin.
The neuromuscular disease affect the peripheral nervous system including peripheral
nerves, the nerve–muscle junction and muscles that lead to muscular deconditioning and
weakness [38]. Patients suffering from Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis (MS),
cerebrovascular disorders and osteoarthritis experience an extreme degree of fatigue [39].
The metabolic assessment methods measure full blood count (FBC), erythrocyte
sedimentation rate (ESR), creatine kinase, electrolytes (Na + and K+), Ca2+, phosphate,
thyrotropin, thyroxine, glucose and liver function test (LFT) to determine the degree of
deterioration in functional capacity because of disease-induced fatigue [34]. The
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thyrotropin means a hormone secreted by the pituitary gland regulating the production of
thyroid hormones.
In cancer patients, the disease or treatment causes deficiency in the mechanism of
regenerating adenosine triphosphate (ATP) in skeletal muscle and thereby decreasing the
ability to perform ADLs. The ATP is the main source of energy for contraction of
muscular limbs. Failure to regenerate ATP leads to disruption of muscular function [40].
Another crucial factor of fatigue is associated with metabolic disturbance which increases
the serotonin (5-HT) levels in brain and causes a decline in somato motor drive and
subsequently reduction in functional capacity [41]. Moreover, cancer or treatment makes
a disruption in circadian rhythm performance and muscle deconditioning [40] which
directly leads to muscular fatigue. Fatigue in cancer patients is one of the most common
symptoms reported by studies with prevalence rates of above 90%. The red blood count
(RBC), FBC, blood protein testing, blood pressure and oxygen saturation are some
fundamental metabolic tests used to measure fatigue caused by cancer [42].
2.2.1.2 Sustained activity Induced Fatigue
Sustained activities have an impact on the biochemical equilibrium within the exercising
muscle cells and cause an accumulation of inorganic phosphate, protons, lactate and free
Mg2+ [43]. Figure 2.1 shows the cell sites associated with the etiology of muscular fatigue
of sustained activity. Sites 1-4 make disruptions in excitation-contraction of the
sarcolemma and T tublar action potential and the T tubular dihydropyridine receptor and
sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ release channel demonstrated in sites 3-4. The remaining
sites show the metabolic factors affecting the sarcoplasmic reticulum, the thin filament
regulatory proteins and cross bridge. The definitions of sites are explained under the
figure. The sarcoplasmic refers to the fine transparent tubular sheath containing the fibres
of skeletal muscles.
The muscle metabolite and heat generated by the muscle contraction are released into
cellular system, disrupting the body internal environment affecting the mechanical
performance of the muscles [44]. The type and volume of the muscles involved and
duration of exercise are critical factors in determining the effect of activities on the
internal environment [45]. The anaerobic activities generate lactic acid by breaking down
glycogen and aerobic activities use the lactic acid to generate more ATP, CO2 and water
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[46]. Both anaerobic and aerobic activities also have impact on muscle afferents of type
III and IV nerves, decreasing the firing frequency of the motor neuron and inhibiting the
function of motor cortex. In order to determine the relationship between internal
disruption and the degree of fatigue, various methods are investigated. Measurement of
lactic acid and VO2 are the most common methods to determine the effects of activities
on metabolic performance. There are other approaches such as the product of maximal
cardiac output and maximal arteriovenous oxygen difference [47], and the energy
expenditure [48]. An analysis of different indexes of blood sample including ammonia,
hydrogen ions, H+ ions, Mg2+ and Ca2+ are also considered in some studies and clinical
settings [49]. These indexes are measured after the termination of activities not in realtime when activities are taking place. These methods also provide an estimation of the
global fatigue of body musculature without any insight into local muscle fatigue. A
continuous measurement of performance of local limbs during activities is required to
develop a comprehensive muscular fatigue measurement tool.
Overall, there is no comprehensive, well-established and universal method available to
identify the relationship between physiological parameters and fatigue caused by both
sustained activities and disease. For a universal fatigue measurement method, an indicator
of fatigue common between sustained activities and disease should be deployed. The
physical parameters, which are indicators of ambulatory performance status, exhibit
identical behaviour under the stress of disease- or sustained activities.
2.2.2 Physical assessment
While the effects of diseases-induced fatigue compared with sustained activities-induced
fatigue on physiological parameters are significantly different, the parameters indicating
the status of physical performance are the same [50]. All the interactions between the
metabolic indexes and related sequences inside of the body result in a decline in the
capacity of muscular limbs to produce force. Muscular fatigue, regardless of fatigue type,
impairs the dynamic motor performance and subdues the mechanical response of limbs
to external stress [51]. The degree of deterioration in ambulatory motion characteristics
is directly related to the intensity and frequency of fatigue caused by sustained activities
[52] or disease [42]. The mechanical responses of muscular limbs of healthy subjects or
patients in a fatigued state demonstrate identical trends that are consistent for individuals
with different ages, genders and body mass indexes (BMI) [46]. The physical parameters
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explain various aspects of ambulatory performance and include a wide range of indexes
comprising endurance, strength and agility of muscular limbs, motion accuracy, range of
motions,

postural

composition

and

stability,

speed,

power,

work

and

accelerating/decelerating abilities [53]. The type of a task determines the cohort of the
parameters that govern the physical performance. Depending on the aim of fatigue
measurement and whether it is conducted in clinical settings or a research environment,
one or a group of such parameters are measured to determine the muscular fatigue effects
on specific aspects of physical performance [54]. For instance, speed and work can
indicate the endurance capacity of the muscular system.

Figure 2-1. Representation of major components of a muscle cell involved in activity Numbers indicate
possible sites of muscular fatigue during heavy exercise and include the following: 1) surface membrane,
2) T tubular charge movement, 3) mechanisms coupling T tubular charge movement with plasmic
reticulum (SR) Ca2+ release, 4) SR Ca2+ release, 5) SR Ca2+ reuptake, 6) Ca2+ binding to troponin,
and 7) myosin binding to actin, ATP hydrolysis, and cross-bridge force development and cycle rate.[55]

In order to clinically measure physical parameters, exercise tests that require the
movements of the body limbs are commonly employed for both healthy and ailing
subjects. The exercise tests [51] assign a pre-defined degree of stress to muscular limbs
and affect different aspects of physical parameters depending on the type of exercise. The
findings consistently indicate that variation in arterial O2 content leads to significant
changes in power output during exercise tests and consequently physical performance
[24]. In clinical settings, during an exercise, physical parameters which provide most
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reliable information on performance of cardiopulmonary system are commonly [56]
monitored.
As it was explained, since physical characteristics of the muscular limbs under fatigue
stimulation caused by disease- or sustained activities demonstrate similar behaviours, an
assessment of such parameters can facilitate the development of a universal and noninvasive muscular fatigue measurement tool [20]. Hence, in the following sections
various studies using exercise tests to assess physical parameters are reviewed.

2.3 Exercise tests
Exercise tests are organized and structured physical activities evaluating the muscular and
cardiovascular fitness [57], since they are intrinsically associated with the functional
capacity and joint coordination [58]. Exercise tests consists of different physical activities
requiring the motion and coordination of the muscular limbs. They are non-invasive
interventions that provide prognostic and diagnostic information about individual’s
physical and physiological status [59], including cardiovascular and cardiopulmonary
capacity, muscular strength, steady balance and ambulatory motion characteristics.
Exercise tests encompass a wide range of applications including fitness assessment of
sports players during training, tournament, rehabilitation processes and also functional
performance assessment of patients during or after treatment. Based on the outcomes, the
exercise tests are grouped as flexibility, aerobic and anaerobic exercises [60].
Flexibility tests assess joint flexibility and the range of motions such as balance tests used
to examine the stability of human body [61]. Some examples are sit to stand, standing on
one leg, tandem stance, heel or toe walking tests [30]. Aerobic or cardio exercises rely on
the motion of a large group of muscles and use a significant amount of oxygen [62]. The
most common cardiovascular exercises consists of biking, walking, running and stair
climbing, measuring the maximum endurance of cardiorespiratory system [63]. The
anaerobic exercises examine the strength and coordination of the neural system and the body

limbs [64]. Muscular resistance exercises, which are the most common anaerobic
exercises, provide information about the highest level of muscular contraction and strength
and also aerobic endurance [65]. The details of exercise tests are provided in the following
sections:
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2.3.1 Balance tests
Maintaining postural balance is a fundamental skill to control the position of the body’s
centre of mass inside its base of support to execute complex tasks during DLAs or sports.
Afferent information obtained from three main sensory inputs of proprioceptive, visual,
and vestibular systems are integrated and evaluated by the cognitive system to provide
appropriate response to a stimulus disturbing the postural balance [66]. Muscular fatigue
is one of the most common stimulus which has an impact on metabolic system affecting
the quality of sensory information [67]. This decline in awareness leads to deterioration
of coordination between joints, bodily position and voluntary movements, resulting in a
significant decrease in postural stability. There is a direct relationship between the degree
of postural sway and the degree of fatigue resulted from sustained activities or disease
[68]. Balance tests appraise postural stability by applying stress on postural balance and
determine the specific body limbs impairing balance. Depending on the root of postural
instability, the balance tests are grouped as static, dynamic or a combination of both [67].
The most popular static tests are single limb stance and tandem stance that measure the
effects of muscular fatigue on lower limbs to control the balance [66]. The static tests
analyse the perturbation of centre of mass (CoM) during quiet standing to identify
muscular strength to maintain the body balance in a static condition and are widely used
for elderly [69] as well as patients suffering from neuromuscular diseases.
Dynamic tests are more complex than static tests and assess the ability to transfer the
vertical projection of the CoM around the supporting base as the muscular limbs move.
The application of dynamic tests to measure muscular fatigue is associated with sports
athletes, elderly and patients with ambulatory motion deficiencies such as osteoarthritis.
The osteoarthritis refers to degeneration of joint cartilage and the underlying bone causing
pain. The static and dynamic tests are also combined to measure the general functional
balance of healthy individuals and patients. There is an array of assessment methods using
both static and dynamic tests to appraise the functional instability developed by muscular
fatigue. Romberg, functional reach, timed get up and go, start excursion, balance
evolution system, performance-oriented mobility assessment tests and Berg balance scale
are some of the well-established functional balance assessment methods [70].
Timed up and go, single limb stance balance, single chair rise, sit to stand, tandem stance,
step and 360° turning tests are the most common balance tests. Timed up and go, which
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examines the mobility and risk of falls, measures the time to stand up from a standard
arm chair and walking a distance of 3 meters, turn, walk back and sit down on the chair.
The single limb stance [71] assesses the individual’s ability to maintain the balance during
a single leg stance by standing on one leg for as long as they can. It measures the static
standing ability. The single chair rise ascertains how fast the subject can rise from a chair.
The sit to stand test is made of repeated tasks to measure the lower limbs strength and
endurance. The tandem stance examines the static balance narrow base of support and
requires to stand up with heel of one foot in front of the toes of the other one. The 360°
turning test primarily analyses the dynamic balance during a turning task over a complete
circle [72].
2.3.2 Aerobic tests
Sustained activities or disease-induced fatigue inhibit the normal performance of aerobic
metabolic system to deliver O2 [51] to muscle cells and to provide adequate amount of
energy to the muscular limbs. Aerobic or cardiac tests investigate the ability of
cardiopulmonary system to provide sufficient energy to muscle cells in response to the
altered demands of energy. A lack of energy in the muscular limbs leads to a decrease in
the force output and change of the kinematic parameters. In a fatigued state, aerobic tests
provide a mean to assess the relationship between cardiopulmonary output and
ambulatory motion perturbations [59]. Clinically two significant groups of aerobic tests
including steady-state and incremental tests are carried out [58]. Steady-state tests
observe the maximal capacity which can be endured over a long period of time whereas
incremental exercise tests analyse maximal exercise capacity according to peak exercise
level [73].
The type of cardiac tests for healthy subjects is significantly different from ailing subjects.
In healthy subjects, the fatigability is directly related to cardiac fitness status of healthy
subjects [74]. In contrast, the fatigability of ailing subjects is directly related to the disease
condition regardless of initial fitness level [75]. While the application of cardiac tests for
healthy subjects is predominantly associated with measurement of O2 delivery of sports
athletes cardiac system during sustained and high intense activities. The main aim of
cardiac tests in ailing subjects is to identify the effects of disease on metabolic system to
deliver sufficient O2 to the body limbs. Although there are some common types of
exercise tests in both groups, the administration protocols of these tests are totally
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different. Running, biking and stair climbing are famous tests that have different exercise
intensity, duration, monitoring and analysis methods for healthy and ailing subjects. The
monitoring and analysis methods are determined according to the aim of test. There are
different indexes measuring the performance of cardiac system including maximum O2
uptake, O2 desaturation, ventilation rate, maximum amount of work, power, hear rate,
distance travelled, etc. [58].
There are different types of cardiopulmonary exercise tests including walking, running
and cycling tests. The walking tests comprise 3 Minute Walking Tests (3MWT), 6-Minute
Walking West (6MWT), 9-Minute Walking Test (9MWT) and 12-Minute Walking Tests
(12 MWT). During walking tests, the individuals are required to walk as fast as possible
on a hard and flat surface. There are also other types of walking tests such as Shuttle
Walking Test (SWT) in which the subject should walk between two cones spaced 10
metres apart, starting at a very slow pace set by a beep and increasing the pace gradually.
The pace of walking should increase as the beeping gets faster, until the subject cannot
keep pace with beeping [76].
Running tests are applied in the field or on the treadmill. The treadmill-based running test
is used as a stress test in which the subjects should run in a progressively increased speed
or slope. The field running includes various types among which 12-Minute Run is the
most common one measuring the maximum distance travelled. Cycling is carried out on
a stationary bike known as cycle ergometer calculating the power and work output. Cycle
ergometer consists of saddle, pedals, and handlebars, providing a condition to perform
cycling but inside a laboratory environment within a limited space [77].
2.3.3 Anaerobic tests
In addition to balance and cardiac capacity, muscular strength and anaerobic metabolism
are significantly affected by the muscular fatigue [78]. The muscular strength, which
identifies general fitness status, is measured using anaerobic tests. Such tests are short but
high-intensity activities that force the body to use O2 stored in the muscles, not the O2
provided by the lungs. Some common types include heavy weight-lifting, all types of
sprint tests, jumping and stair case climbing. These tests are predominantly used in
neuromuscular and cancer patients who experience a significant decline in muscular
strength and anaerobic capacity, in order to ascertain the rehabilitation or treatment
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efficiency aiming to improve physical performance. Anaerobic tests across sports athletes
are extremely common since they can provide comprehensive information about the
fluctuations of the muscular force before and after a physical training or match-induced
fatigue. The rehabilitation effects on muscular strength after a serious injury are also
determined by using anaerobic tests [78]. The most common type of anaerobic exercise
weight- lifting over long or short durations. The lifting task is performed by the upper or
lower muscles or both. Sprinting tests including running, cycling or stair climbing are
performed at high intensity over a short period of time. Jumping is also used to improve
muscular strength of the lower limbs and consists of springing from steps at different
heights [79].

2.4

Monitoring methods

The exercise tests provide a mean to assess the capacity of the muscular limbs in response
to an external stress. The response of the muscular limbs, indicating the status of physical
parameters, should be monitored to provide a comprehensive understanding of muscular
fatigue. Since the response varies according to the type of exercise tests, there are
different monitoring methods. The relationship between cardiorespiratory status and
fatigue is determined by measuring kinematic characteristics of the body limbs, amount
of work, accelerating/decelerating abilities and speed during cardiopulmonary exercise
tests (CPET). The effect of fatigue on muscular strength and joint coordination are
determined by measuring power, range and accuracy of the motion and kinetic
characteristics of the limbs.
In general, monitoring methods are categorized according to the parameters measured
during an exercise test. In this thesis, these methods are referred to as period
measurement, distance measurement, and motion characteristics measurement.
2.4.1 Period and distance measurement
The methods in this category mainly measure the distance travelled during the exercise
tests. In daily clinics or clinical trials, the distance covered is used as a significant
indicator of fatigue. The relationship between the amount of distance travelled and the
degree of fatigue is significantly affected by the type of fatigue. The information provided
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by this index are totally different for healthy subjects and patients. The distance measured
for patients and sports player during exercise tests are explained in the next sections.
2.4.1.1 Disease-induced fatigue
It is very common to use distance as an indicator of fatigue in patients suffering from
cardiopulmonary problems affecting the delivery of the blood to the muscular cells.
Deficiency in blood delivery results in energy depletion and subsequently fatigue or
deterioration in physical performance. The distance travelled during CPET, analysing
cardiopulmonary capacity, are commonly used in clinical settings as it is proved that
distance is strongly associated with the performance of blood circulation system
supplying energy as O2 to the limbs [80]. Any deficiency in blood circulation causes
energy depletion and muscular fatigue and consequently inability to move. The distance
is measured as a reliable index for muscular fatigue of cardiopulmonary patients during
different CPET including walking, biking and stair climbing. The period of walking or
cycling is also recorded to determine the speed at which the exercise is performed. There
are also other types of walking or biking tests which only explore the time of completing
tests over a specific distance. This shows the maximum capacity of the subject to stand
fatigue. An assessment of the distance travelled in conjunction with the corresponding
speed determines the maximum functional capacity and fatigue onset point [36].
Distance measurement is also a common method used in neuromuscular patients suffering
from ambulatory motion deficiencies [81]. The neuromuscular diseases negatively impact
the interaction between neural system and the muscular limbs, undermining the
ambulatory motion [82]. This demands an ailing subject to use more energy and maintain
higher concentration compared to a healthy subject, in order to accomplish a dynamic
task, ultimately leading to both muscular and mental fatigue. Furthermore, when the lack
of cooperation between limbs and nerves is fed back to the brain, subject is prompted to
react similar to their previous intrinsic normal and healthy state. This in turn demands a
massive mental effort and results in a dramatic increase in the degree of mental fatigue
[83]. This also affects the patient’s central-decision making and motivations, directly
subduing the physical motions. Hence, different types of walking tasks that require an
appropriate cooperation between muscular and neural systems to maintain balance are
commonly used across this group of patients [84]. It is proved that the distance walked is
a reliable demonstrator of intensity of fatigue effects on physical performance and
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maintaining postural stability to perform a task [72]. The distance and period of walking
tests and fluctuations of metabolic indexes of neuromuscular patients are strongly related
and the degree of correlation can determine the intensity of the muscular fatigue [85].
The fatigue caused by cancer and its treatment affect the cardiopulmonary and
neuromuscular systems which in turn impair both blood circulation system and physical
balance. This type of disease and related treatment have adverse impact on metabolic
system, undermining the delivery of energy to the muscular limbs and subduing the limbs
motion. The distance travelled by cancer patients during exercise tests is shown to be a
reliable indicator of the muscular fatigue [86]. The distance travelled in biking, walking
and even stair climbing tests are conventionally used in cancer patients to measure the
degree of muscular fatigue. The 6MWT is the most common type of walking test used to
measure muscular fatigue. The distance and its related time are appropriate indicators of
muscular fatigue of patients as they provide comprehensive information about the effects
of disease and treatment on functional performance [87].
1.1.1.1 Sustained activities-induced fatigue
Measurement of distance travelled during exercise tests is a predominant index of fatigue
in healthy subjects since all types of sustained activities-induced fatigue cause an
excessive use of energy supply and a reduction in fuel transferred to the motor function
of ambulatory motion, leading in turn to physical performance deterioration and walking
disruption. There are two methods used to clinically measure the fatigue caused by
sustained activities: (a) the difference of the distances travelled during exercise tests
before and after sustained activities such as ADLs or sports matches (b) the difference of
the distances travelled during exercise tests before and after physical tasks, simulating the
effects of sustained activities-induced fatigue [88]. In both forms, the maximum distance
recorded over a specific period of time or the maximum time recorded for a specified
distance are used in estimating the fatigue. The exercise tests are designed to require high
intensity physical tasks in order to force the subjects to use the whole energy stored within
the muscle cells. Running and biking are the most common tests to measure the limit of
physical capacity [89].
Since the running task applies a higher degree of exercise intensity to the body segments
compared to other types of exercise tests, it is the most conventional tests in sports players
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[90]. Different types of running tests include time to exhaustion, time-trial and shuttle
running tests which can measure muscular fatigue caused by physical training programs
or matches [88]. During time to exhaustion running tests, the subjects are asked to
perform running test at a constant workload until the required power output cannot be
reached, in which the total time and distance covered are measured [91]. Since time and
corresponding distance directly examine the maximum capacity of cardiopulmonary
system administrating aerobic activities, they are shown to be reliable indicators of
muscular fatigue. The time-trial running tests are referred to as endurance performance
assessment with a known endpoint. The subjects are asked to complete a pre-defined
distance as fast as possible, or produce work as much as possible over a given period. The
subjects are usually advised of the trial distance or duration to adjust their energy usage
to make a pacing strategy to reach a specific endpoint [91]. The time-trial similar to time
to exhaustion tests measure the maximum aerobic capacity of players but can provide
more accurate and reliable data [92].
The anaerobic capacity of sports player is also determined by using shuttle running tests
that consists of short bursts of running activities using immediate energy provided by
ATP and CP [93]. The shuttle run tests, categorized as sprinting tests, are carried out on
treadmill or in the field. During shuttle run, time or distance is considered constant and
variation in other parameters are measured while the subjects run as fast as possible. This
forces the body to use fast twitch muscle fibres and measures the body ability to use the
total amount of energy stored within muscle cells. Since making time as a constant
variable provides a psychological benefit to measure fatigue, in clinical settings the
maximum distance run is measured to identify the muscular limb’s tolerance to reach a
fatigued-state. The reliability of maximum distance during shuttle run is proved by
correlating it against the degree of variation of metabolic indexes such as maximum O 2
uptake [94].
The biking tests can also measure the distance travelled by healthy subjects to measure
muscular fatigue of activities. Both types of cycling tests, including aerobic and anaerobic
tests, are conventionally carried out on a cycle ergometer measuring different parameters
including distance, work and power output [95]. To measure the aerobic resistance, a
steady-state cycling test with a constant speed is used and the maximum time and related
distance tolerated on the bike are measured and their reliability is validated with
maximum VO2 [96]. The VO2 is a reliable index demonstrating the capacity of the cardio
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system to provide adequate energy for muscle fibre type 1 to stimulate exercising muscles
[96]. The muscle fibre refers to cells which build up the skeletal muscles and are made of
numerous myofibrils contracting when stimulated. The distance can also show the
endurance of the lower limbs to reach a fatigued-state. In addition to endurance capacity,
the distance travelled in cycling during anaerobic test determines the strength of the lower
limbs [97]. The anaerobic cycling tests are mainly performed as sprinting tests such as
Wingate test to measure the peak power and anaerobic capacity [98]. The depletion of
phosphocreatine and an accumulation of hydrogen ions in the muscle cells are the main
mechanisms of anaerobic fatigue which can be measured by correlating the total distance
against the peak power output [99]. Producing a high amount of power can be the result
of long-distance biking, though long distance biking does not always demand high power
as it can happen at moderate or constant power [89].
1.1.1.2 Disadvantages of distance measurement

As highlighted so far, assessment of physical parameters is the most effective way to
develop a universal and non-invasive muscular fatigue measurement tool. The distance
travelled during exercise tests can be an indicator of the effects of disease- or activitiesinduced muscular fatigue on aerobic and anaerobic tolerance of individuals. However,
the distance does not provide critical information on the impact of fatigue on physical
parameters. Since fatigue refers to a class of acute effects inhibiting ambulatory motor
performance, considering distance as a single mechanism which can be used under
different circumstances to measure the decline in performance is prone to inaccuracy.
Muscular fatigue directly undermines the limbs to produce force, which in turn
ambulatory motion characteristics including kinetic and kinematic parameters of
muscular limbs are significantly changed. The distance primarily measures the ability of
individuals to walk or bike but cannot provide an understanding about the variations of
kinetic and kinematic parameters of the muscular limbs. It also does not provide any
information about the body physical response to fatigue during the task as it is measured
once the test is finished. Furthermore, since muscular characteristics and capabilities are
different from person to person, the threshold of muscle fatigue is not a point which can
be defined by measuring the time to exhaustion and also as a simple function of muscular
capacity to provide adequate energy source to perform the task.
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Moreover, although it is simple to measure the distance covered, the results strongly
depend on psychological factors such as motivation and task conditions. Hence, the
distance cannot adequately determine the fatigue associated with a particular muscle in
situations that many agonists participate in an ambulatory task.
Hence, a more complex method of monitoring fatigue is required to provide a
comprehensive assessment of fatigue effects on physical performance. In the following
sections, different types of methods monitoring the physical parameters of the limbs are
explored. and the advantages and disadvantages of each method are discussed.
2.4.2 Motion characteristics measurement
The second category of monitoring methods measure the kinetic and kinematic
parameters of the limbs during the ambulatory tasks of exercise tests. The kinetic
parameters are related to kinetic energy, force and power output and the kinematic
parameters consists of speed, acceleration, range of joint and limbs motions. Depending
on the capability of biomedical devices, one or several of kinetic or kinematic
characteristics or both are collected from a single muscle limb or a cohort of them. The
methods are classified according to the technology used to record motion characteristics
which are mainly classified as wearable and non-wearable devices. The most common
approaches to measure muscular fatigue are electromyography (EMG), force plate and
motion capture systems (optical and inertial) [100]. The advantages and disadvantages of
the three methods of measuring muscular fatigue are discussed in this section.
2.4.2.1 Electromyography (EMG)
A notable manifestation of muscular fatigue is the inability to maintain the required or
expected force. The chemical and physiological phenomena that lead to reduced force
productivity are demonstrated through physical properties of muscle cells among which
the myoelectric signals can appropriately reflect the degree of fatigue. The signals include
electrical impulses causing the contraction of muscle fibres during exercise tests. A
measurement of myoelectric activity of particular muscles can provide information on the
force production capacity of muscles which can be invasively achieved by EMG or noninvasively by surface electromyography (sEMG) [101]. The myoelectric activity refers to
the electrical properties of muscle tissue. In invasive methods, a needle is inserted into
the skin whereas in the non-invasive approach some electrodes are placed on the skin
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surface. The biochemical and physiological changes within muscle cells during fatigue
contraction can be measured by both EMG and sEMG. Figure 2.2 displays the sequences
of phenomenon in central and peripheral systems which ultimately lead to a reduction in
force output. The EMG or sEMG measures the degree of muscle excitation controlling
the force output.
This method has a number of advantages: Potential for real-time monitoring of fatigue,
correlating physical parameters with biochemical and physiological changes in muscles
and ability to measure local muscle fatigue. The muscle fibre conduction velocity, which
demonstrates the muscular performance, is strongly related to power spectrum properties
of surface myoelectric signals [102]. The frequency analysis of signals shows a shift in
signal power spectrum toward lower frequencies in a fatigued-state. The mean and
median frequency values are two of the most significant features distinguishing the
signals before and after a fatigued-state. The EMG or sEMG method is used during static
and dynamic exercise tests providing isometric and isotonic muscle contractions,
respectively. The isometric and isotonic muscle contraction refers to an increase in the
muscle tension to meet the resistance and a greater incline in muscle length compared to
the amount of forced produced, respectively. Since the frequency characteristics of
myoelectric signals obtained during isometric and isotonic contractions are different, the
mathematical methods used to analyse the data should also differ.
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Figure 2-2. Central and peripheral aspects of fatigue which can be monitored by EMG [103]

The isometric exercises, which are a type of anaerobic exercise tests, are carried out in
static conditions to mainly measure the variations of local muscle strength before and
after a fatigued-state. The static signals are conventionally assessed by Fourier and
wavelet transform (WT) [104] and parametric identification methods based on
autoregressive and time-domain analysis using mean absolute value (MAV) and rootmean-square (RMS) value of the signals [4]. The Fourier transform is used to calculate
the power spectral density function (PSDF) to measure the frequency shift as an index of
fatigue. The parametric identification methods determine the relationship between
frequency power and the number of repetitions of anaerobic tasks. The degree of decline
in median frequency is highly correlated with the number of repetitions or endurance time
[101]. The rate of accumulation of muscle metabolites is also related to the decline of
frequency power. As the test progresses, the metabolites are increased and the median
frequency is decreased. The power components of the Fourier power spectra in a fatiguedstate also show a decrease in median frequency which is followed by an increase in the
amplitude of signals [105].
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The isometric and isotonic actions have different effects on muscular mechanical
properties and motor unit activation. The isotonic muscle contractions during isotonic
tests are significantly affected by the type of physical task and angular velocity of
movement [106]. The isotonic contraction is a complex phenomenon that requires more
sophisticated data analysis methods compared to isometric contractions. However, there
are not many studies reported to explore the myoelectric changes of dynamic contractions
[107]. This is due to limitation of the Fourier transform, as the most common EMG data
analysis method to analyse isotonic data. The Fourier transform can appropriately analyse
a stationary signal. In contrast, the EMG signals obtained during dynamic contractions
are non-stationary because of changes in muscle length, motion velocity and electrodes
locations with respect to the active muscle fibres [104]. The current studies examine the
frequency of dynamic data by using WT and recurrence quantification analysis (RQA).
The WT method takes both time and frequency variation into account and provides a realtime muscular fatigue monitoring tool [101].
Compared to Fourier transform, wavelets method provides time–frequency output,
accurate frequency localization at low frequencies and good time localization at high
frequencies. There are different types of WT including continuous, discrete, complex and
fast WT. The type of isotonic contractions determines the most appropriate type of WT.
The cyclic and complex motions such as walking or running can be analysed using
discrete WT (DWT) providing discrete samples of frequency signals over time. The DWT
is a powerful approach to analyse gait data since it can distinguish the frequency
characteristics of gait cycles according to time. Also this can be used to measure muscular
fatigue during a condition requiring dynamic repetitive tasks such as tasks performed
during boxing training [107]. The continuous WT (CWT) is an appropriate method to
assess the frequency of motion during strength and anaerobic tasks such as BeiringSorensen test [104] [108] and also during supramaximal constant load dynamic exercise
such as high intensity cycle ergometer [109].
Because of long history of EMG application to muscular fatigue assessment and the large
number of studies conducted to improve the measurement efficiency, EMG or sEMG is
the most popular method used in clinical settings. This method is widely used across
healthy subjects to measure the muscular fatigue caused by sustained activities. Since
EMG is a powerful method to identify variation of force productivity rate in a fatiguedstate, anaerobic or balance exercise tests, which apply stress on limb’s strength, are
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mainly deployed to measure muscular fatigue. The EMG or sEMG is attached to a single
or a group of muscles to ascertain the degree of local muscle fatigue by identifying the
relationship between the rate of power loss and the frequency of signals [110]. The
myoelectric signals recorded by the method demonstrate that the type and period of
physical activity and also the pattern of physical tasks such as the number of repetitions
and resting periods affect the amplitude and peak/mean power of signals [111]. Shortperiod of heavy resistance training and repetitive tasks such as lifting or jumping until
exhaustion are two types of common anaerobic tests used to provide information about
muscular fatigue in sustained activities. The force generation capacity of the muscle is
also analysed during dynamic resistance tests including leg extension [112] and sprint
cycling or running that require maximal power output. It is also common to use EMG to
assess how muscular fatigue affects postural control. A decline in maximal voluntary
peak force of EMG signals indicates the lack of adequate motor execution command
given by central nervous system to the limbs which is a direct impact of the muscular
fatigue on proprioceptive procedure [68].
Myoelectric signal is commonly used to measure neuromuscular disease-induced fatigue
as the most critical disabling symptom of this illness [[103]. Disease affects the
components of human skeletal muscular system consisting of the nervous and muscular
systems, responsible in generating the force to perform an action. Neuromuscular
disorders cause pathological changes in the performance of motor units and also loss of
muscle fibres during the progress of disease. In this group of disease, the neuronal part of
the motor unit is affected and consequently the muscle fibres related to this motor unit
can no longer be stimulated [113]. The power spectrum analysis of EMG shows that the
amplitude and frequency of the signals obtained from the muscular limbs are indicators
of the severity of fatigue and disease [103]. The shift of power spectrum to lower
frequencies demonstrates the muscular fatigue effects on the limbs’ ambulatory
performance. A decline in the amplitude of the power spectrum is associated with the
fatigue effects of disease on central neural system inhibiting it to provide adequate
excitation for the limbs. As a result, the EMG or sEMG signals can determine the type of
pathology, location and aetiology of a disorder. Hence, local muscle fatigue assessment
is the main focus of EMG application in neuromuscular illnesses such as Parkinson’s
disease, MS, cerebral palsy and lower back pain [11]. Since the motor neuron firing rates
in ailing subjects is slower than healthy subjects during ambulatory tasks, the measured
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EMG has lower frequency. Hence, the frequency characteristic of EMG signal is an
indicator of frailty status in neuromuscular patients [114].
The use of EMG or sEMG in cancer patients is not very common since the disease
imposes a mental condition on patients to use a limited number of motor activity units
over a short period of time with a lighter load compared to healthy subjects. Hence, it is
not possible to accurately measure the maximum force generation capacity of the
individual. This in turn reduces the accuracy of fatigue measurement in this group of
patients [115]. Ailing subjects generally produce a smaller MVC force [113] and exert
themselves less during exercise tests as shown by smaller normalized force area of EMG
data and shorter test duration [115].
2.4.2.1.1 Disadvantages of EMG
Although EMG method is one of the most common muscular fatigue measurement
devices, the majority of studies only measure the muscular fatigue associated with
isometric muscle contractions. Hence, accurate measurement of myoelectric signals in
dynamic contractions and during fast and complex isotonic contractions is not possible.
As a result, the adequacy of deploying EMG to measure muscular fatigue during aerobic
exercise tests is not well understood [116]. The information provided by EMG signals of
static tests also indicate a high degree of sensitivity which can be the effect of the
anatomical and physiological properties of the muscle under examination. The use of
needle to collect myoelectric signals can provide an accurate representation and fine
resolution of the electrical activity of the muscle fibres. However, it is an invasive method
which cannot be applied to individuals suffering from illnesses such as skin cancer and
Leukemia.
The sEMG is used as a non-invasive approach in muscle fatigue assessment by measuring
myoelectric signal from the surface of the skin. Since the effectiveness of the body tissues
in transferring signals from the muscle to the surface electrodes varies, the approach is
prone to error and inconsistency. Also, the sEMG is affected by fibre membrane
properties, motor unit properties, and cross talk of myoelectric signals from neighbouring
muscles. The movement of the electrodes or attached cables, especially in isotonic
contractions such as soccer, can be another source of error.
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As shown in Figure 2-3, the MVC saturates dramatically to a point where no further
reduction is possible. At this point, the EMG signals do not provide further information
on the relationship between the force produced by the muscles and variation of physical
parameters. The measurement of fatigue based on myoelectric signals doesn’t provide a
complete understanding of the impact of fatigue on physical performance.
While the feasibility of fatigue assessment in neuromuscular diseases using EMG or
sEMG is shown by different studies, the accuracy of these measurements is typically
below 70%

[113]. In general, deployment of EMG requires trained and skilled

technicians to set up the experimental procedure and to examine the waveforms produced
by the sensors. This makes the approach impractical for a large number of patients [11].

Figure 2-3. The trend of MVC during sustain activity [49]

2.4.2.2 Force plates
A conventional force plate is embedded in the floor using load cells to measure the ground
reaction forces (GRF) generated by the body [117]. Simple force plates measure the
vertical component of the force at the centre of the platform whereas complex force plates
measure the force components along X, Y and Z axes [118]. There are two types of
platforms, single- and multi-pedestal. Different transducers are used in force plates such
as strain gauge, piezoelectric sensors, capacitance gauge and piezo resistive. A force plate
can be stationary, limiting its application to laboratory, or portable attached to the foot
and equipped with capacitive sensors which are a kind of pressure insole systems [119].
One of the most common portable force plate system consists of three dimensional (3D)
dynamometers using piezoelectric sensors that can quantify 3D forces and torques.
Force plates are frequently used to measure kinetic parameters of the muscular limbs
including centre of pressure (CoP) and average acceleration and velocity, the angular
motions of lower limbs and also the displacement and velocity of centre of mass (CoM)
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[120]. A direct measurement of kinetic parameters using statistical methods such as
standard deviation (S.D), total and average values provide quantitative data on balance,
gait and kinetic characteristics of lower limbs that are indicators of the individual’s ability
to maintain the control of the projection of CoM within the stability boundaries during
static and dynamic exercise tests [121]. An increase in CoP velocity and amplitude is
considered as a decline in stability or poor balance during both static and dynamic balance
tests which are the most prevalent exercise tests analysed by force plates. The complex
coordination of visual, vestibular, and somatosensory pathways, and the responses of
efferent leads to the ability of balance maintenance which can be quantified by analysing
the kinetic characteristics of the lower limbs such as vertical loading rate [122]. The
kinetic and kinematic data produced by the lower limbs can provide information about
localized fatigue of the lower limb muscles. For instance, quadriceps fatigue adversely
affects knee proprioception and causes instability. This assists clinicians to diagnose the
slip propensity causing serious risk of falls [123]. The main application of force plates in
assessing muscular fatigue is concerned with the measurement of disturbance in the
postural stability of the lower limbs that can potentially result in falls.
Most of the sports activities-induced fatigue affecting the musculoskeletal and
neurological systems cause a decreased knee proprioception and increased joint laxity
compared to baseline. This leads to a decline in muscle fibre capacity to absorb energy
and alters the motion characteristics of the lower limbs. Hence, the use of force plates is
quite common to measure the variations of kinetic and kinematic parameters of lower
segments in sports players [124]. Most of aerobic sports such as running or biking directly
cause the fatigue of knee extensors and hip flexor muscles which disturb the balance
[125].
In clinical settings, functional jump task on force plates is used and the related parameters
including time to stabilization (TTS), GRF, jumping height, peak proximal tibial anterior
shear force, knee flexion-extension moment, knee valgus-varus moment and knee flexion
angle are measured to quantify the amount of instability as a result of the muscular fatigue
[124]. The main aim of jumping landing test is to analyse the most appropriate group of
parameters. For instance in sports training, TTS that defines the time required to minimize
the GRFs of a jump landing within the range of a force plate is measured to evaluate the
musculoskeletal tolerance of players against fatigue [118]. The assessment of
rehabilitation efficiency after injuries is one of the main application of TTS. The injuries
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affecting the performance of a cohort of limbs force other limbs to work harder to
maintain the integrity of muscular limbs during dynamic actions, eventually leading to
excessive use of energy and muscular fatigue. The TTS in combination with GRF and
maximum acceleration of lower segments during the jumping and landing task
demonstrate the extent of injury on the capacity of quadriceps and tibial muscles to
maintain balance. Chronic lower limbs injuries increase the peak proximal tibial anterior
shear forces. This directly increases the tendency for greater anterior translation of the
tibia and increased ACL loading, leading to knee fatigue [125], increased valgus moments
and decreased knee flexion angles during landings of functional jump task [126] and
postural instability.
The balance of the subjects suffering from disease-induced fatigue is usually assessed
using force plates. Neuromuscular disease-induced fatigue affects the CNS, decreases the
efficiency of proprioceptive signals and enforces the CNS to down- or up- weight the
sensory inputs to proprioceptive signals to the group of muscles that control the posture
[127]. During ambulatory motion, this phenomenon varies the normal rate of force
produced by the lower limbs and disturbs the balance that can be detected by force plates.
The application of this method is quite common in Multiple Sclerosis and Parkinson’s
disease patients during sit to stand up or walking tasks to identify the degree of
degeneration in lower extremities [128]. The GRF obtained from patients represents a
slow walk with short stride length and prolonged double support phase compared to
normal subjects. Further analysis of lower legs’ angular motion and CoP displacement
demonstrates that such gait characteristics is a strategy adopted by the patient to
compensate for the deficits in balance and postural control. The compensation strategy to
maintain balance is also determined by force plates in patients suffering from recurrent
low back pain (LBP). These patients also have postural instability since their motor
control is impaired and lumbosacral proprioceptive acuity is altered, directly leading to
muscular fatigue of lower back. A comparison of the kinetic analysis of the lower limbs
of healthy subjects and LBP subjects using force plate reveals that healthy subjects adopt
a ‘‘multi-segmental’’ balance control strategy. The multi-segmental strategy involves the
motion of different muscular limbs to maintain the balance and this in turn delays fatigue.
In contrast, LBP patients can only use a rigid postural strategy such as ankle-steered that
uses a limited number of the body segments [129].
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2.4.2.2.1 Disadvantages of Force Plates
Although force plates provide information about different kinetic and kinematic
characteristics of the muscular limbs motion, they cannot effectively show the effect of
muscular fatigue on physical performance. Force plates can only provide information
about the motion characteristics of the lower limbs. There are a number of approaches
proposed in the literature to use motion projection technique involving hip and trunk
movements such as the inverted pendulum to assess motion characteristics of upper
segments [121]. However, these methods include several disadvantages such as
eliminating most of the information by reducing dimension and also providing
information with significant difficulties to be explained [117]. Moreover, only trunk
motions can be analysed using this approach and the kinetic and kinematic characteristics
of other upper limbs remain unknown. Hence, the method cannot determine the motion
compensation strategies used by hands and head to maintain balance. This leads to lack
of comprehensive assessment of fatigue effects on general physical performance. As a
result, this method cannot be used to distinguish the fatigue caused by sustained activities
and disease. Also, the force plate cannot analyse the fatigue caused by sports activities
involving the motion of the upper limbs.
In addition, the use of force plates is limited to laboratory settings and cannot be deployed
during field exercise tests that require large workspace. Hence, force plates cannot be
used for all types of exercise tests such as running and walking. In some studies, force
plates are embedded into treadmill for running or walking. The use of treadmill
nevertheless affects the gait habits of the individual and decreases the accuracy of motion
measurement [14]. The main alternative for stationary force plates is presented as portable
force plates which are attached to shoe sole. They consist of pressure sensors and can be
carried out during all types of exercise tests. They use multi-axis springs to record three
dimensional forces of lower segments, There is, however, a potential risk of damage once
the sensor is overloaded [130]. The dimensions of a portable force plate need to be large
enough to accommodate different manoeuvres with sufficient accuracy [118]. The large
weight and height of the device limits its usability for different individuals especially
elderly. Also, the accuracy of measurement is limited since the whole foot sole should
come in contact with the measurement plate, otherwise the test will be invalid. In order
to overcome the deficiencies of force plates and sEMG in measuring muscular fatigue,
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some studies suggest a simultaneous use of both methods during exercise tests. A brief
introduction to these studies addressing their advantages and disadvantages is presented
in the next sections.
2.4.2.3 EMG and force plates
The main aim of using EMG and force plates is to explore the relationship between
performance of central system stimulating muscular system and kinetic characteristics of
the limbs in a fatigued state. This combination can successfully quantify the degree of
fatigue and distinguish the fatigue effects from specific cohorts of sustained activities and
disease [39]. The combined EMG and force plates can determine the effect of metabolic
variation on physical parameters. However, the drawbacks associated with each method,
as discussed above, remain [131]. In addition, these two devices cannot be used
simultaneously during field exercise tests and also in cancer and cardiopulmonary
patients [68]. The simultaneous use of EMG and force plates does not shed any light on
the motion strategies deployed by a subject to maintain balance or compensate for a
mobility deficiency [31] as the data produced by these devices is the force produced by
the muscles. The force provides no information about other types of kinematic and kinetic
parameters affected by fatigue. This hinders a comprehensive assessment of fatigue
effects on physical performance. In addition, the experimental setup and data
interpretation require highly experienced and skilled technicians, preventing the
application of method in many studies and clinical settings.
In summary, EMG or force plates or a combination of them do not provide a
comprehensive and quantitative method to assess the muscular fatigue caused by
sustained activities or disease.
2.4.2.4 Motion capture
As it was discussed in section 1.1 and 2.2.2, the most appropriate way to develop a
universal muscular fatigue measurement tool, applicable to both healthy and ailing
subjects is the assessment of physical parameters associated with the kinetic and
kinematic characteristics of motion produced by the muscular limbs.
The motion capture methods which are primarily developed to record motion
characteristics provide a universal, non-invasive and accurate tool to measure muscular
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fatigue. The most common types of motion capture systems: optical and inertial [132].
The optical motion capture systems employ optical cameras to track the motion of the
body segments. The inertial systems use inertial sensors to record motion characteristics.
Both types of systems can provide information on kinetic and kinematic characteristics
of all the body segments during different types of exercise tests. In this section, optical
and inertial motion capture systems are compared and their application in muscular
fatigue assessment is reviewed.
2.4.2.4.1 Optical motion capture
Optical motion capture technique using image processing methods to identify and
interpret human motion characteristics from image sequences is an active research area
in computer vision [133]. Since this method is basically developed to analyse the body
motion, it is not frequently used to measure muscular fatigue [29]. There are a limited
number of studies reported to use optical devices to examine the effect of muscular fatigue
on athletic performance and neuromuscular patient’s postural states [134]. In these
studies, motion characteristics in fatigued and non-fatigued states are compared and the
difference determines the degree of fatigue. The walking test is the most common exercise
test deployed as the pace and the pattern of walk can be tracked by optical cameras.
Ambulatory motion parameters such as RoM, gait speed, stride length, joint angles and
motion coordination between body segments are conventionally measured to assess
fatigue effects. These parameters are derived using different methods such as retroreflective markers attached on the skin and marker-less systems [135]. In marker-based
systems, the ambulatory motion parameters derived from the 3D dynamic model of the
body constructed based on the location of the markers attached to the body in the space
[136]. The marker-less systems use cameras and computer vision techniques to record
motion characteristics without deploying markers [137]. Both systems are illustrated in
Figure 2-4.
Since optical data requires more sophisticated data processing methods to measure the
muscular fatigue compared to EMG and force plates, optical motion capture systems are
not predominantly used for assessing muscular fatigue. Commonly there are three
objectives pursued when optical methods are deployed in walking tests: motion detection,
motion tracking and physical behaviour perception [138] to quantify muscular fatigue by
deploying statistical, time-series and machine learning methods [139]. Motion detection
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is the first and the most significant step in human motion analysis because the subsequent
processes, including tracking and behaviour recognition are strongly dependent on it
[140]. The conventional vision-based systems initialize motion analysis with the
detection of motion type. They directly calculate the sequences of kinematic parameters
from a mobile subject or primer humanoid kinematic model consisting of a fixed number
of joints with specific degrees-of-freedom [141]. They subsequently develop temporal
correspondences between the current and previous frames and separate the objects of
interest from the silhouette or background through motion segmentation and object
classification techniques [138].
Table 2 summarizes different methods used in motion segmentation and detection. Using
a per-pixel Gaussian model, parametric models improve robustness to noise and
background motion. Mixture models are used to describe each pixel of the captured image
[142]. A real-time approximation of mixture components is subsequently calculated to
discriminate background silhouettes from the main subject in outdoor environment with
lighting changes and clutter [143].
Motion tracking methods generate a real-time representation of motion state changes over
time and develop a relationship between different frames for limb motions [144].
Tracking also prepares the data for pose estimation and behaviour recognition. Marker
based, marker-free visual based and combinatorial tracking (marker based and markerfree based technologies) are the most conventional techniques deployed [145]. The
tracking procedure includes 3 significant steps: feature description, context information
and learning [146]. Feature descriptor methods identify the most desirable image features
which accelerates motion tracking process. Context information integration determines
the aim of video and image analysis. Learning methods use adaptive methods to
efficiently update and handle variations in the appearance of a target. Table 2-3 presents
different methods employed by these schemes.
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b

Figure 2-4. Optical motion capture, a. marker-less, b. marker-based [147]
Table 2-1. The motion detection methods [142]
Motion detection
method
Basic
Parametric
None-Parametric
Data-driven
Matrix Decomposition
Prediction Model
Motion Segmentation
Machine Learning

Approach
Running average, Temporal median, Motion history image
Single Gaussian, GMM, Background clustering, Generalized Gaussian
Model, Bayesian, Chebyshev inequality
KDE
Cyclostationary, Stochastic KNN, Deterministic KNN, HMM
PCA, Sparsity and dictionary learning
Kalman filter, Weiner filter
Optical flow, GMM and Optical flow segmentation
1-Class SVM, SVM, Neural networks

Note: Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), K-nearest neighbours (KNN), Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Support Vector
Machine (SVM), Hidden Markov Model (HMM)

Table 2-2. The motion tracking methods [146]
Tracking methods
Feature descriptor
Context information
Learning

Explanations
Gradient features, spatio-temporal features, colour features,
texture features, multiple feature fusing
Co-occurrence, spatio-temporal relation
Generative and discriminative methods

Understanding the physical performance requires analysis and recognition of a series of
body postures, engaged in performing a task [148]. The body posture is conventionally
identified by matching the motion characteristics of an unknown test sequence with a
group of labelled reference sequences representing typical human actions [149].
However, a predefined model cannot identify all behaviours in many scenarios. In such
cases, the degree of deviation from the learned pattern is measured [150]. The data is
analysed through 2 main approaches; temporal matching and state-space [151]. The
temporal matching method transforms an image sequence into a static shape pattern and
then compares it with a reference model. The state-space method defines a model of each
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static posture as a state and uses probability-based methods to develop mutual
connections between the states [152]. The motion sequences are inferred as a tour through
various states of static postures. The joint probabilities with maximum values for different
states are considered as action classification.
Using these 3 approaches, the optical method can perceive how fatigue affects the
kinematic patterns of both the upper and lower segments of the body. Unlike EMG and
force plates, the optical methods record the motion of all the body segments and determine
the relationship between them. This is the main advantage of optical motion capture
systems that provides a deep understanding of motion compensation strategies [153]. The
simultaneous measurement of motion of the upper and lower body segments shows the
instability of cervical spine caused by fatigue as well as the muscular activation by
neuromuscular system to maintain physical stability [154]. The analysis of kinematic
parameters in a fatigued state demonstrates that the joint angles and muscle collaboration
of the lower limbs are significantly decreased and the dynamic knee stiffness is increased
[139]. The method demonstrates that the degree of variations in knee joint angles is
related to the motion of arms compensating for the physical instability of the lower
segments [153].
Optical motion capture systems are successfully deployed in measuring muscular fatigue
[155]. In sports players, a comprehensive measurement of kinematic motion parameters
of lower segments accurately predicts the risk of fracture injury caused by muscular
fatigue. The muscular fatigue in sustained activities changes the behaviour of joint angle
and acceleration of knees, exerting an excessive amount of force to other lower segments
and increases the risk of injury [156]. Optical motion capture systems are also used to
calculate position and subsequently derive the variation of acceleration and RoM of knee,
hip, ankle and trunk to evaluate the efficiency of training program for runners to increase
functional resistance to delay fatigue onset [156].
In addition to healthy subjects, the optical measurement of motion characteristics of
neuromuscular patients accurately quantifies the extent of impairment of motor
performance caused by muscular fatigue. Different physical parameters including body
posture, stepping strategies, variations of joint angles and pace of motions are measured
and compared with normal motion pattern of healthy subjects in order to identify physical
performance abnormalities [157]. Since walking test is the most appropriate test for such
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vulnerable patients, the effects of muscular fatigue on these parameters are conventionally
quantified during walking tests. The optical assessment of walking performance of
Parkinson patients shows a decrease in gait speed, longer gait cycles, shorter stride length
and a decline in amplitude of RoM of joints [158]. Since the motion characteristics are
extremely affected by neuromuscular disease-induced fatigue, the optical motion capture
systems can provide an assistive assessment of treatment efficiency during walking. The
ambulatory motion parameters can also quantify the impact of rehabilitation and
treatment on impaired limbs and muscles [159].
2.4.2.4.1.1 Disadvantages of Optical Methods
The conventional optical analysis of motion is computationally intensive and requires
very large sets of training data in order to build a general motion identifier [150]. The
high cost of equipment and occlusion are other disadvantages of optical methods [136].
Optical methods are also limited to confined spaces such as laboratories or specific parts
of a building [160]. These methods cannot monitor the subject physical performance
status during ADLs or over prolonged physical activity such as running over long
distances [161]. Marker-based systems, where markers are used at points of interest on
body segments or joints, also suffer from loss of accuracy when joints or body parts are
overlapped [136, 162]. In a marker-based system, an expert operator is required to attach
the markers to the body segments, taking a considerable amount of time. In addition, to
use the marker-based optical system, subjects are sometimes required to remove their
cloths which can be uneasy for some people. The markers attached on the skin are often
located over a layer of soft tissues and near a joint. The movement of the marker relative
to the underlying bone leads to errors in the estimation of joint kinematics [163].
A significant drawback of optical motion capture, which limits its use in clinical routine,
is the high level of expertise required to operate and monitor the exercise tests and also
to analyse the kinetic and kinematic characteristics. Hence, the application of optical
method faces significant drawbacks as a universal muscular fatigue measurement tool.
2.4.2.4.2 Inertial Motion Capture
Inertial sensors are small, lightweight, self-contained, and immune to occlusions and
interference (Figure 4). They are portable and can calculate motion characteristics in 3D.
Unlike optical methods which can measure specific types of kinematic data such as joint
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kinematic, inertial sensors can measure various kinematic and kinetic motion data [164].
They use a combination of three orthogonal gyroscopes and accelerometers and
magnetometers to measure position, orientation, velocity, acceleration, joint angle,
angular velocity and angular acceleration in Euler directions of all the body segments and
joints. They do not restrict body movements and allow a subject to perform various tasks
under unrestrained conditions [165]. The kinematic data of body segments are collected
through inertial sensors attached to different body segments and subsequently transferred
to a computer though wireless transmitters [166].

Figure 2-5. Inertial sensors from XSESN technology [161]

In contrast to optical systems, inertial motion capture systems are more affordable and do
not require a confined laboratory set up [167] or a specific space for experimental work
and can be used outdoor [168]. Using portable motion collection equipment, ADLs of
different healthy and ailing subjects can be monitored [169]. They also do not have the
drawbacks of the optical methods such as occlusion [170] as data is directly collected
from the body limbs.
In contrast to optical methods, the motion data can be directly used without any complex
mathematical processing. A direct measurement of statistical characteristics including
mean and SD values of inertial data is a common method in the studies using inertial
sensors to quantify muscular fatigue. The differences in the statistical characteristics of
motion association with the body segments obtained before and after fatigue determine
the muscular fatigue effects on ambulatory performance [119].
Statistical measurements are conventionally used to measure the localized muscle fatigue.
Since different body segments have distinct fatigue manifestations, the type of statistical
method and kinematic parameters used vary according to the cause of the fatigue and the
type of the motion. For instance, the mean values of flexion/extension of knees and hips
are monitored during walking of neuromuscular patients to quantify the degree of motor
impairment. For healthy subjects, the category of sustained-activity is a determinant
factor to determine the most prominent kinematic characteristics and requires statistical
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assessment. In running or stair climbing, the standard deviation of acceleration of the
lower body segments and the angular velocity of the lower joints demonstrate that
sustained activity-induced fatigue significantly decreases the accelerating/decelerating
abilities and subdue the agility of subjects [171].
Statistical measurements of stride frequency, CoM vertical displacement, knees angular
velocity, knees flexion/extension, arm linear and angular displacement, trunk rotation and
shoulder angular acceleration of healthy subjects during treadmill-running test
demonstrate that the fatigue effects are not limited to the lower segments, which have the
main contribution in running, but the upper segments are also crucially affected [172].
The measurement of arms, shoulders and trunk kinematic characteristics reveal that the
mean and standard deviation values are increased. The degree of decline in upper body
motions are different for individuals and are related to the initial fitness status and
inherent musculoskeletal response to instability during exhaustion.
In addition to statistical methods, pattern recognition methods are commonly employed
to analyse abnormal motions. The pattern recognition methods including supervised and
unsupervised classifiers are broadly used in the literature. They can facilitate the
interpretation of large volumes of multidimensional motion data [173]. The most common
methods are support vector machine (SVM) [174], hidden Markov model (HMM), Knearest neighbourhood [175], mixture models and soft computing methods [173]. The
pattern recognition methods determine the most prominent motion features and classify
the sequences of kinematic patterns during exercise tests. The differences between
sequences in fatigued and non-fatigued states can be an appropriate quantifier of muscular
fatigue since this demonstrates the degree of postural variations indicating lack of nerve
and muscle contraction [176]. The information provided by classification models provide
more comprehensive information about ambulatory performance compared to statistical
methods since the output of the classification determine the fluctuations in the size of the
data, coherency between different kinematic data, similarities and dis-similarities of data
over the period of exercise test [134].
Inertial sensors in conjunction with pattern recognition methods can provide specific
advantages in disparate biomedical applications such as tremor analysis, physical activity
recognition and measurement of metabolic energy expenditure [169]. There are also
promising applications for MS and Parkinson’s patients [177] to examine the variation of
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inertial parameters during disease. Fatigue assessment based on inertial sensors are also
reported for cancer [178] and cardiovascular patients [179]. Additionally, inertial sensors
demonstrate accurate quantification of muscular fatigue of sports players during isotonic
and isometric exercise tests [180].
Nevertheless, inertial sensors are not deployed extensively in fatigue measurement
studies and clinics for sports players and ailing subjects [10].

2.5 Chapter summary
In this chapter, a comprehensive review of effects of disease- and sustained activitiesinduced fatigue on physical and physiological parameters was conducted. It was shown
that physical parameters provide the most appropriate description of functional
performance status in a fatigued state for healthy and ailing subjects. It was then argued
that exercise tests were the most accurate methods to draw on the response of various
physical parameters to an intense physical stress. Different types of exercise tests with
related applications on fatigue measurement of healthy subjects and patients were
explained and the monitoring methods used to identify the behaviour of physical
parameters during the period of exercise tests were reviewed. An array of the most
common monitoring methods using physical parameters and also related benefits and
pitfalls were discussed. It was shown that kinetic and kinematic parameters of ambulatory
motion were the most reliable descriptive of muscular fatigue. It was demonstrated that
inertial sensors were the most appropriate method to monitor ambulatory motion
characteristics. Since the inertial data of ambulatory limbs should be processed to provide
information about fatigue, the focus of review was then shifted to different inertial data
analysis methods which could assist in the development of a universal, non-invasive and
quantitative fatigue measurement tool. The common statistical and machine learning
methods used to analyse motion were explored and the most efficient methods to measure
fatigue were reviewed.
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Chapter 3
3 Experimental setup
3.1 Introduction
Measuring the kinetic and kinematic parameters of ambulatory motion using inertial
motion sensors during exercise can be the most effective method to quantify the degree
of muscular fatigue, as demonstrated by the literature reviewed in Chapter 2. In this
chapter, the details of experimental set up and procedures designed to study fatigue
measurement using inertial sensors is explained. The aim is to assess fatigue in healthy
subjects after sustained activities and in cancer subjects exposed to chemotherapy
treatment.
In the first section, a comprehensive explanation about the experimental tests using
sustained activities to induce muscular fatigue in healthy subjects is presented. The details
of the designed fatigue protocol consisting of various physical activities deployed to
induce muscular fatigue is then explained. In the next section, the chemotherapy inducedfatigue in cancer patients is investigated and the viability of developing a fatigue
measurement tool for ailing subjects is explored. The study will demonstrate that cancer
patients need a reliable fatigue measurement method, as the administration and the chance
of survival of these patients are crucially dependent on successful measurement of their
degree of fatigue. This chapter also illustrates that the existing fatigue measurement tools
for cancer patients do not provide a comprehensive and reliable and objective fatigue
assessment, essential to increase the QoL of cancer patients under chemotherapy
treatment.
In the third section of the chapter, the exercise tests deployed to quantify the degree of
muscular fatigue of healthy subjects using fatigue protocols and of cancer patients under
chemotherapy are explained. Subsequently, the inertial motion capture system employed
to monitor the kinetic and kinematic information of exercise tests is introduced. In the
last section, different inertial data analysis methods deployed to measure muscular fatigue
are explained.
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3.2 Inducing Muscular Fatigue
3.2.1 Sustained activities
According to the literature, the muscular fatigue of healthy subjects is mainly studied in
the context of sports activities, though a reliable objective fatigue measurement tool is
not proposed for this purpose. In this work, the experimental works were also conducted
by measuring the muscular fatigue developed by sports activities. Fatigue was induced in
healthy subjects by a cohort of physical activities, referred to as fatigue protocol.
The muscular fatigue of sustained activities is commonly reported across sports players
during or after a game or physical training. Physical stress exercise programs are
introduced as an appropriate method to induce fatigue in healthy subjects which can
accurately simulate the real sports condition [181]. Hence, in this investigation, fatigue
protocols were designed based on a combination of different sports activities, drawing on
the motion of all the body limbs. The protocols were aimed at replicating the extreme
tiredness of athletes during intensive sports activities. The effects of muscular fatigue on
physical performance were then measured during pre- and post-interventions of fatigue
protocol during exercise tests. An accurate fatigue measurement can demonstrate various
factors including the level of fitness, and variation in the motion behaviour of individual
in response to physical stress.
3.2.1.1 Running
The mechanisms underlying decrease in maximal force capacity during physical activities
are related to the type of exercise tasks. Critical task variables comprise cohort of active
muscles, the muscle activation pattern and the type of muscle contraction including the
intensity and duration of activity [182]. The main component of many sports-induced
muscular fatigue is made of aerobic activities among which running is the most common.
Running requires maximum cardiopulmonary capacity and neuromuscular coordination
to maintain balance [183]. This causes an excessive use of energy supply and the induced
fatigue depends on the level of fitness of the subject. A sprint running program-induced
fatigue can be a comprehensive simulation of real sports,

matching in energy

consumption to sprinting tests and aerobic sports such as soccer and volleyball [111]. A
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treadmill-running program facilitates pace monitoring and can be performed in a
constrained space.
In this study, we deployed a treadmill-running test as a fatigue protocol to apply different
levels of physical stress to healthy subjects. The physical response of each subject,
indicating of the degree of muscular fatigue, was then measured. The fatigue protocol
consisted of a 20-minute treadmill-running test performed at pre-defined velocities,
consistent for all subjects. The first 5 minutes of the fatigue protocol was designed as a
warm up period and could be performed at arbitrary velocities. The average of running
velocities was calculated and used as a baseline speed to begin the second batch of 5
minutes run. The speed of running in the second part was gradually increased to reach the
highest velocity that could be achieved by each subject. The minimum and maximum
speeds recorded for subjects in the previous running section were then used in the third
stage of running that consisted of 5 sets of sprinting tasks. Each set included 1 minute
running at the highest speed, 30 seconds rest, and 1 minute running at 70% of the highest
speed. Table 3.1 summarizes the procedure of running-induced fatigue protocol.
3.2.1.2 Different physical activities
Exercise induced fatigue is the decline of functional performance as a result of sustained
physical exercise [79]. Physical stress exercise programs are introduced as effective
methods to induce fatigue in healthy subjects [181]. The literature reports on many studies
that have examined the effects of various fatigue protocols on different aspects of
functional performance [184]. The components of a fatigue protocol vary [185] and may
include exercises such as jumps, squats, push-ups, sit-stand up and crunches.
The treadmill-running program deployed in this work compromised 4 minutes warm up
for all subjects consisting of 1 minute run at 5 km/h, one minute run at 6 km/h, one minute
at 7 km/h, and one minute run at 8 km/h. All subjects were then given one minute of rest.
The fatigue protocol was a 3-minute running program on a computerized treadmill at 10,
11, and 12 km/h for each minute of the protocol. The speed was decreased if the subject
felt pain or dizziness. The subjects were then given 30 seconds of rest before doing an Ldrill and the step tests.
The L-drill [186] deployed in this study was performed between three marker cones
placed at a distance of about 10 metres from each other and in the shape of an L. The drill
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began by sprinting 10 metres to the first cone, sprinting back to the starting cone, and then
back and around the previous cone before running to the last cone. Subjects subsequently
ran in a circle around the third cone, from the inside to the outside, and then around the
second cone before running to the first cone. The schematic diagram of the L-drill path is
shown in Figure 3.1. The L-drill test for 30 seconds and then the step test for 30 seconds
were followed by 30 seconds of rest.
The step test was made of a step platform of 20 cm height. The other stages of the fatigue
protocol included crunch and jump, sit to stand up, and push-ups. Two sets of activities
followed by 30 seconds of rest were repeated three times during the fatigue protocol. The
details of the fatigue protocol is provided in Table 3.1. The subjects were asked to perform
the tests as fast as possible.
An increase in inspiratory muscle workload induces fatigue in respiratory and nonrespiratory muscles [187]. This is due to the failure of the central nervous system to drive
motor neurons adequately at spinal and supraspinal levels [188]. Inspiratory muscle
fatigue (IMF) inhibits normal ventilation, resulting in respiratory difficulties and,
consequently, causing overall fatigue. In the aerobic exercise tests [189], the time required
to finish the test and the distance covered by the subjects are considered as significant
indicators of fatigue [190]. In SCT, which is a type of aerobic exercise test, the time and
the number of steps are reliable indicators of physical performance [191, 192]. The
number of steps climbed in SCT after a fatigue protocol is proposed as an indicator of
cardiovascular and muscular performance [193] [194]. In this study, the distances
travelled by subjects before and after the fatigue protocol were compared to demonstrate
that fatigue protocol would induce fatigue and would considerably deteriorate the
ambulatory performance.

Figure 3-1. The L-drill path
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Table 3-1. The physical exercise induced-fatigue (fatigue protocol)
Fatigue protocol
Periods

Types of exercises

Speed

1.

10 to 12 km/h

3 minutes

as fast as
possible for
subjects
as fast as
possible for
subjects
as fast as
possible for
subjects

30 seconds
for each
exercise
30 seconds
for each
exercise
30 seconds
for each
exercise

2.

Treadmill running
program
L-drill + steps

3.

crunch + jumps

4.

sit to stand up +
push up

Resting
time
30 seconds

Repetition
1

30 seconds

3

30 seconds

3

30 seconds

3

3.2.1.3 Wingate
The third fatigue protocol used in this study was related to Wingate test that combined
anaerobic and aerobic cycling tests, carried out on a cycle ergometer measuring peak
anaerobic power and aerobic capacities. The main aim of using Wingate test as fatigue
protocol was to simulate the muscular fatigue of high intensity sports activities. The shortrepeated sprints provided muscle activity patterns similar to muscle activity in high
intensity sports. Repeated maximal sprints evoke peak muscle activation and decrease the
chance of pacing strategies [195]. As reported in the literature, sprint cycling can model
a real high intensity sport task that result in local metabolic disturbances and acute loss
of contractile power [196]. An accurate and objective fatigue measurement of high
intensity sports activities provides various practical advantages such as injury prevention,
physical training efficiency and rehabilitation assessment of athletes with high level of
fitness.
In the experimental work, a cycle ergometer (Wattbike, Nottingham Shire, UK) was used
and the seat height, seat length, handlebar height and handlebar length were recorded for
each subject. Repeated high intensity cycling was performed to induce physical fatigue.
Subjects performed 4-6 × 30 seconds maximal sprint cycling efforts interspersed by 150
seconds active recovery (80 W, 70-80 rpm) [196]. Using Wattbike Expert Software
version 2.50.42, the parameters associated with each test were measured and recorded
including the rpm, absolute peak power output (PeakPO30 (W)), mean power output
(MeanPO30 (W)) and work (J). The maximal cycling power test was conducted prior to,
and 30 seconds after, completion of the Wingate cycling fatigue protocol. Subjects
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performed 1×6 seconds maximal cycling sprint in which they were instructed to reach
maximum power as fast as possible from a set workload of 50 W. The stationary cycle
ergometer used in the research is shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3-2. The Wattbike

3.2.2 Cancer
It was not possible in the course of a PhD study to explore all types of disease-induced
muscular fatigue. Hence a pilot study on cancer patients was conducted to develop a
muscular fatigue measurement tool for ailing subjects. Cancer patients count for about
80% of cases that experience a significant degree of chronic fatigue [197]. Measurement
of fatigue in cancer patients is critical in effective treatment administration. In addition,
according to the literature, variation of kinetic and kinematic parameters of ambulatory
limbs caused by fatigue induced by cancer or its treatment is considerably smaller than
neuromuscular and cardiopulmonary diseases [84]. The fatigue onset of neuromuscular
and cardiopulmonary patients transpires at very early stages of exercise tests with a rapid
decline in their ambulatory performance during exercise tests [33]. In contrast, cancer
patients can easily show resilience to exercise tests such as walking or cycling [198] and
accomplish the exercise test using motion compensation strategies. They often delay the
fatigue onset until the end of the test and show a small variation in ambulatory motion
characteristics. Hence, the fatigue manifestation of cancer or its treatment is significantly
different from other illnesses. A successful measurement of variations in kinetic and
kinematic parameters using inertial sensors in cancer patients can increase the reliability
of fatigue measurement in neuromuscular and cardiopulmonary patients. Thus, the impact
of fatigue caused by cancer and systemic treatment on physical performance before and
after treatment is investigated in this thesis through the application of different exercise
tests.
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Cancer and its treatment results in fatigue in almost 90% of patients and adversely affects
ADLs. Fatigue limits the physical capacity and enforces a sedentary life style for almost
all patients. It also plays a significant role in treatment administration and the mortality
rate. Among different types of treatment, the chemotherapy is the most common method
prescribed for almost all patients. The aim of chemotherapy is to alleviate the symptoms
of cancer, increase the overall chance of survival, destroy cancer cells, and prevent relapse
[199]. Results obtained from a large number of cancer patients indicate that chemotherapy
treatment extends both disease-free and general survival [200]. However, chemotherapy
can cause several side effects with potential chronic problems including vomiting, nausea,
weight loss, hair loss and fatigue [201]. A decline in the level of muscular and
cardiovascular performance, known as fatigue, is one of the most prevalent symptoms of
chemotherapy experienced by cancer patients during or after treatment [202].
Clinicians conventionally observe the functional status of cancer patients during
chemotherapy through qualitative and mostly subjective methods. One example is a
questionnaire-based approach from the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG)
which assigns a score according to the patient’s response to a number of questions asked
about their general well-being and their daily life activities [203]. The ECOG was one of
the first publicly funded cooperative groups for developing effective cancer treatment
protocols. The grading levels used in ECOG are given in Table 3.2. As shown in the table,
the approach is imprecise and coarse, and prone to bias.
Overall, oncologists need a more accurate and objective tool to assess the Physical
Performance Status (PPS) of a cancer patient during chemotherapy administration [204].
Monitoring the PPS of patients during exercise tests is explored as a more reliable
alternative method [205]. Exercise tests are designed in a controlled clinical environment
to measure the body’s ability to respond to an external physical stress [201].
In clinical oncology, a combination of cardiovascular and muscular fitness status is
commonly assessed during exercise to measure the effects of chemotherapy-induced
fatigue on PPS [206]. It is shown that measurement of the body motion characteristics is
an appropriate method to assess the status of muscular and cardiovascular fitness [207].
However, the majority of cancer clinical studies reported so far do not provide an accurate
measure of ambulatory motion characteristics [208]. The fatigue caused by cancer and
chemotherapy is a critical factor in deciding on treatment commencement, continuation,
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modification or even cessation. This, however, was not comprehensively investigated in
the previous work.
In this study, the degree of fatigue of cancer patients of pre- and post-interventions of
chemotherapy were compared using different exercise tests. Cancer patients from
different types, ages, genders and BMI were recruited to perform fatigue measurement
tests.
Table 3-2. The Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) assessment table1 [203]
Grade

ECOG PERFORMANCE STATUS

0

Fully active, able to carry on all pre-disease performance without restriction

1

Restricted in physically strenuous activity but ambulatory and able to carry out work of a light
or sedentary nature, e.g., light house work, office work

2

Ambulatory and capable of all self-care but unable to carry out any work activities. Up and
about more than 50% of waking hours

3

Capable of only limited self-care, confined to bed or chair more than 50% of waking hours

4

Completely disabled. Cannot carry on any self-care. Totally confined to bed or chair

5

Dead

3.3 Exercise tests
In order to deploy a common fatigue measurement procedure in all the experimental
works, two categories of exercise tests, walking and stair climbing tests (SCTs), were
designed for both healthy and cancer subjects. The exercise tests were performed before
and immediately after a fatigue protocol for healthy subjects. The cancer patients carried
out the same exercise tests of pre- and post-interventions of chemotherapy. All the
experimental procedures were initially applied to healthy subjects to assess their potential
risks and to evaluate their effectiveness in inducing muscular fatigue as well as
undermining the ambulatory performance.
3.3.1 Walking test
According to the studies reported in the literature, walking tests provide an appropriate
type of exercise test to measure the PPS [58]. Walking tests are aerobic and dynamic
exercises that require cooperation between various limbs and joints of the body and are
1

The Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group, http://ecog.dfci.harvard.edu/
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intrinsically associated with the level of cardiovascular status [209]. Although there are
different types of walking tests, the 6MWT is the most popular test reported in the
literature for both healthy subjects and cancer patients as it provides more information
about the maximum level of cardiorespiratory capacity of a subject compared to other
types of walking tests [210]. The 6MWT in cancer studies is the most common aerobic
exercise test with demonstrated ability to measure the variation of maximum functional
capacity during treatment procedure [211].
In the first stage, the 6MWT was applied to healthy subjects of pre- and post-interventions
of fatigue protocol based on treadmill-running program. Four healthy subjects were
recruited to perform 2 sets of 6MWTs before and after 20 minutes running program and
the degree of muscular fatigue were measured. The experimental tests demonstrated the
effectiveness of the approach to measure muscular fatigue by analysing ambulatory
motion characteristics. After successful completion, 6MWT was applied to 4 cancer
patients during two 6MWTs of pre- and post-interventions of chemotherapy. Inertial
sensors were deployed during 6MWT to measure kinematics parameters, conduct precise
gait analysis and assess the ambulatory performance of a subject [211]. This innovative
approach overcame the major limitation of standard 6MWT of measuring only the
distance travelled by the subject, and disregarding some critical parameters such as gait
length and width, body posture and motion kinematic parameters of the body segments
[212]. The experimental procedures using 6MWT and related measurement and analysis
are presented in chapter 4.
3.3.2 Stair climbing test
As it was discussed in chapter 2 the human body is forced to respond to the physical stress
applied to musculoskeletal system during exercise test. An assessment of the response
can reveal important information about the fluctuations in energy consumption within the
muscular cells. The main indication of such fluctuations is a decline in force production
capacity of muscles that is known as muscular fatigue. Thus, the intensity of exercise test
is a key factor in determining the limitation of physical capacity and subsequently fatigue
onset. Although 6MWT can provide information about the muscular fatigue, it is not
intensive enough to provide a measure of physical performance in resilient healthy and
ailing subjects with high-level of fitness status [211]. Hence, an exercise test that can
provide sufficient exercise intensity is needed.
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There are a number of exercise tests such as running, biking and stair climbing that can
provide higher degree of intensity than waking test. Running tests require a large space
and it is generally difficult to administer the pace and workloads of field running, critical
in maintaining a standard and reliable test for different subjects. The use of treadmill can
address these problems. However, treadmill affects the gait habits and limits the variety
of motion patterns in an individual [213]. The protocol of running at a speed forces the
subject to adapt a motor behaviour that can maintain balance. There is also a similar
challenge associated with the use of stationary cycle ergometer, in which subjects have
limited degrees of freedom in their motion [214]. This readily alters the motion behaviour
and inherent ambulatory habits.
In contrast to running and stationary cycle ergometer, SCT is more reliable in providing
an appropriate degree of intensity [215]. The stair climbing task does not limit the inherent
gait style and behavioural habits. The intensity and workload of test can also be easily
adjusted at a desired pace by defining the number of stairs required to climb over a
specific period. Stair climbing is a form of exercise test that almost everyone can do to a
certain degree. This test provides an appropriate level of stress as an exercise test and
involves larger groups of the body segments [193]. The stair-climbing exercise test was
first used in the 1930s to assess the respiratory function in people with pulmonary
tuberculosis and silicosis. A modified version of the test was developed later to assess
anaerobic power of athletic performance [216]. This test is simple, fast, and requires no
special equipment but provides comprehensive information on functional performance of
an individual. The SCT is a multi-functional physical assessment test [193] and can be
effectively used to measure fluctuations in functional performance caused by fatigue [79].
Hence, in this study SCT was deployed in assessing fatigue in both heathy subjects and
cancer patients. Similar to walking test, SCT was initially applied to healthy subjects to
ensure that it did not pose any threat to the well-being of the subjects. It was then deployed
in assessing the degree of fatigue of cancer patients of pre- and post-interventions of
chemotherapy.
In order to measure the effects of sustained activities on physical performance during
SCTs, 20 healthy subjects including male and female were recruited to travel up and down
of 10 steps over 90 seconds of pre- and post-interventions of the fatigue protocol. The
SCT could end earlier depending on the endurance level of a subject. Since type 2 fatigue
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protocol (as explained in section 2.2) provides a more accurate simulation of real sport
activities compared to treadmill-running protocol, it was applied to healthy subjects
between 2 SCTs. The fatigue effects on physical performance were assessed by measuring
the kinematic parameters of the body segments of 14 cancer patients recruited to perform
the experimental tests. The number of stairs was decreased to 5 steps for cancer patients
to reduce any possible risk. Similar to previous experimental tests, the motion
characteristics were recorded using inertial sensors.
The last section of the experimental tests assessed the effects of type 3 fatigue protocol
(Wingate) on healthy subjects with high level of fitness. Two sets of SCTs with 10 steps
of pre- and post-interventions of fatigue protocol were applied to 8 healthy subjects at the
highest possible speed which is self-selected by each subject. The motion characteristics
were measured using inertial sensors to quantify the degree of muscular fatigue. The main
aim of using SCTs for this group of players was to demonstrate the accuracy of SCT to
provide sufficient intensity to tire out individuals at various fitness levels. This
determined the physical tolerance of subjects against muscular fatigue, of potential in
sports clinics to precisely measure fatigue.

3.4 Inertial sensing set up
In this section, the inertial motion capture method used to collect the motion
characteristics and the kinematic model constructed based on inertial data are introduced.
3.4.1 Inertial motion capture system
MEMS inertial sensors have attracted a great deal of attention in biomechanical
applications because of their suitability in motion analysis [161]. The sensors used in this
thesis are MEMS inertial measurement units (IMU) comprising of tri-axial
accelerometers (±5g), gyroscopes and magnetometers. The sensing unit combines the
three tri-axial measurements to estimate the 3D orientation using an extended Kalman
filter (EKF) [217]. Each sensor unit consists of a triaxial gyroscope, accelerometer,
magnetometer, and a temperature compensation sensor. The gyroscope measures the
angular velocity of each segment, which is integrated to find the segment orientation
relative to the initial orientation. The linear acceleration measured by the accelerometer
is followed by position estimation through removal of the gravity component and double
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integration of each segment position relative to the initial position. The measurement
noise results in a cumulative error in orientation, known as integration drift. The EKF
compares the calculated orientation against the incline estimated by the accelerometers.
The magnetometers identify heading of motions and sampling the deviation from the
earth's magnetic field to determine the drift bias.
A network array of MEMS inertial wireless sensors, embedded in a motion capture suit
and a set of straps were deployed to record the motion characteristics of the body
segments. The motion capture suit and motion capture straps comprised 17 inertial
sensors distributed around the body, as shown in Figure 3.3. Each Xsens sensor could
record data at 60, 100 or 120 Hz and consisted of a tri-axial accelerometer, a gyroscope
and a magnetometer [165]. Collectively, the sensors could estimate the global orientation
of the body parts using EKF that continuously corrected drift and noise in the data. The
raw data captured by the sensors were processed by MVN® Studio Pro v3.3 and v3.4
software from Xsens Technologies and then converted to a rich array of kinematic data
based on a humanoid model of 23 degrees of freedom. The captured data were transmitted
from 2 wireless modules on the lower back of the subject to wireless receivers linked to
a computer. The kinematic parameters processed by MVN were position, orientation,
velocity, acceleration, joint angle, angular velocity and angular acceleration.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the model used to calculate the motion features from a 3D articulated
body model in which a blue point represents the joint centre and a red point the middle
position of each body segment. The motion of each body segment consists of a set of
features associated with the Euler angles representing a stream of 69 variables measured
relative to the coordinate frame attached to the middle of the body segment. The data
produced by the system provided a kinematic model of the body in reference to the global
coordinate frame defined during system calibration.
In essence, the motion capture suit provided a camera-less ambulatory 3D human motion
measurement system that could be deployed either indoors or outdoors regardless of
lighting conditions. The kinematic data were stored in an MVNX file format that was
subsequently read and used, by an intermediate program coded in MATLAB.
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3.5 Inertial data analysis
The kinetic and kinematic data obtained by inertial sensors were processed to measure
the degree of fatigue and assess the effects of fatigue on the ambulatory performance. The
feasibility of the approach was validated by applying statistical techniques to inertial data
of both healthy and ailing subjects. Pattern recognition and machine learning methods
were deployed to provide mathematical models of muscular fatigue effects on physical
performance. The following sections provide information about different inertial data
analysis methods deployed.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3-3. a. Inertial Motion Capture: (a) Moven®, light weight latex motion suit housing a network of
16 MTx inertial sensors, (b) the motion capture straps housing a network of 16 MTx inertial sensors (c)
distribution of MTx sensors including the L and R aggregation and wireless transmitter units [218]

Figure 3-4. The biomechanical model representation [219]
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3.5.1 Fatigue Estimation
A non-invasive assessment of muscular fatigue is predominantly conducted by measuring
its effects on kinetic and kinematic parameters [49]. The statistical assessment such as
mean and SD of raw inertial data reveals fluctuations in motion characteristics. Statistical
methods primarily measure the degree of variation in inertial data of the body segments
such as acceleration or angular velocity in a fatigued state. As it was discussed in previous
sections, the other methods measuring physical parameters such as force plates also use
statistical methods. The statistical techniques are commonly applied to inertial data of
some body segments to determine the status of localized muscle fatigue. They are
practical and precise assessment methods for both ailing and healthy subjects used in
different investigations [220]. The variation of kinematic parameters such as mainly
acceleration, joint angles and velocity during exercise tests are assessed using different
methods including mean value, standard deviation (SD), coefficient of variation (CV),
variance, number of elements, correlation analysis, regression analysis, covariance
matrix, principal component analysis (PCA), independent component analysis (ICA),
linear discriminant analysis (LDA), and dynamic time warping (DTW) [147]. These
methods can identify the limbs that are highly affected by muscular fatigue and can also
determine the most prominent motion features describing the significant aspects of
fatigue impact on ambulatory performance. Two or more methods are sometimes
simultaneously applied to inertial data when different statistical aspects of a specific
kinematic parameter, the relationship between kinematic parameters or motion
correlation between the limbs are investigated. Also, the methods are hierarchically used
to determine the most significant motion features and subsequently assess their kinematic
behaviour. For instance, application of PCA to inertial data can identify the most
prominent lower limbs explaining the motion behaviour during walking and subsequently
the use of mean value and SD can determine the fatigue effects on fluctuations of
ambulatory performance [221].
In neuromuscular diseases, a specific group of ambulatory limbs are critically affected by
fatigue. Hence, statistical methods are simultaneously applied to a single kinematic
parameter or a group of them to analyse various aspects of ambulatory performance [103].
It is shown that a concurrent measurement of mean value and SD of joint angles of knees
and hips of Parkinson’s patients can show the impact of muscular fatigue on gait
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performance and postural stability [222]. The regression analysis with SD can also
quantitatively derive the relationship between the degree of impairment in ambulatory
performance and neuromuscular disease [223]. The simultaneous use of correlation
analysis and mean value is also reported to be an effective tool in treatment of MS patients
suffering from upper limb impairments as it can determine the difference between the
range and variety of motions of patients and healthy subjects [224].
The statistical assessment of effects of sustained activities on ambulatory limbs, in
contrast to ailing subjects, requires concurrent and hierarchical use of different
assessment methods. Most studies using statistical methods are associated with sports
investigations. Although, there is no prior information available on the most prominent
motion features and the body limbs affected by sports-induced fatigue. Hence, the fatigue
caused by sports activities are primarily analysed by motion feature selection methods
such as principal component analysis (PCA). The behaviour of features are subsequently
assessed using methods such as CV to explain the fatigue effects on physical performance
[225]. Applying covariance matrix to prominent motion features determines one or two
highest meaningful kinematic parameters and a subsequent use of correlation analysis of
such parameters compared to non-fatigued states reveal the most precise and concise
information about the sports fatigue.
Statistical methods are concurrently applied in sports that rely on the motion of a limited
number of the limbs such as the majority of anaerobic activities [111]. The average and
SD of joints or angular velocity and acceleration of limbs are proved to be reliable
measures of fatigue effects on crucial body segments during resistant anaerobic training
programs such as lifting or jumping-landing task [48]. The concurrent use of average and
SD of different body segments including ankles, knees, CoM and sternum also
demonstrate the physical capacity to overcome postural instability caused by intense
activities such as squatting, power lifting or Sorensen test [29].
There are also some studies using time-series analysis methods such as DTW measuring
the similarities and dissimilarities of data sets to calculate the Euclidean distance between
data points and the square of the difference of the estimated derivatives. These methods
provide an index representing the degree of difference between motion features in
fatigued and non-fatigued states and identifying the most prominent motion features.
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However, the use of time-series to analyse inertial data is limited to a small number of
studies exploring the differences of motion characteristics before and after fatigue [215].
In this study, three different categories of statistical methods were applied to kinematic
and kinetic parameters to quantitatively prove that fatigue would alter posture and gait.
In the first category, the mean, SD and the sum up values of raw kinematic parameters
were applied to all the experimental data to explore whether fatigue would decrease the
physical capacity and subdue ambulatory performance. A simple measurement of the
number of distinct clusters produced by machine learning was also used in this category.
The correlation analysis was deployed aiming to identify the coherency between different
physical parameters as well as between physical and physiological parameters. They were
also employed to ascertain the accuracy of motion classifiers in fatigue measurement by
measuring the coherency between statistical characteristics of motion clusters and the
distance, number of stairs travelled, and work and power outputs. Subsequently, the
feature selection and dimension reduction methods were deployed to determine the most
significant motion features and to measure the related kinematic responses of these
features in a fatigued-state. A statistical measurement technique was then used to
determine the limitations caused by fatigue using time-series analysis. In this approach,
the degree of variation of kinematic data in non-fatigued and fatigued states were
objectively compared. The method statistically determined the differences in the
kinematic parameters of two states over the period of exercise by measuring the Euclidean
distance between the two sets of data.
3.5.2 Modelling Fatigue

Since there are many joints in the human body, a combination of various movement
strategies is used to accomplish a given task. The differences in strategies are exhibited
through different muscle recruitment patterns and distinct kinematic trajectories. This
allows an individual to adapt to different environments, perform a variety of tasks, and
compensate for morphological or functional movement constraints [32]. The physical
motions include a series of postures which can be executed distinctly by different
individuals or even from the same person more than one occasion. Such inter- and intraindividual differences in movement strategies cause methodological difficulties to
analyse human motion to quantify and classify variation in movement strategies [32]. As
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it was discussed in the previous section, although the statistical methods can provide
information about fatigue effects on motion characteristics, they intrinsically abstract and
condition multivariate motion data and treat it as time-series with motion variation
described as noise. This leads to losing a significant amount of information. Moreover,
the feature extraction process ignores the temporal information and depends heavily on a
priori understanding of motion behaviour.
Thus, developing a specific model of motion behavioural habits of every individual is
needed to provide a comprehensive motion assessment. This can be accomplished using
machine learning which is a powerful approach to detect and analyse various types of
human movements. Since the human motion is a reliable source of muscular fatigue
measurement, applying machine learning methods to motion characteristics can quantify
the degree of muscular fatigue. The machine learning methods are widely applied to
inertial data to recognize human motion [29]. The literature indicates a wide range of
machine learning algorithms that can successfully analyse human movements such as
SVM, hidden Markov model (HMM), KNN, mixture models and soft computing
methods. The outputs of machine learning methods are significantly different and are
related to the mathematical modelling used. Regardless of the variety of information, the
machine learning methods generally provide a more comprehensive and practical
assessment of motion characteristics compared to statistical methods as they assess the
data both simultaneously and hierarchically during a single process, determining the
prominent motion features and their behaviour [178]. In addition, machine learning can
precisely identify the motion compensation strategies by encapsulating the motion
correlation between the limbs. A combination of statistical and machine learning methods
leads to effective measurement of muscular fatigue [29].
The distance-based modelling methods classify the inertial data to different groups. The
motion characteristics are assigned to the clusters with the nearest mean by measuring the
Euclidean distance between data and mean of clusters. These are non-parametric
classifiers that are more flexible in comparison to their parametric counterparts [226].
Towards a successful assessment, a pre-knowledge of number and status of clusters are
required which is difficult to achieve for multidimensional motion data. Also, since they
define a specific set of clusters without strong assumptions about the underlying data
distributions, the significant motion correlation among the body segments such as the
upper and lower segments are conventionally disregarded. A supervised classification,
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moreover, introduces a high degree of bias for multi-variational and -dimensional motion
data which decreases the accuracy of fatigue measurement [227].
The discriminating classifiers such as SVM builds a model working based on a nonprobabilistic binary linear classification. This method maximizes the ratio of betweenclass variance to the within-class variance to guarantee maximal separability.
Discriminant classifiers assist in understanding the distribution of motion features [228].
A discriminant classifier is a type of supervised classification methods which needs a
prior understanding of data, not accurately available when investigating the effects of
fatigue on motion clusters. Also, a method such as SVM reduces the data dimension
which prevents an analysis of multidimensional motion data with sufficient accuracy
[178].
The soft computing methods including neural networks (NN), fuzzy classifiers and
genetic algorithms (GA) can be deployed to incorporate arithmetical computing,
reasoning and decision making into a framework, trading off precision and uncertainty.
These methods can analyse complex physiological data, using meaningful relationships
in a data set to assist physicians in the diagnosis and treatment [229]. However, they have
some drawbacks when deployed to assess motion characteristics and to quantitatively
estimate fatigue. The number of motion clusters should be defined for methods such as
fuzzy classifiers and NN. Also, the fuzzification process used in building the inference
system needs a comprehensive understanding of motion behaviour of different
individuals in fatigued state. The NN does not provide a satisfactory explanation about
how it structures a function to segment and model the kinematic behaviour of motion
features. Hence, a combination of soft computing methods such as neuro fuzzy inference
systems has proved to be the most successful method in analysing variation in fatiguedmotion characteristics [171].
A major characteristic of a motion analysis algorithm is its ability to handle and track
unpredictable movements and measure the variation in data [32]. Also, the method should
be able to generate a model of motions that occur within a category of postures. The most
accurate and promising outcomes are provided by unsupervised-probability based
methods. The human motion, whether in fatigued or non-fatigued states, has uncertainties
and there is no well-accepted structure for estimating the motion behaviour under
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different circumstances. Therefore, the unsupervised classification using probabilitybased methods can accurately and concisely represent motion characteristics.
The mixture models and HMM are the most commonly used methods in human motion
analysis [230] [231]. These probabilistic methods classify a feature vector 𝑥 into the class
which has the maximum value of the class-conditional probability destiny function (PDF)
𝑝(𝑥 ⁄𝐶 ), 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐶. The class-conditional PDF indicates how likely a feature vector can
belong to a given cluster. The class-conditional PDFs are generally not known. Hence,
the suboptimal implementations such as the naive Bayesian, logistic, Parzen and GMM
classifiers are used. The Parzen classifier estimates the class-conditional PDF applying a
kernel density estimator to the defined feature vectors of the training data. A Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) classifier calculates the class-conditional PDFs using mixtures of
multivariate normal PDFs [232].
A classifier algorithm making decisions about motion clusters and determining the
sequence of motion classes can appropriately identify the chain of different motion
primitives which can be provided by a probability-based method such as HMM, capturing
the behaviour of movement sequences in relation to their variability. The HMM based on
the Bayesian information criterion can automatically select model sizes and the number
of clusters [32]. HMM can accurately analyse human gait phases, motion characteristics
during anaerobic exercises and postural stability in balance tests [29].
The pattern recognition (PR) and machine learning methods can facilitate the
interpretation of large volumes of kinematic data [173]. Despite the advantages of this
approach, there are few reports on the deployment of PR and machine learning in
muscular fatigue measurement in the literature. In PR, the body motion kinematic data is
classified into different states, and abnormal motion states during physical activities are
identified using a finite set of output probability distributions [233] or distance-based
models [175]. The PR methods can be deployed to model different types of periodic
physical activities such as walking or running [174]. A useful approach for analysing
motion data is to calculate the probability distribution models of data over a space of
motion sequences articulated by kinematic parameters such as orientation, position or
joint angles of body segments [234].
In this work, three different machine learning methods were used to extract motion
primitives to demonstrate muscular fatigue, to determine the abnormal motion primitives
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and related transitions, to ascertain the relationship between muscular fatigue and postural
stability, to measure the degree of fatigue and to correlate the degree of muscular fatigue
with metabolic performance.
The mixture model was used to segment and compare ambulatory motion behaviour in
fatigued and non-fatigued states. The type, number and variety of abnormal postural states
detected by classification algorithm were used to develop a quantitative measurement of
fatigue effects on ambulatory performance. The transitions among chain of postural states
were subsequently examined by applying HMM to kinematic parameters. The
unsupervised Markov classifier was used to determine the abnormalities of postural
stability during a prolonged dynamic exercise tests. The abnormal postural transitions
were eventually correlated with the degree of muscular fatigue by using ANFIS. The
intelligent classifier was deployed to derive the relationship between the rate of postural
perturbations and the level of physical capacity of healthy subjects and cancer patients.
Also, this method was used to determine the correlation between Oxygen de-saturation
and ambulatory motion characteristics. The classification outcomes were then used to
validate the accuracy and efficiency of method with well-established clinical fatigue
measurement methods.

3.6 Schematic diagrams of experimental tests and data analysis
In order to clearly present the procedures of experimental tests and data analysis, a series
of schematic diagrams illustrating experimental procedures of chapter 4 using gait
analysis during 6MWT and chapter 5 using motion analysis during SCT are shown in
Figures 3-5 and 3-6. The diagrams of experimental test and data analysis of chapters 6
and 7 are demonstrated in the corresponding chapters.
The cohort sizes were identified in consultation with a statistical scientist to make sure
the size of study was statistically significant. The number of experimental subjects was
defined according to the aim of experimental test of the chapter and also to provide
reliable outcomes [235] [236]. The cohort size of 8 subjects including 4 healthy and 4
ailing subjects was considered in chapter 4 to demonstrate the accuracy of the method in
measuring variations in motion characteristics caused by fatigue. In chapter 5, the
performance of 20 healthy subjects was initially analysed to demonstrate the reliability
of SCT, as a new test for fatigue measurement. Following a demonstration of SCT
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advantages, 9 cancer patients were tested. The number of subjects were considered
adequate by the statistician consultant to provide to demonstrate the accuracy of the
method. In chapter 8, the exercise specialist at the department of physiology of the
University of Wollongong recommend that, as a pilot study, 8 subjects can provide
sufficient validation for fatigue measurement method. At the end, in chapter 7, the
statistician recommended that 10 subjects were adequate for each category to provide
accurate outcomes.

Figure 3-5. The schematic diagram of experimental procedure of chapter 4

Figure 3-6. The schematic diagram of experimental procedure of chapter 5
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3.7 Chapter summary
In this chapter, the experimental design, procedure and data analysis used in the study to
develop a non-invasive, universal and objective fatigue measurement tool was thoroughly
explained. The experimental tests designed for studying healthy and ailing subjects were
introduced. The three distinct types of fatigue protocols consisting of running, mixed of
activities and Wingate tests with associated effects on muscular performance designed
for the study were described.
The exercise tests including 6MWTs and SCTs deployed for healthy and ailing subjects
fatigue protocols and chemotherapy were explained. This was followed by presenting the
details of inertial motion capture method used to collect kinematic parameters of muscular
limbs. The last section was dedicated to highlighting significant advantages of inertial
data analysis methods used in this investigation to measure variation in kinematic
parameters as a result of fatigue. Different statistical and machine learning methods
explored in estimating the fatigue effects on ambulatory performance were introduced.
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Chapter 4
4 Assessment of Fatigue Based on 6MWT
4.1 Introduction
The first stage of the experimental work conducted towards developing a non-invasive
muscular fatigue measurement methodology was designed to measure the effects of
muscular fatigue on gait performance. This chapter provides the results of gait analysis
applied to healthy subjects before and after sustained activities-induced fatigue and
cancer patients before and after chemotherapy-induced fatigue. A brief explanation of
advantages of analysing gait data and the most efficient data analysis methods to measure
fatigue effects on ambulatory performance is initially presented. Subsequently, the details
of the experimental work conducted on healthy and cancer subjects is described. The
analysis of the data using statistical methods, HMM and GMM is then presented.
The results and discussion are subsequently provided in three sub-sections. In the first
part, the results of statistical analysis of gait characteristics of four healthy subjects during
two 6MWTs before and after fatigue protocol and four cancer patients before and after
chemotherapy are provided. It is demonstrated that muscular fatigue alters ambulatory
motion characteristics of healthy and cancer subjects. In the second sub-section, the
application of HMM to measure the effect of chemotherapy induced-fatigue on gait
characteristics is described. The results are benchmarked against the gait analysis of
healthy subjects before and after fatigue protocol. In the third sub-section, the application
of GMM modelling in measuring changes in the kinematic parameters of cancer patients
during 6MWTs and identifying the level of physical performance is described. The results
obtained for cancer patients are compared against the measurements made based on
healthy subjects.

4.2 Background
The 6MWT is a commonly used exercise test as it provides more information about the
maximum level of cardiorespiratory capacity of a subject than other types of walking tests
[210]. This is despite the limitation of the standard 6MWT that measures only the distance
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walked by the subject and does not take into account a number of critical factors such as
gait length and width, body posture and the kinematic parameters of the body segments
[212]. A precise analysis of gait characteristics of a subject during 6MWT, known as “gait
analysis”, can increase the effectiveness of the test and provide an appropriate assessment
of the ambulatory performance [211]. Gait analysis can be deployed to assess the
ambulatory deficiencies of a subject by identifying any significant difference between
normal and abnormal gaits [237]. This method provides a useful assistive treatment tool
to evaluate dynamic performance of different limbs following disease-induced motion
deficiencies such as stroke aftermath [238]. Gait analysis takes place in two stages of data
collection and data analysis [239]. As it was discussed in the literature review, inertial
sensors are the most appropriate method to measure motion characteristics. It was also
highlighted in chapter 3 that probabilistic classifiers can accurately analyse motion data.
In this study, the HMM which is a powerful probability-based classifier is used to study
gait performance [240]. The walking task consists of several cyclic gait phases. An
effective pattern recognition method can determine the motion sequences and explore the
characteristics of the motion [241]. The HMM models the normal sequential gait data,
specifies the most probable motion states and represents the abnormal transitions of gait
phases [241]. It has proved to be effective in highlighting the differences of gait phases
during various dynamic tasks such as walking or jogging [242]. In majority of the
applications, gait phases are considered as HMM states and transitions between these
states are estimated to determine the abnormal transitions [243]. However most of the
existing investigations do not provide comprehensive assessment of disparate gait states
[241, 244] as they identify insufficient states for a normal gait. This leads to a poor
understanding of impact of fatigue on abnormal motion transitions. Furthermore, there is
no study reported in the literature on the application of HMM to determine the effect of
the muscular-fatigue induced by disease or sustained-activities on gait performance [245].
To measure the level of physical performance after fatigue the mixture models are
deployed. They classify the motion correlation among upper and lower segments and
develop a model based on the inherent characteristics of motion data. GMM is reported
as the most common method in both inertial and optical motion analysis [27]. This method
can effectively analyse multidimensional motion data and identify changes in the body
posture. This type of classification provides parametric finite mixture models
characterized by some features such as mean values and the number of mixture
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components [246]. There are proven advantages of using mixture models for analysing
human motion during different physical activities [247].
The next section will explain the experimental procedure used in this study.

4.3 Experimental design
The experimental tests were designed to measure fatigue in healthy subjects and cancer
patients. Four healthy subjects were recruited to conduct two 6MWTs immediately before
and after running fatigue protocol (as explained in Chapter 3). Successful assessment of
the degree of muscular fatigue in healthy subjects proves the advantages of method and
demonstrates the reliability of gait analysis for cancer patients with vulnerable health
states. In this study, however, to increase the accuracy of measurements, before testing
the method on cancer patients, gait analysis during two 6MWTs were tested on a subject
simulating the effects of chemotherapy-induced fatigue on physical performance status
(PPS). A set of scenarios simulating gait behaviour before and after chemotherapy were
devised in consultation with an oncologist. The simulated scenarios illustrated two
specific instances in the therapy of cancer patients; one week before the first cycle and
one week after the last cycle of chemotherapy-induced fatigue. The simulation scenario
was developed based on the experience of clinician of cancer patients. It consists of slow
and unstable walking behaviour with unpredicted movement to maintain balance. Also,
short gait strides, continuous non-cyclic hands motions and bent forward waist were
recommended to be included in the scenario. Upon successful application of the approach
in the simulation scenario, it was applied to 4 cancer patients. In each experiment, the
subject, wearing the motion capture suit, performed 6MWT and the motion characteristics
of muscular limbs were recorded. The gait trajectory during 6MWT consisted of 2 parallel
16 m straight paths, 2 m apart. Both ends of the paths were linked via a 2 m half-circle
path. This configuration provided a more accurate gait data than a straight path in which
the subject turned at the same spot at the end of each cycle [165].
4.3.1 Subjects inclusion/exclusion criteria
Four male healthy subjects voluntarily participated in the experimental tests. The details
of age and the body mass index (BMI) of subjects are shown in Table 4-1. The 6MWT
test was also applied to four cancer patients before and after chemotherapy. The motion
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data of lower body segments was recorded via a network array of 6 body-mounted MEMS
inertial wireless sensors [178]. The kinematic data was collected from the sensors
attached to the feet, and lower and upper legs. The gait patterns of the cancer patients
were benchmarked against the gait characteristics of a healthy subject before and after
fatigue induced by treadmill running [183]. In the fatigue protocol, the subject was asked
to adjust the treadmill inclination and speed during the fatigue program to reach
exhaustion within 20 minutes.
Table 4-1. Age and BMI of male subjects
Male subjects

1

2

3

4

Age

28

25

25

27

BMI

23

26

26

21

Four cancer patients had an average age and BMI of 50±2.5 years and 19±2

,

respectively. A set of inclusion/exclusion criteria was defined to ensure that the type of
cancer and tumour metastasis did not affect the gait style and ambulatory motions.
According to the exclusion criteria, patients with metastasis to lower limbs, to the brain
and cardiopulmonary system, or suffering from cardiopulmonary disease, impaired visual
perception, or mental illness, or being over-weight, over 65 years of age, or using
prostheses, were excluded. These exclusion criteria were chosen to ensure an accurate
assessment of the degree of fatigue caused by cancer and its treatments rather than other
factors as mentioned above. According to the inclusion criteria, patients between 18 and
65 years of age and suffering from malignant cancer and undergoing treatment with
chemotherapy, along with chemotherapy naive patients, were included.
4.3.2 Data analysis
The analysis of ambulatory motion characteristics measured during 6MWTs of healthy
subjects and cancer patients was carried out in two stages: (a) statistical assessment of
kinematic parameters to demonstrate that muscular fatigue alters motion characteristics
and affects normal PPS and (b) recognizing and classifying such variations in ambulatory
motion patterns. The statistical measurement of muscular fatigue during walking task
included a hierarchical procedure in which the fatigue effects on general PPS was initially
identified, followed by exploring the motion behaviour of the most prominent body
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segments during two 6MWTs. Another objective of classification and modelling of
changes in motion characteristics was to demonstrate the abnormalities caused by fatigue
in gait behaviour and additionally quantifying the degree of deterioration in general PPS.
4.3.2.1 Statistical analysis
In the statistical analysis, initially the maximum distance walked during 6MWTs in
fatigued (F) and non-fatigued (N-F) states were measured. The difference in maximum
distances was an indication of fatigue impact on physical status. In the second stage, the
average of Euler acceleration of 23 body segments during N-F and F states was calculated.
In this analysis, the average of acceleration vectors of the same Euler direction and the
mean square root of averaged Euler accelerations were considered. For instance, to
calculate the values in X direction, the Euler kinematic data defined as matrix A (number
of samples, Euler directions of joints or segments), and the magnitude of A, A=|A|. Then
the kinematic parameters in X direction are measured using A (number of samples, joint
or segment’s data in X direction); the average or total of parameter is then calculated, AX
= Average/Sum (AX). In order to measure the final value of A in all X, Y, Z directions,
the algorithm is repeated. The overall magnitude of A is found by using. 𝐴 =
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒/𝑆𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ( 𝐴

+𝐴

+𝐴

Acceleration is shown to be a reliable indicator of muscular fatigue intensity [248].
Thirdly, a statistical calculation similar to previous step was applied to joint angles of 22
joints during N-F and F states. The average of joint angles demonstrates the fatigue effects
on range of motions (RoM) of musculoskeletal system. Fourthly, the degree of variations
in RoM in a F state was further explored by measuring the SD of Euler joint angles. The
analysis was followed by identifying the body segments that most prominently showed
fatigue. The angular motion characteristics of 23 body segments during 6MWTs in N-F
and F states were compared to ascertain variation in behaviour of the most significant
body segments.
4.3.2.2 Modelling

The main objectives pursued in the experimental work was to quantify the fluctuations
caused by fatigue in ambulatory performance. Deriving a mathematical model of such
fluctuations strongly relies on the type of ambulatory activities. Since 6MWT is a cyclic
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motion with several phases, the model should comprehensively identify the gait cyclic
phases. Two different modelling methods were used to analyse fatigue effects on PPS.
The HMM providing information about consecutive gait phases and abnormal transitions
among gait states was used to demonstrate the fatigue effects on gait performance.
Subsequently, the postural states containing motion correlation of upper and lower
segments were modelled using GMM to measure the impact of fatigue on general PPS.
The details of mathematical modelling of GMM and HMM are explained in the previous
works [178] and [249] , respectively.

4.4

Results and discussion

4.4.1 Demonstration of fatigue during 6MWT
4.4.1.1 Healthy
The outcomes of gait analysis for four healthy subjects before and after treadmill runninginduced fatigue (fatigue protocol) are presented in this section. Table 4-2 presents the
distance walked, the average of acceleration and joint angles during 6MWTs. The
subjects are identified in the first column. In the second column, the first and the second
6MWTs before and after fatigue protocol are demonstrated as N-F and F states. The total
distance walked during two 6MWTs are given in the third column. The average of
accelerations and joint angles of all the body segments are displayed in columns 4 and 5.
The table shows a decrease in total distance walked after fatigue protocol by subjects one
to four of about 5%, 20%, 4% and 5%, respectively. The fatigue caused by running
protocol prevented the subjects to walk the same distance in 6MWT as before fatigue
protocol. There is also a decline in the average acceleration of 23 body segments of all
subjects after fatigue protocol. The maximum and minimum declines are associated with
subject 1 of about 100% and subject 3 of almost 10%. The highest values of acceleration
during the two tests are recorded for subject 4, while the minimum values are for subject
2. The differences in the degree of declines are related to the initial level of fitness status
and the muscular response to running stress. There is also a decrease in the average of
joint angles after fatigue protocol in the second test. The angular motion of subject 3 is
decreased of about 12% and the angular motion of subject 1 by about 30%, compared to
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the first test. The muscular fatigue limits the normal performance of the joints and causes
a significant decline in RoM of subjects.
The RoM is further analysed in Table 4-3 demonstrating the total SD of Euler joint angles
of 22 joints before and after fatigue protocol. The joint motions in X, Y, Z directions
indicate abduction/adduction, axial rotation and flexion/extension, respectively.
Conventionally, the majority of the limb movements during walking task are carried out
about Z axis. Hence, the magnitude of SD in Z direction is higher compared to X and Y
directions in Table 4-3. The magnitudes of SD is significantly decreased in F state. This
indicates that the variety of angular motions are limited and distribution of data is
adversely changed as a result of fatigue. The average and SD of joint angles in Table 4-2
and Table 4-3 show a decrease in the RoM.
Table 4-2. The kinematic parameters of gait of four healthy subjects in N-F and F states
Experimental

6MWT

subjects

Distance

Decline

Average

(Meter)

%

acceleration ×

Decline

Average joint

Decline

%

angles

%

2

e+05 (m/sec )
Subject 1
Subject 2
Subject 3
Subject 4

N-F

336.00

F

320.00

N-F

340.00

F

272.00

N-F

560.00

F

544.00

N-F

752.00

F

640.00

5%

2.13

× e+05 (Deg)
50%

1.06
20%

1.93

38%

4.35

5%

4.20

2.00

6%

4.80

1.89
15%

6%

4.61

1.19
3%

4.91

2%

4.72

2.79

8%

4.90

2.57

4%

4.73

Table 4-3. The STD of Euler joint angles
Subjects

1
2
3
4

STD of joint angles
X direction

Y direction

Z direction

N-F

7.20

9.30

12.32

F

4.03

3.22

7.72

N-F

4.78

4.27

8.43

F

3.62

3.27

6.90

N-F

2.78

2.42

7.55

F

2.47

2.29

6.69

N-F

2.54

2.74

8.36

F

2.32

2.65

7.92
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Table 4-2 and Table 4-3 clearly show that crucial kinematic parameters including RoM,
accelerating/decelerating and velocity of subjects during 6MWTs are noticeably affected
by exercise-induced fatigue and decreased after fatigue protocol. This demonstrates the
reliability of the kinematic parameters to identify the fatigue effects on ambulatory
performance of different healthy subjects. An assessment of kinematic parameters can
also identify the most critical cohort of muscular limbs affected intensively by fatigue
protocol. Since angular velocity has information about the behaviour of joint angles or
RoM as well as the accelerating/decelerating capacity of the muscular limbs, it is used to
determine the most prominent limbs in gait. Figure 4-1 to 4-4 show the angular velocity
of 23 limbs of four healthy subjects during 6MWTs before and after fatigue protocol. The
vertical axis representing the magnitude of angular velocity during 6MWTs is scaled for
each subject, as the maximum and minimum values of angular velocities recorded during
6MWTs are different for healthy subjects. The angular velocities were measured relative
to a coordinate frame attached to a specific point on the floor.
The horizontal axes represent the number of samples recorded during 6MWTs and the
Euler angular velocity of the body segments. The 23 body segments used in MVN studio
software to build a humanoid model are displayed in Table 4-4. Figure 4-1 to 4-4 show
the variations in the angular velocity of each body segment. As an example, the 3 axes of
the coordinate frame mounted on pelvic sensor provide indicate the pelvic motions in X,
Y, Z directions, respectively. The gait performance of the first two subjects were recorded
at 60 Hz, while the gait of the last two subjects was captured at 120 Hz. A higher sampling
frequency facilitates a more efficient data analysis process without the loss of any
significant information.
The cohort of the body segments with the highest degree of fluctuations are also
highlighted in the diagrams. The groups of prominent muscular limbs are different before
and after fatigue protocol and also disparate for different subjects. There are two main
factors associated with such variations including fatigue of sustained activities and the
inherent gait behaviour. According to, the head, the neck, the hands, the shoulders and
the lower limbs of subject 1 during the first 6MWT have relatively high velocity changes
compared to the rest of the body. However, in the second 6MWT, muscular fatigue results
in less variation in the movement of the hands, the shoulders and the lower body
segments. The rest of the subjects also show the highest variations in the hands, the
shoulders and the lower limbs during the first and the second tests but the magnitudes of
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angular velocities during the second 6MWTs are significantly decreased. A decline in
angular velocities is also recorded in the second 6MWT of the first two subjects (Figure
4-1 and 4-2). The Euler angular velocities for all subjects in the second 6MWTs are
subdued by fatigue. A visual assessment of a and b shows that subjects walk distinctly
after fatigue protocol. The behaviour of upper segments after fatigue protocol are
significantly different. The gait behaviours of subjects 3 and 4 are also affected, shown
by a significant decline in the magnitude of kinematic parameters. Although fatigue has
changed the motion pattern, the lower body segments still show the highest degree of
fluctuation during all 6MWTs. This indicates that the lower limbs play a significant role
in maintaining balance and to stabilize the body orientation during walking task. A
decline in the angular velocities of lower limbs indicates a depletion in muscular strength
and cardiovascular fitness.
Table 4-4. The anatomical labelling of 23 body segments
The body segment
Pelvis
L5
L3
T12
T8
Neck
Head
Right Shoulder
Right Upper arm
Right Fore arm
Right Hand
Left Shoulder

Label
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

The body segment
Left Upper arm
Left Fore arm
Left Hand
Right Upper Leg
Right Lower Leg
Right Foot
Right Toe
Left Upper Leg
Left Lower Leg
Left Foot
Left Toe

Label
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

before fatigue protocol
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after fatigue protocol
Figure 4-1. The angular velocity of all body segments of first healthy subject during 6MWTs before and
after fatigue protocol

before fatigue protocol

after fatigue protocol
Figure 4-2. The angular velocity of all body segments of second healthy subject during 6MWTs before
and after fatigue protocol
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before fatigue protocol

after fatigue protocol
Figure 4-3. The angular velocity of all body segments of third healthy subject during 6MWTs before and
after fatigue protocol

before fatigue protocol
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after fatigue protocol
Figure 4-4. The angular velocity of all body segments of fourth healthy subject during 6MWTs before and
after fatigue protocol

The degree of fluctuations of knees and foot of all subjects are higher than the rest of the
lower body segments. The maximum angular velocities are also associated with knees
and feet, having the most critical role in gait. The literature indicated the crucial role of
knees in gait stability and agility [139]. Hence, further assessment of knee angular
behaviour of pre- and post-interventions of fatigue protocol during 6MWTs was carried
out. The globally-accepted pattern of knee motion [139] alongside the Avatar motion are
illustrated in Figure 4-5. Due to symmetrical motion patterns of knees, an assessment of
kinematic characteristics of a single knee provides concise information about the fatigue
effects on knee. The mean and SD of Euler angular motions of right knee are illustrated
as boxplots in Figure 4-6 to 4-9. The vertical axis is the value of right knee Euler angle.
The horizontal axis represents the right knee abduction/adduction (rotation around X
axis), flexion/extension (rotation around Y axis) and axial rotation (rotation around Z
axis). In general, the abduction/adduction refers to rotation around X direction in the plan
of XY, the extension/flexion indicates the rotation around Y direction in the plane of ZY
and the axial rotation refers to the rotation around Z direction in the plane of ZX. Since
the flexion/extension of knees during gait is the predominant motion, fluctuation in
flexion/extension is the highest compared to axial rotation and abduction/adduction. The
axial rotation has a higher range of variation compared to abduction/adduction. The
maximum and minimum values of knee Euler angles is different for every subject. Hence
the vertical axis (Euler angle) is scaled for each subject. Variation of abduction/adduction
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and axial rotation of subject 1 is decreased after fatigue protocol, whereas
flexion/extension fatigue is not significantly affected. The median of motions in all
directions are reduced after fatigue protocol, while the out of range values of
abduction/adduction and axial rotation are considerably increased. This indicates that
fatigue has an impact on normal patterns of motion.

Figure 4-5. The biomechanical description of Euler angles of knee

The median of angular motion of subject 2 is also decreased during the second 6MWT.
The range of variation of axial rotation and abduction/adduction are considerably
decreased, while the out of range values are not crucially affected by fatigue. The
maximum values of knee angles are the same as the first subject but the minimum value
is increased from -40 to -30 deg. The median and range of variation of knee angular
motion of subject 3 are significantly decreased after fatigue protocol. The maximum
values of angular motion are also reduced during 6MWT. The fatigue protocol also limits
the knee joint motions of subject 4 after fatigue protocol.
The difference in behaviour of knee motion before and after fatigue is associated with
effect of fatigue on ambulatory performance. The muscular fatigue reduces variation in
kinematic parameters and changes the gait style during the second 6MWTs. The subject
response to fatigue protocol is also distinct for each subject. This is associated with the
initial level of fitness and inherent gait behaviour of the subject. In general, statistical
assessment demonstrates that the muscular fatigue of sustained-activities limits the RoM,
subdues the ambulatory motion and alters motion characteristics.
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Before fatigue protocol

After fatigue protocol
Figure 4-6. The joint angle of right knee of first healthy subject before and after fatigue protocol during
6MWTs

Before fatigue protocol

After fatigue protocol
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Figure 4-7. The joint angle of right knee of second healthy subject before and after fatigue protocol
during 6MWTs

Before fatigue protocol

After fatigue protocol
Figure 4-8. The joint angle of right knee of third healthy subject before and after of fatigue protocol
during 6MWTs

Before fatigue protocol

After fatigue protocol
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Figure 4-9. The joint angle of right knee of fourth healthy subject before and after fatigue protocol during
6MWTs

4.4.1.2 Cancer subjects
The gait analysis of four cancer patients were carried out before chemotherapy (BC) and
after chemotherapy (AC) during two 6MWTs and are summarized in Table 4-5 in terms
of the distance walked, the average acceleration of 23 body segments and average joint
angles of 22 joints. The average joint angle and acceleration were estimated in a similar
way to healthy subjects. The walking path was also the same as healthy subjects. The BC
and AC symbols in the table indicate the 6MWTs before and after chemotherapy.
The distance walked during 6MWTs by all patients is decreased in the AC states. The
maximum decline is related to the fourth patient with about 5% and minimum reduction
is for the second patient with almost 1%. In addition to distance, the acceleration of the
muscular limbs are affected by chemotherapy-induced fatigue. The average of
acceleration for four patients declines about 11%, 4%, 7% and 2.5%, respectively. A
decline in acceleration means that the chemotherapy-induced fatigue subdues the motion
of the limbs and limits the accelerating/decelerating capacity of the muscular limbs. The
fatigue also reduces the average of joint angles of all patients. The average of Euler angles
of 22 joints shows a decline of almost 4%, 4.5%, 2.8% and 4.5%, for patients 1- 4. A
reduction in the average of joint angles indicates that the RoM of patients are confined as
a result of fatigue. Table 4-5 clearly demonstrates that chemotherapy-induced fatigue
limits the physical capacity of patients by showing the degree of declines in kinematic
parameters.
Table 4-5. The outcomes of gait analysis of four cancer patients
Cancer

6MWT

patients

Distance

Decline

Average

(Meter)

%

acceleration ×

Decline

Average joint

Decline

%

angles× e+05

%

2

e+05 (m/sec )
Patient 1
Patient 2
Patient 3
Patient 4

BC

704.00

AC

672.00

BC

664.00

AC

656.00

BC

592.00

AC

552.00

BC

648.00

AC

616.00

5.00%

2.50

(Deg)
12.00%

2.21
2.00%

2.98
1.16

3.00%

1.11
1.08

5.83

3.00%

5.63
8.00%

1.07
5.00%

4.00%

10.36

2.85
7.00%

10.81

4.16

3.00%

4.04
3.00%

4.79

5.00%

4.52
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Figure 4-1 shows that the lower limb represents significant information about ambulatory
performance status during walking. In order to provide a comprehensive understanding
of chemotherapy-induced fatigue, the behaviour of Euler angles of all lower body
segments in BC and AC states are investigated by developing box plots of joint angles in
X,Y, Z directions as shown in Figure 4-10 to 4-13. The box plots demonstrate the median
and distribution of data. The Euler angles include abduction/adduction, axial rotation and
flexion/extension. The diagrams tagged as (a) and (b) illustrate 6MWT before and after
chemotherapy, respectively. The red lines indicate the median of data and blue box shows
the range of 25% to 75% of data. The red points indicate the out of range joint angles.
The largest range of angular values are recorded for flexion/extension as the most
common type of motions during walking. Chemotherapy-induced fatigue limits the range
of various flexion/extension motions and reduces its mean value during gait. Fatigue
subdues the movements and develops postural instabilities and abnormal motion during
walking that can be detected from variation in boxplots of axial rotation and
abduction/adduction before and after chemotherapy. The normal pattern of axial rotation
and abduction/adduction in the second tests are disturbed, as it can be clearly seen in
Figure 4-10 to 4-13. The response of axial rotation and abduction/adduction to
chemotherapy-induced fatigue vary for different subjects in both BC and AC states.
The median values of joint angles of the first patient are decreased and the boundaries of
blue boxes are significantly limited after chemotherapy. The maximum values of all Euler
joint angles are also decreased in the second test. The range of flexion/extension values
for the second patient is not significantly affected, whereas the median value is decreased
by almost 70%. The abduction/adduction motion do not show a considerable change after
chemotherapy. The range of axial rotation is increased after chemotherapy, while the
median remains at the same level. The range and median of Euler angles of the third and
fourth patients are decreased in the second 6MWT because of chemotherapy-induced
fatigue.
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(a) Before chemotherapy

(b) After chemotherapy
Figure 4-10. The Euler joint angles of first cancer patient before and after chemotherapy-induced fatigue
during 6MWTs

(a) Before chemotherapy
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(b) After chemotherapy
Figure 4-11. The Euler joint angles of second cancer patient before and after chemotherapy-induced
fatigue during 6MWTs

(a) Before chemotherapy

(b) After chemotherapy
Figure 4-12. The Euler joint angles of third cancer patient before and after chemotherapy-induced
fatigue during 6MWTs
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(a) Before chemotherapy

(b) After chemotherapy
Figure 4-13. The Euler joint angles of fourth cancer patient before and after chemotherapy-induced
fatigue during 6MWTs

Different kinematic parameters demonstrating the key characteristics of ambulatory
motions are explored to identify the chemotherapy- and running-induced fatigue effects
on PPS. The statistical assessments of kinematic parameters measured from healthy
subjects and cancer patients clearly and precisely demonstrate that muscular fatigue
during walking disturbs the normal motion characteristics and reduces the physical
capacity. In the next section, the deployment of machine learning methods to quantify the
effect of fatigue on ambulatory performance is explained.
4.4.2 Modelling fatigue during 6MWT
Statistical methods measure variations in gait characteristics, but cannot identify the
relationship between the limbs when compensating for the lack of postural stability,
estimate variations in the body posture before and after fatigue, and quantify the effect of
fatigue on general physical performance. Classifications methods, on the other hand,
provide a more appropriate method to comprehensively understand the impacts of
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muscular fatigue on motions of limbs. The outcomes of postural behaviour assessments
of lower limbs during 6MWTs and quantifications of gait variations using HMM is
presented in the first section. The calculation of fatigue effects on general physical
performance measured using GMM is subsequently presented.
4.4.2.1 Gait analysis using HMM
In this study, we demonstrate that gait analysis of cancer patients during 6MWT can
provide an objective assessment of chemotherapy-induced fatigue. This is achieved by
measuring the joint angles of the lower body segments in 6MWT by a set of inertial
sensors and modelling the data through a supervised HMM with continuous Gaussian
emissions. It is shown that joint angles of lower segments are appropriate motion features
reflecting the abnormal characteristics of gait in different individuals [178], hence this
study develops HMM based on the joint angles of lower limbs with six states as gait with
six states is a well-accepted definition of walking task [241].
A graphical representation of six gait states, proposed in this study, with all possible state
transitions is shown in Figure 4-14. The sequence of normal and abnormal gait transitions
is demonstrated with solid and dashed lines, respectively. The humanoid model animator
of motions corresponding to gait phases are also demonstrated to provide an appropriate
understanding of HMM states. The gait states deployed as HMM states include Heel
strike (HS), Foot flat (FF), Mid-Stance (MS), Terminal Stance (TS), Pre-Swing (PS), and
Swing phases (SW) [250]. The HMM states, i.e. six gait phases, are observable through
the sequential kinematic data collected from inertial sensors from both right and left legs.
The details of mathematical algorithm of HMM is explained in appendix 1.
In this study, the data was recorded using a set of inertial sensors utilizing a Kalman filter
and sensor fusion algorithm to minimize the noise effects on raw data. In addition, to
increase the accuracy of data recording, the gait strides of some random subjects were
simultaneously recorded through inertial sensors and a camera. The kinematic data of gait
strides were then tested against visual analysis of gait phases. For almost all cases, there
was a high coherency between time phases of gait strides recorded by either inertial data
or videos. This ensured that noise didn’t cause the loss of data.
Furthermore, since the possibility of deletion or alteration in stride phases was
already taken into account, a precise assessment of boundary of variations in lower
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limb’s joint angles during normal gait phases were carried out and six different
categories were inferred. Gaussian mixtures were then fitted to these six segments
and a GMM was developed based on six gait phases considered as HMM states. The
joint angles of the second walking test after fatigue were then tested against the model
developed during the first test. The output showed the sequence of gait phases. The
effects of fatigue on normal gait behaviour was subsequently determined by
comparing the sequences of HMM states of two data sets. As a matter of fact, the
abnormal transitions including to non-adjacent states indicate any deviations from
normal behaviour. Hence, any deletion or alteration in the sequence of gait phases
can be monitored and demonstrated as fatigue effects.
The HMM with Gaussian emission was applied to Euler joint angles of lower limbs to
analyse the effect of muscular fatigue on gait and postural states during 6MWTs. The
method was applied to four cancer patients during two 6MWTs before and after
chemotherapy-induced fatigue. To validate the accuracy of the method, the outcomes of
the gait analysis were compared with ECOG scores given by clinicians. The gait analysis
results were also benchmarked against the gait data of 4 healthy subjects before and after
treadmill running-induced fatigue.

Figure 4-14. The six gait states corresponding to motions of humanoid model animator

The transition probabilities between gait states of cancer patients are demonstrated in
Figure 4-15 to 4-18 in which the top and the bottom diagrams indicate the first and the
second 6MWTs before and after chemotherapy-induced fatigue. The transition matrices
were calculated for each two-minutes of overall six minutes to provide an accurate
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assessment of gait behaviour before and after chemotherapy. The six gait states are
demonstrated in different colours along the horizontal axis and the probability associated
with these states is shown on the vertical axis. The motion of the humanoid model
animator corresponding to the six gait states are also demonstrated in all graphs.
Previous studies of the transition patterns obtained from non-fatigued gait indicate that
non-adjacent states (the probability of moving from current state to non-adjacent state)
and self-transitions (the probability of occurrence of the current state) have the lowest and
highest probabilities, respectively [241]. This is highlighted in Figure 4-14 which the selftransitions probabilities have the highest magnitudes for cancer patients during 6MWTs.
The self-transition probabilities of gait states of cancer patients after chemotherapyinduced fatigue are decreased and transferred to adjacent or non-adjacent states. The
model also identifies significant differences between state probabilities of two 6MWTs
of patients as shown in Figures 4-15 to 4-18. In these diagrams, the maximum degree of
difference between gait behaviour of patients before and after chemotherapy is in the last
two minutes. The self-transition probabilities of states 3 and 4 are mainly affected by
chemotherapy in the first and the second 6MWTs. The states 5 and 6 also show noticeable
variations for each two-minutes in both tests. This results from two possible factors
including inherent gait characteristics and the level of fitness status.
For almost all patients, the self-transition probabilities of different states for each twominutes are slightly different because of cancer and chemotherapy. In Figures 4-16 and
4-18, the self-transition probability of states 4 and 6 for all sections (two minutes) are
approximately equal. However, the probabilities for states 2 and 5, which play significant
roles in gait stability, vary during all two-minutes before and after chemotherapy. The
accuracy of model is also further ascertained in Table 4-6 in which a statistical
measurement of the number of gait states before and after chemotherapy is presented.
Applying the Viterbi algorithm, the most probable gait state sequences of cancer patients
during 6MWTs were calculated. The algorithm shows the most optimal path of states
which can efficiently describe gait data during 6MWTs. The median of number of states
was subsequently measured and compared with ECOG scores assigned to patients’
physical performance by clinician collaborating with the project. The outcomes of the
first and the second 6MWTs for each patient are given in the top and bottom rows. The
total number of states for all patients are constant since the data during both 6MWTs were
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recorded at same frequency and over a period of 6 minutes without any halt. Any changes
in the number of state has an effect on the rest of states. The first and the third patients
show the smallest difference between the medians of two 6MWTs and the second and the
fourth patients show the largest decline. The frequency of states for the second and the
fourth patients shows a significant amount of fluctuation after chemotherapy. For
instance, the last patient repeats the first state 2800 times in the experimental work
conducted before chemotherapy compared to 4600 times after chemotherapy.
The differences in ECOG scores of patients before and after chemotherapy demonstrate
a strong relationship with the differences of median values of gait states of the first and
the second states. Patient one, showing the smallest difference in median values of gait
states before and after chemotherapy of around 1%, has the same ECOG scores before
and after chemotherapy. On the other hand, patients two and four with the largest median
differences of almost 7% and 5% show the highest decline in their ECOG scores; reaching
to 20% and 40% after chemotherapy. The estimation of HMM from variations in gait
states before and after chemotherapy has a high correlation with the well-established
subjective scoring system measuring physical performance of patients.

The top and bottom graphs indicate the prior and post chemotherapy conditions, respectively.

Figure 4-15. The transition probabilities of six gait stats obtained from HMM of first cancer patient
during two 6MWTs
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The top and bottom graphs indicate the prior and post chemotherapy conditions, respectively.

Figure 4-16. The transition probabilities of six gait stats obtained from HMM of second cancer patient
during two 6MWTs

The top and bottom graphs indicate the prior and post chemotherapy conditions, respectively.

Figure 4-17. The transition probabilities of six gait stats obtained from HMM of third cancer patient
during two 6MWTs
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The top and bottom graphs indicate the prior and post chemotherapy conditions, respectively.

Figure 4-18. The transition probabilities of six gait stats obtained from HMM of fourth cancer patient
during two 6MWTs

Table 4-6. The number of gait states determined by HMM during two 6MWT before and after
chemotherapy, B stands for before chemotherapy and A stands for after chemotherapy
Patients
1

2
3

4

6MWTs

State

State

State

State

State

State

Median

1

2

3

4

5

6

B

3500

3600

3400

3500

3500

3500

3500

A

3400

3700

3400

3600

3400

3500

3450

B

3400

3400

3300

3800

3600

3500

3450

A

3700

3700

3800

3900

2800

3200

3700

B

3200

2800

3800

3300

4000

3900

3550

A

3800

3000

3700

3200

3200

4100

3450

B

2800

2900

3500

4200

4500

3100

3300

A

4600

3100

3200

3100

3900

3100

3150

Difference in

ECOG

median values
1.50%

1
1

7.00%

1
2

2.00%

1
2

5.00%

1
3

Finally, the outcomes of gait analysis of cancer patients were benchmarked against the
gait behaviour of 4 healthy subjects during two 6MWTs before and after treadmill
running-induced fatigue. The HMM gait model of Euler joint angles of the lower body
segments of 4 healthy subjects are illustrated in Figures 4-19 to 4-22, showing the bar
charts of the total number of incident of six gait states during two 6MWTs in F and N-F
states. The model was developed based on gait characteristics of the first 6MWT before
running-induced fatigue. The inertial data obtained from the second 6MWT was then
tested against the defined model.
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The number of states were significantly changed in the second test as a result of fatigue.
For the first subject, the number of states are changed after fatigue protocol except for
states 1, 3 and 6 which show no difference. The number of states 2, 3 and 5 of the second
subject are also changed in the second test. The total number of gait states of the third and
the fourth subjects are significantly affected by fatigue. An assessment of medians of total
number of states provides a more accurate demonstration of differences between before
and after fatigue protocol. The median of states of the first subject during first 6MWT is
3500 states, while this is changed to 3475 after fatigue protocol. The median of the gait
states of the second subject is changed from 3500 to 3550. The median of the gait states
of the third subject during two 6MWTs is also changed by about 2%. In contrast, the
median of gait states of the last healthy subject is not changed after fatigue protocol.
Although, there is no change in medians of data, the number of incident of gait states is
significantly different before and after fatigue protocol. The total number of states 3, 4, 5
and 6 are considerably distinct during two 6MWTs. HMM measurement of probabilities
and the number of gait states in Figures 4-15 to 4-22 illustrate the accuracy of the method
in identifying abnormalities of gait state sequences caused by the muscular fatigue
resulted from either running or chemotherapy-induced fatigue.

Before fatigue protocol

After fatigue protocol

Figure 4-19. The HMM measurement of six gait states of first healthy subject before and after fatigue
protocol
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Before fatigue protocol

After fatigue protocol

Figure 4-20. The HMM measurement of six gait states of second healthy subject before and after fatigue
protocol

Before fatigue protocol

After fatigue protocol

Figure 4-21. The HMM measurement of six gait states of third healthy subject before and after fatigue
protocol

Before fatigue protocol

After fatigue protocol

Figure 4-22. The HMM measurement of six gait states of fourth healthy subject before and after fatigue
protocol
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The average of state 1 for four cancer patients before chemotherapy during first 6MWT
is 3225 and the average of this state for four healthy subjects during first test is 3312.
During the second test, the average number of this state for healthy subjects and cancer
patients changes to 3512 and 3870, respectively. In general, HMM measurement of gait
states of healthy subjects and cancer patients indicates that the average number of states
used by cancer patients to complete two 6MWTs is about 3500 and the average number
of states deployed by healthy subjects is 3570. There is about 35% difference in total
number of gait states of cancer patients before and after chemotherapy. In contrast, the
behaviour of gait states of healthy subjects is changed almost 20% after treadmill runninginduced fatigue. A comparison between gait states of healthy subjects and cancer patients
indicates that the impacts of chemotherapy-induced fatigue on gait behaviour is
significantly higher than running-induced fatigue. The HMM estimation of the number
of states for both cancer patients and healthy subjects reveals that the method proposed
in this work can accurately quantify variations of gait performance caused by fatigue. An
objective gait analysis deploying HMM increases the reliability of 6MWTs in measuring
the physical performance status before and after chemotherapy.
Similar gait behaviour during 6MWTs prior to running and chemotherapy described by
HMM also validates the model’s adequacy in analysing gait behaviour. However, the
probabilities of gait states shown in Figures 4-15 to 4-18, associated with prior
chemotherapy conditions compared to the number of states of normal gait of healthy
subjects, show that cancer inhibits a normal gait. This characteristic occurs because
cancer-induced fatigue can inhibit a normal gait and result in transitions in non-adjacent
gait states.
The results demonstrate that the HMM estimations of variations in probabilities of gait
states during 6MWTs are also detected by the differences in number of gait states before
and after chemotherapy (see Table 4-6). This indicates the accuracy of the method in
identifying the impact of chemotherapy on ambulatory motion which could be of
assistance to clinical decision making. The correlation between the differences in ECOG
scores and the objective assessment of gait performances before and after chemotherapy
reveals the validity of the method to provide a reference for the clinicians to calibrate
their evaluations. The objective method shows that variations in gait states of all patients
before and after chemotherapy could increase the accuracy of ECOG scores that represent
the clinician’s experience-based estimation of physical performance. This provides a
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more accurate and comprehensive understanding of chemotherapy effects on physical
performance.
The advantages of the method as an assistive tool for clinicians is also demonstrated
through measurement of the transition probabilities of the two significant gait states 3 and
4. These states play a significant role in walking and require an appropriate balance and
joint coordination. The method provides a comprehensive and accurate identification of
chemotherapy effects on gait performance.
The proposed approach can, therefore, improve the accuracy of 6MWT in fatigue
measurement during clinical trials. In addition, the method can be used to identify the
fitness status of patients. As shown in Table 4-6 and Figure 4-15 to 4-18, less varied
probabilities of gait states before and after chemotherapy leads to small differences in the
median of number of states. The level of fitness prior to chemotherapy significantly
affects the degree of motion variation developed after chemotherapy and the gait
behaviour of a subject with an appropriate level of physical fitness is not considerably
changed. Analysis of the statistical characteristics of state incidences illustrates the effects
of fitness status on the degree of gait deteriorations after chemotherapy.

4.4.2.2 Measuring general PPS using GMM
The GMM algorithm was validated with the inertial gait data obtained from 4 cancer
patients during two 6MWTs before and after chemotherapy-induced fatigue. A GMM
was developed based on the gait data from 6MWT prior to chemotherapy and then the
model was applied to gait data from the second 6MWT after chemotherapy. The details
of GMM mathematical algorithm is explained in appendix 1. The results of data
classification are presented through histograms of clusters and TFs as shown in Figures
4-23 to 4-26 and 4-27. Figures 4-23 to 4-26 show the histograms of acceleration of 23
body segments for 4 cancer patients before and after chemotherapy. The gait acceleration
data from 4 patients are clustered into 8, 10, 14 and 10 clusters with total motion states of
6000, 10000, 20000 and 15000, respectively. A comparison of the video of walking along
with data analysis show a significant relationship between the number of clusters and the
PPS of cancer patients. The last 2 patients have the highest number of motion states and
also the highest number of clusters which show a better PPS compared to the other
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patients. The number of motion states does not necessarily determine the level of
functional performance because it can be related to other factors including inherent
motion characteristics, stress or anxiety about 6MWT. An individual may inherently walk
with a great number of motion states in which the majority are similar. Hence, the number
of clusters is limited.

(a) before chemotherapy

after chemotherapy

Figure 4-23. The clusters of acceleration of all body segments for first cancer patient before and after
chemotherapy

(b). before chemotherapy

after chemotherapy

Figure 4-24. The clusters of acceleration of all body segments for second cancer patient before and after
chemotherapy

(c). before chemotherapy

after chemotherapy

Figure 4-25. The clusters of acceleration of all body segments for third cancer patient before and after
chemotherapy
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(d). before chemotherapy

after chemotherapy

Figure 4-26. The clusters of acceleration of all body segments for fourth cancer patient before and after
chemotherapy

Considering the number of clusters before and after chemotherapy, the first patient walks
with less than 50% of the initial performance after chemotherapy. A limited number of
cluster variations during the second 6MWT demonstrate a decline in the PPS. This decline
can also be observed for the second patient, where the gait behaviour is changed by almost
30%; 7 out of 10 (7/10) clusters are used to describe the gait. The number of clusters for
the third and the fourth patients is also decreased by about 20% and 40% respectively.
The difference observed in the degree of reduction between different subjects is due to
variation in the initial fitness status of patients and the type of chemotherapy medications.
The effects of running-induced fatigue on PPS were assessed through an additional index
measuring the state transition in consecutive postural states of GMM sequences. The rate
and the number of such state transitions were employed to confidently determine the
normal and abnormal motion patterns of cancer patients during trials. This is the basis of
an innovative motion metric known as the cumulative postural state change (CPSC) or
the Twitch-Factor (TF). The TF trends for all accelerations produced during 6MWTs
before and after chemotherapy-induced fatigue. With the aim of summarising quantitative
changes of postural behaviours or PPS of cancer patients, the TFs for the acceleration of
4 cancer patients during 6MWTs are illustrated in Figure 4-27. The gradients of TFs for
patients are associated with the PPS. The minimal differences between the two TFs during
early stage of 6MWT are increased and terminated at different degrees depending on the
PPS. In order to compare the TFs between the tests, the following formula is used:
(

(
(

(

)
)

(
(

(
(

))
)) /

× %100

4-1
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The TF of the first patient with the lowest PPS shows a decline of almost 89% ((22005400)/((2200+5400)/2) ×100). The second patient with a moderate PPS shows a decrease
of approximately 39% ((3700-5500)/((3700+5500)/2) ×100). A more appropriate PPS for
the third and fourth patients causes a decline of about 27% and 7% in the CPSC trend.

(b) First cancer patient

(c) Second cancer patient

(c)
Figure 4-27. The cumulative postural state changes of all acceleration, CPSC, or ‘Twitch Factor’

The outcomes of method were then benchmarked against the inertial data of four healthy
subjects obtained from two 6MWTs before and after running-induced fatigue. A GMM
was developed based on three-dimensional acceleration data of 23 body segments for
each subject during the first 6MWT and the data of the second 6MWT were tested against
the pre-defined GMM. The results are shown in Figure 4-28 to 4-31. The histogram of
the GMM of the first subject in Figure 4-28 includes 11 clusters, among which mainly 7
clusters (clusters 1, 4, 6,7 and 9) demonstrate the data. After running induced-fatigue, the
total number of clusters 5,7,8 and 10 are changed. The second subject carries out 6MWTs
before and after fatigue protocol with differences in clusters 2, 5, 10 and 12. The
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maximum number of motion states before fatigue protocol is related to cluster 12. The
muscular fatigue reduces the maximum number of states from about 8000 to about 6200
and changes the most common cluster to cluster 5. The maximum number of states of
subjects 3 and 4 are also reduced in the second tests. Clusters 3 and 6 of the third subject
are mainly affected by fatigue protocol. For the fourth subject, the number of motion
states in clusters 5, 11 and 14 are significantly decreased in the second 6MWT.

a

b

Figure 4-28. The clusters of acceleration of all body segments for first healthy subject before and after
fatigue protocol
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a

b

Figure 4-29. The clusters of acceleration of all body segments for second healthy subject before and after
fatigue protocol

a
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b

Figure 4-30. The clusters of acceleration of all body segments for third healthy subject before and after
fatigue protocol

a

b

Figure 4-31. The clusters of acceleration of all body segments for fourth healthy subject before and after
protocol
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A decline in the number of clusters in the second 6MWTs shows a limitation on the level
of muscular and cardiovascular endurance of experimental subjects and subsequently a
reduction in accelerating/decelerating capabilities of the muscular limbs. The impact of
the muscular fatigue on general PPS is further explored by calculating TFs of acceleration
obtained from 23 body segments before and after running-induced fatigue. The TFs of
four healthy subjects during two 6MWTs are illustrated in Figure 4-32. The blue and red
lines indicate TFs of 6MWTs before and after fatigue protocol. These cumulative trends
highlight variations in the body posture as measured by acceleration. In Figure 4-32, the
distinct movements made by subjects before running, together with a yet-unaffected
muscular and cardiovascular performances, result in varied and fast motion sequences. It
can be seen from the diagrams that a larger slope of the twitch factors during the first
6MWTs indicates a more agile gait (normal PPS) than the gaits which are more subdued
in the second 6MWTs.
The formula (4-1) provides a quantitative measurement of the degree of decline in the
maximum number of motion states after running-induced fatigue. The decline for the first
subject is almost 53% ((2500-4300)/((4300+2500)/2) ×100) compared to the non-fatigue
condition. The second subject conducted 6MWTs with almost 98% difference in the total
number of TFs. The degree of declines in TFs of the third and the fourth subjects are
approximately 32% and 38%, respectively.
The purpose of using GMM was to develop an objective PPS assessment tool that could
provide a quantitative measurement of fatigue caused by chemotherapy and physical
activities. A prototype mathematical model of fatigue induced by chemotherapy was
developed based on kinematic data simulating typical gait behaviour before and after
chemotherapy. The proposed method was validated through the kinematic data of 4
cancer patients and benchmarked against the performances of four healthy subjects.
Through GMM, the multi-dimensional gait data was transformed to single dimension
while preserving all the spatial-temporal gait characteristics. The GMM was
characterized by a set of means (μ) and standard deviations (σ) for each feature in each
cluster, or a set of intrinsic modes (states). The clustering process grouped the data with
similar magnitudes and variances into the same cluster. In essence, each cluster, formed
in the GMM, described one of the motion primitives which could be treated as one modal
pose of the gait. In our investigation, the GMM sequences associated with the body
configuration were analysed to highlight the effects of chemotherapy and running on PPS.
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This could be seen from the irregular state sequences in the second 6MWTs of patient
and healthy subjects which are associated with a decline in PPS.
The accuracy of the data analysis algorithm for quantitative measurement of
chemotherapy and running effects on muscular and cardiovascular performance is also
validated in Figures 4-27 and 4-32, where all TF trends during post 6MWTs, show a
decline in the state changes of the body motions caused by fatigue. The degree of decline
variation of TFs is associated with PPS. The rate of decline of TF for cancer patients is
significantly larger than the decline for healthy subjects. The rate of decline is dependent
on prior conditions including initial fitness status and anxiety about diagnosis.

first healthy subject

second healthy subject

third healthy subject
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fourth healthy subject
Figure 4-32. The cumulative postural state changes of all acceleration, CPSC, or ‘Twitch Factor’ of
healthy subjects

However, during pre-chemotherapy 6MWTs, the gait pattern and PPS demonstrate a
similar rate of state changes for all TFs. This is an indicator of reliability of the proposed
method in identifying the relative similarity of ambulatory motions of cancer patient and
healthy subjects prior to running-induced fatigue.
Since the degree of fatigue reflected in motion characteristics is strongly associated with
PPS, TFs for healthy subjects have larger values than TFs for cancer patients. This is also
shown in Figures 4-23 to 4-26 and 4-28 to 4-31, indicating that an appropriate gait
performance of subjects leads to higher number of clusters compared to cancer patients.
The third patient, who has the best level of gait performance, was an exception with 14
clusters. The low decline in TF in this patient, compared to others, implies a high level of
PPS. The lowest level of PPS is obtained for the first patient who has 8 clusters and the
largest decline in the final number of motion state changes after chemotherapy (as shown
in Figure 4-8 and 4-9).
The outcomes of this method provide an effective method to objectively assess the impact
of muscular fatigue induced by chemotherapy on PPS which is a significant factor in
deciding on a chemotherapy regimen. Measuring the PPS prior to chemotherapy can
enable clinicians to monitor the change in functional performance during different
chemotherapy instances. This will assist them to make an appropriate decision about
chemotherapy modification and continuation or permanent cessation. In addition, a
computer inference system can compare the GMM sequence of data obtained before
chemotherapy against the data obtained during treatment to determine the extent of
difference in cluster sequences. The motion patterns derived during chemotherapy can
predict a patient’s PPS behaviour during post treatment period.
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4.5 Chapter summary
In this chapter, it was demonstrated that gait analysis can accurately measure the degree
of muscular fatigue from both sustained-activities and disease. It was shown that 6MWT
was a reliable test to assess the muscular and cardiovascular capacity of healthy and ailing
subjects. However, the current studies only measure the distance walked and do not
provide information about crucial aspects of fatigue effects on physical parameters
including ambulatory motion characteristics. The gait analysis as an alternative method
to increase the accuracy of 6MWT in fatigue measurement was then presented. To
objectively demonstrate the efficiency of analysing gait characteristics during 6MWTs,
in the result section, the outcomes of gait analysis of four healthy subjects before and after
a fatigue protocol and four cancer patients before and after chemotherapy-induced fatigue
were reported. A comprehensive set of statistical measurements of kinematic parameters
during 6MWTs showed that gait analysis could accurately and non-invasively measure
variation in ambulatory motion performance. Furthermore, the statistical measurements
showed that the motion behaviour of lower limbs provided the most significant
information about muscular fatigue status during 6MWTs. The fatigue effects on gait
style was then modelled developing HMM of lower limbs kinematic parameters. The
HMM accurately and comprehensively showed variations in the gait strides and phases.
The probabilities of variations in gait states and body postures indicated a correlation with
the level of general PPS. Hence, an unsupervised probabilistic classifier, GMM, was then
deployed to quantify the fatigue effects on general PPS. The results indicated that the
method could provide an objective assessment of the PPS in cancer and healthy subjects.
The findings of the investigation, though preliminary, demonstrate the potential of the
proposed technique to provide an objective measurement of chemotherapy effects on a
patient’s ambulatory motions as an alternative approach to assess fatigue in cancer
patients.
Although it was clearly demonstrated that gait analysis during 6MWT could accurately
measure the degree of muscular fatigue, the walking task cannot provide adequate
exercise intensity for ailing and healthy subjects with high level of fitness status including
sports players to draw on the maximum muscular tolerance in response to fatigue from
sustained-activities or disease. This hinders the development of an objective, universal
and non-invasive fatigue measurement tool that can be deployed for different individuals.
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Therefore, the next chapter explores the advantages of using a high intensive exercise test
to measure the degree of fatigue at a more appropriate level of fitness status.
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Chapter 5
5 Fatigue assessment based on stair climbing test
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the advantages of 6MWTs in fatigue measurement of healthy and
ailing subjects were investigated. However, 6MWT cannot provide an accurate
assessment of resilience in a subject with a high level of fitness as 6MWT in its current
form does not induce adequate fatigue to draw on the maximum physical capacity of the
subject. The muscular fatigue onset occurs once the body is pushed to its maximum
physical endurance. In this condition, a depletion in balance and postural integrity is
compensated by the motion of the muscular limbs. Development of a non-invasive and
objective fatigue measurement method using motion characteristics requires an exercise
test that can induce an appropriate degree of physical stress and draw on the motion
compensation strategies of human subjects with disparate level of fitness status.
This chapter describes the deployment of stair climbing test (SCT) as an alternative
method to 6MWT in fatigue assessment. Since healthy subjects have higher level of
fitness compared to ailing subjects and are more resilient to decline in ambulatory motion,
the experimental tests were initially carried out on healthy subjects. A successful fatigue
detection in healthy subjects using SCT provides a better insight on the reliability and
applicability of method in fatigue assessment of ailing subjects.
The first section introduces the experimental tests conducted on 20 healthy subjects
before and after physical exercises-induced fatigue, known as fatigue protocol, to
measure variations in the kinematics parameters of the muscular limbs. The details of the
experimental work are presented after a brief introduction about the rational of the
method. The algorithms used in data analysis consisting of feature selection and timeseries analysis are presented next. The outcomes of experimental tests are provided in the
last section and the advantages of the method in the development of a non-invasive,
objective and universal fatigue measurement tool are presented.
The second section provides further assessment of variation in motion characteristics
during SCT by developing adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) models for
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healthy and ailing subjects. Initially, a brief introduction of the advantages of deploying
ANFIS is given. Then, the mathematical algorithms used in data analysis, including Kmeans, fuzzy C-means and ANFIS are presented. Finally, the results of the experimental
work on 8 healthy subjects and 9 cancer patients are reported.

5.2 Identification of variation in motion characteristics
5.2.1 Background
The physical exercise-induced fatigue has an adverse effect on the motor skills [251].
This process in turn alters the movement patterns of the body limbs. The degree of
variation

in

motion

characteristics

is

directly

related

to

the

level

of

muscular/cardiovascular capacity and is proportional to the physical stress induced by the
exercise test [252]. The adequacy and effectiveness of the exercise test in drawing on the
maximum muscular/cardiovascular capacity of an individual is determined by factors
such as its intensity, pace and duration.
Stair climbing is a form of exercise test with a higher level of intensity and deploying a
larger group of the body segments to maintain postural balance, compared to walking test
[193]. The stair-climbing exercise test was first used in the 1930s to assess respiratory
function in people with pulmonary tuberculosis and silicosis. A modified version of the
test was developed later to assess anaerobic power of athletic performance [216]. This
test is simple, fast, and requires no special equipment but provides comprehensive
information on functional performance of an individual. The stair climbing test (SCT)
provides a multi-functional test [193] that can appropriately examine the fluctuations in
functional performance [79]. The multi-functionality of SCT causes the motion of
different muscular limbs to maintain postural balance. An efficient fatigue measurement
based on SCT requires identification of muscular limbs playing the most prominent roles
in ambulatory performance [225].
The complexity and multi-dimensionality of human motion data are the main barriers to
physical performance assessment [253]. Data reduction and feature selection methods are
appropriate alternatives to identify the most prominent features of ambulatory motions
demonstrating the fatigue effects on functional performance [254]. In the field of
biomechanics, parameterization is one of the most popular methods reducing the size of
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data by extracting predefined parameters such as peak values of kinematic parameters of
specific segments. However, this technique is subjective and requires a comprehensive
pre-knowledge of data. It moreover ignores the total motion pattern and may be prone to
error and inaccuracy when applied to populations with noticeably different motion
characteristics [254]. The PCA is a practical method for reducing and analysing data in
the field of biomechanics. It provides an approach for prominent feature selection without
any pre-knowledge about data [255]. The PCA reduces the dimension of data by
extracting principal components highlighting features with highest degree of variation. A
high dimensional dataset is reduced to a low-dimensional dataset by providing an
uncorrelated set of features explaining the maximal variation in the original dataset. These
features can then be employed to discriminate different groups of data [256].
A subsequent assessment of kinematic behaviour of the most significant features provides
concise and precise information regarding fatigue effects on ambulatory motion. The
time-series data analysis methods which can determine the fluctuations in motion
characteristics provide a powerful way to identify the similarities and differences of timecorresponding motion data [257]. The differences in time-corresponding data are
commonly occurred in fatigue states as the normal motion patterns are changed [258].
The DTW synchronizes two motion data sets and identifies identical data sets with
different time phases [259]. DTW is employed to evaluate different body postures and
determine the motion characteristics of specific segments [260]. It deploys a cost matrix
including the similarities between each pair of poses of compared motions and
subsequently highlights the differences between the data sets [261]. It is successfully used
in different continuous-time areas such as speech recognition, signature identification,
human behaviour identification and gait analysis [262] [263].
Analysing the outcomes of DTW requires specific skills to appropriately understand the
fatigue effects on physical performance [264]. However, the most demanding areas of
fatigue assessment is mainly supervised by people with no-expertise in data analysis such
as clinicians and sports physiologists. As a result, it is crucial to develop an intelligent
method that can automatically provide comprehensive analysis of DTW outcomes and
provide an appropriate understanding of fatigue effects on ambulatory motions [265]. The
symbolic approximate aggregation (SAX) provides an appropriate perception of fatigue
effects on motion variations for different individuals whether experts or non-experts
[266]. The SAX is a type of time-series data analysis approach that uses alphabetical
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symbols to quantitatively and visually provide comparison between two time continuous
data sets [267].
The study reported in this section was aimed at demonstrating the reliability of SCTs in
fatigue measurement for individuals with different levels of fitness. Twenty healthy
subjects including male and female were asked to perform two SCTs before and after a
fatigue protocol defined as a set of physical exercises. The kinematics parameters of 23
body segments during SCTs were recorded through inertial sensors. A PCA was applied
to joint angles of all the body segments to identify the most prominent limbs. The DTW
was used to synchronize two sets of joint angles data determined by PCA before and after
fatigue protocol by warping the time domains. Through matching of the synchronized
motions, the similarities and differences between two sets of data were measured by using
SAX [261], thus quantifying the rate of changes in joint angles or angular velocity.

5.2.2 Experimental Set up

5.2.2.1 Experimental Design
The effect of exercise-induced fatigue on the body’s physical performance was measured
through a series of exercises performed by 20 healthy subjects between ages of 20 and
30. The exercises consisted of a fatigue protocol and two stair-climbing tests performed
before and immediately after the fatigue protocol. More explanation on the exercises is
provided in the following sections. An inertial motion capture system was used to record
the motion characteristics of 23 body segments during SCTs.
5.2.2.2 Subjects
A group of 20 healthy subjects, consisting of 10 males and 10 females of 20 to 30 years
old were recruited for the experiments. A medical clinician examined the health of the
subjects before and during the experiments by measuring their heart rate, blood pressure
and body temperature. All subjects were asked about their history of activities of daily
livings and physical exercise training such as the type, the intensity and frequency of
activities. The information obtained showed that male subjects 5 and 7 and female subject
5 were amateur soccer players and bodybuilders, respectively. The rest of the participants
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did not report a regular physical exercise program. Tables 5-1 and 5-2 provide the age,
the body mass index (BMI) and the time spent on physical exercise per week for male
and female subjects, respectively. The physical activities associated with their jobs were
excluded. The procedure of the experimental tests was explained to all subjects and they
were advised that both SCTs and fatigue protocol could be terminated at any time upon
their request.
Table 5-1. Age and BMI of male subjects
Male subjects
Age
BMI
Physical exercise
(min/week)

1
26
23
240

2
30
26
0

3
30
26
0

4
29
21
45

5
23
20
315

6
27
18
225

7
28
25
330

8
29
24
160

9
25
22
180

10
26
20
280

7
21
20
90

8
27
21
180

9
25
21
200

10
20
19
360

Table 5-2. Age and BMI of female subjects
Female subjects
Age
BMI
Physical exercise
(min/week)

1
20
25
120

2
22
25
0

3
24
21
45

4
25
20
210

5
30
26
360

6
30
18
40

5.2.2.3 Stair Climbing Test
Stair climbing is a form of exercise test that almost everyone can do to a certain degree.
This test provides an appropriate level of stress as an exercise test and involves larger
groups of body segments [193]. The stair-climbing exercise test was first deployed in the
1930’s to assess respiratory function in people with pulmonary tuberculosis and silicosis.
A modified version of the test was developed later to assess anaerobic power of athletic
performance [216]. This test is simple, fast, and requires no special equipment but
provides comprehensive information on functional performance of an individual. The
SCT is a multi-functional physical assessment test [193] through which fluctuations in
functional performance caused by fatigue can be measured [79]. In this study, the SCT
was defined as climbing up or down of 10 steps over 90 seconds. All subjects performed
SCT before and after fatigue protocol and the kinematic parameters of their motion were
recorded by the motion capture system. The SCT could end earlier if requested by the
subject.
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5.2.2.4 Fatigue Protocol
The fatigue protocol explained in section 3.2.1.2 was used to induce general muscular
fatigue for healthy subjects.
5.2.2.5 Data Analysis
The kinematic characteristics of feet and toes were excluded in the analysis since the preprocessing data showed that the inertial data produced by the feet and toes were
contaminated with a high level of noise as the electrical cables embedded in the floor of
SCTs imposed a strong magnetic field that affected the data. The PCA [158] was applied
to the average of joint angles of 19 joints to demonstrate that the knee’s joint angles were
the most significant body feature. The angular motion behaviour of knee joints were then
assessed using DTW [268] and SAX methods [269]. The details of mathematical
algorithms are explained in Appendix 2.
5.2.3 Results and Discussion
This section presents the results of the experimental tests. The first and the second tests
of pre- and post-interventions of fatigue protocol shown as non-fatigue state (NFA) and
fatigue state (FA), respectively. During both tests, the motion characteristics of 23 body
segments were recorded through inertial sensors. The identification of the most prominent
joints, which efficiently describe fatigue, was conducted using PCA applied to 22 joint
angles. The PCA determined the cohort of joints showing the highest degree of
fluctuation. Tables 5-3 and 5-4 illustrate the percentage of the total variance explained by
the first three principal components during NFA and FA. The details of PCA algorithm
are presented in Appendix 2.
Table 5-3. The scores of three first principal components before fatigue protocol
Principal components

Score

1

91.08

2

2.23

3

0.83

Table 5-4. The scores of three first principal components after fatigue protocol
Principal components

Score

1

78

2

7.63

3

3.26
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The maximum variances were associated with the first components for both SCTs. In
NFA state, about 90% and in FA almost 80% were explained by the first component.
Accordingly, the first component was proposed as the main feature for further
investigation.
Table 5-5.The anatomical labelling of 23 body segments
The body segment

Label

Pelvis

1

L5

2

L3

3

T12

4

T8

5

Neck

6

Head

7

Right Shoulder

8

Right Upper arm

9

Right Fore arm

10

Right Hand

11

Left Shoulder

12

Left Upper arm

13

Left Fore arm

14

Left Hand

15

Right Upper Leg

16

Right Lower Leg

17

Right Foot

18

Right Toe

19

Left Upper Leg

20

Left Lower Leg

21

Left Foot

22

Left Toe

23

The 23 body segments monitored through inertial sensors are shown in Table 5-5. The
scores of Euler angles of these body segment obtained from the first component before
and after fatigue protocol are shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2. The vertical axes indicate the
magnitude of variation in the first component and the horizontal axes indicate the Euler
angles of 19 joints. A significant decline in the magnitudes of PCA scores during the
second SCT demonstrate the fatigue effects on limiting the variety of angular motions of
muscular limbs.
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The scores associated with the hands indicate that SCT is conducted with a high degree
of hand movement to maintain balance. According to the literature, hand motion is
conventionally and inherently used to carry out ascending/descending tasks [270, 271].
Although, hand motion shows the highest degree of variation in both tests, such variations
were not essentially related to fatigue. The second highest variation was associated with
knees. It is prevalently reported that the knees play a significant role in the motion chain
of the musculoskeletal limbs to maintain the postural integrity [252]. Since the knees
provide a motion correlation between the lower limbs including upper and lower
segments, the degree of knee angles and rate of changes are noticeable indicative of
fatigue effects on ambulatory motion characteristics [77]. The literature shows that
fatigue directly affects musculoskeletal system and causes a significant decline in the
knee proprioception [17]. The advantages of the knee motion in measuring the ambulatory
performance are presented in different investigations [272, 273].

Figure 5-1. The scores of body segments of all subjects in first principal component before physical
exercises-induced fatigue
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Figure 5-2. The scores of body segments of all subjects in first principal component after physical
exercises-induced fatigue

Hence, the knee motion was proposed for further assessment. The three-dimensional
Euler knee angles were also analysed to determine the most valuable knee angle direction.
The knee motions in X, Y, Z directions are defined as abduction/adduction, axial rotation
and flexion/extension, respectively (see chapter 4, Figure 4-5). The average of angles of
both knees in three directions for each subject as measured and displayed in Figures 5-3
and 5-4 illustrate the mean values and standard deviations (SD) of the knee Euler angles
for all male and female subjects before and after fatigue protocol. The joint angles of the
knees before fatigue protocol show larger values for mean and SD values. For all subjects,
the knee angle values in Z direction include the highest magnitude compared to X and Y
directions. This indicates that flexion/extension of knee during SCTs can be the most
prominent motion feature.
The flexion/extension was subsequently analysed through DTW to demonstrate the
advantages of SCT in developing an objective and non-invasive fatigue assessment
method by providing an adequate degree of physical stress before and after fatigue
protocol [17, 186].
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Figure 5-3. The mean value and standard deviation of knees of all male subjects

Figure 5-4. The mean value and standard deviation of knees of all female subjects
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Figures 5-5 and 5-6 illustrate the DTW measurement of flexion/extension of knee motion
behaviour of 20 male and female subjects, respectively. The average values of both knee
flexion/extension were calculated and the angular motions were compared before and
after fatigue protocol using DTW. The mathematical details of DTW algorithm are
explained in Appendix 2. In these diagrams, the scattergrams of accumulated distance
matrices comparing the NFA and FA performance of all subjects are displayed. The
optimal warping paths or the most appropriate alignment between knee flexion/extension
of NFA and FA are shown by deploying a white line crossing the diagonal of matrices.
The horizontal and vertical axes show the data recorded during the period of NFA and
FA states, respectively. The colours from dark blue to dark red represent the distance
between the corresponding arrays of non-fatigued and fatigued states. The numerical
values of colours are represented on the right side of all the diagrams. These diagrams are
arranged based on the extent of deviation of optimal warping path from the diagonal
arrays of accumulated distance matrix.
The optimal warping path shows the most optimized alignment between flexion/extension
motion before and after fatigue protocol. The best path should ideally pass through the
diagonal arrays and the most similar data are conventionally distributed around diagonal
arrays. The deviations from this path demonstrate the difference between knee data before
and after fatigue. The DTW results in these Figures were ordered based on visual
assessment of deviation of optimal warping paths from diagonal elements. For almost all
male and female subjects, the optimal warping paths showed deviations, indicating that
fatigue changes the motion behaviour of the knees.
The highest degree of deviation in female subjects were related to number 4, 1, 5 and 7.
The deviations in subjects 2, 8 and 3 were larger than the first group, while their
digression was significantly smaller than the last two subjects, 6 and 9. The male subjects
6, 1, 2 and 10 conducted the second SCTs with the highest difference compared to the
rest of the subjects. The smallest deviations belonged to the male subjects 4 and 8. The
small deviation in optimal warping paths of the last two female and male subjects indicate
that the physical exercise-induced fatigue has lower impact on motion patterns of this
group compared to the rest of the subjects.
The dark blue colours, identifying the most identical knee angular motion, in the absence
of fatigue are normally placed along the diagonal arrays. The smaller divergence in
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optimal warping paths leads to distributing the dark blues close to diagonal elements.
However, as shown in Figures 5-5 and 5-6, the fatigue protocol results in a considerable
divergence of dark blue colours from the diagonal arrays of accumulation distance
matrices. The difference in the knee angular motions during two SCTs means that the
degree of physical stress is adequate for motion analysis to detect deterioration in general
physical performance. The onset and amount of variations in motion characteristics are
directly associated with the physical capacity tolerance. The outcomes of DTW indicate
the suitability of the method to demonstrate fatigue effects on motion variation of heathy
subjects with various levels of fitness status.
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Figure 5-5. The accumulated distance matrix of female subjects
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Figure 5-6. The accumulated distance matrix of male subjects

The degrees of distraction in optimal warping paths were further investigated by
measuring the coefficient of variation (CV) [274] in Table 5-7. The magnitudes of CVs
are unit-less and sorted form high to low. This CV measures the standardized dispersion
of elements of optimal warping paths and quantifies the differences in the
flexion/extension of knees developed by fatigue. The higher values refer to more
distraction in motion behaviour. For male subjects the maximum and minimum values
are 74.46 and 48.88, respectively. For females, the CV magnitudes vary from 79.05 to
29.85. The mean values of CV for males and females are 57.20 and 47.40, respectively.
The mean values and dispersion of CVs of male subjects are larger compared to female
subjects.
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Table 5-6 indicate that CV magnitudes are fairly correlated with the degree of deviation
of optimal warping path from optimized condition. The subjects with more similar
performance during two tests have lower CV values. However, the CV values cannot be
purely used to infer the degree of motion variation of pre- and post-interventions of
fatigue protocol as for some cases there is no strong correlation between the extent of
deviation and CV.
The angular velocities of knees provide a more appropriate description of the effects of
physical exercises-induced fatigue on motion variation because this parameter shows the
rates of change in knee flexion/extension motion. Variation in knee angular motion were
further explored using SAX quantitatively measuring and displaying the difference
between knee angular motion. The rate of change in flexion/extension motion or angular
velocities in Z direction of knees before and after fatigue protocol for male and female
subjects are measured and illustrated in Figures 5-7 and 5-8. The figures are arranged
according to the order of DTW outcomes. The horizontal axes show the time of SCTs and
vertical axes are related to the magnitude of angular velocities. The period of the knee
angular velocities of each subject is divided into four parts and the mean value of each
part is subsequently calculated. Using a Gaussian model, the corresponding alphabetical
symbols including A to F are assigned to each segment. The shorter periods of the second
SCTs for almost all subjects can be seen which is an indicator of fatigue in decreasing
physical performance. The variations of symbols for male subjects are slightly higher than
female individuals. The male motions are categorized using three different characters,
whereas female movements use only two symbols during both tests.
More than 50% of symbols of almost 7 male subjects are significantly changed after
fatigue protocol. This clearly demonstrates the motion variation caused by physical
exercise. In contrast, about 5 female subjects show a change in symbols of about 50%.
The analysis of mean values of CV and SAX’s outcomes indicate that the female subjects
show a better functional performance compared to male individuals. In addition, a better
fitness status of female subjects causes lower degree of variation between data of two
SCTs.
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Table 5-6. The coefficient of variation of optimal warping path
Coefficient of variation
Male

Female

5

74.46

79.05

2

10

64.76

53.53

10

2

57.66

52.22

8

1

56.68

45.89

7

3

56.08

44.06

5

6

55.98

43.81

1

9

54.35

41.91

3

4

52.91

39.88

6

7

50.28

29.85

4

8

48.88

Failed

9

According to the literature, fatigue leads to significant differences between muscular
performance characteristics of female and male subjects [275]. This can be seen from
SAX outcomes (Appendix 2). The male subject performance during both tests are
represented by three different symbols, while two alphabetical characters are used to
describe the motion patterns of female subjects. The order of symbols for a male subject
before and after fatigue protocol is significantly different, but female tests show a higher
similar symbol arrangement. The decline in period of SCTs for male subjects is caused
by a significant variation in the type of alphabetical symbols while there is no noticeable
difference between two SCTs for female subjects. This proves the outcomes of DTW in
Figures 5-5 and 5-6, whereby the motion patterns of female subjects between the first and
the second test show less difference compared to male subjects. The optimal warping
paths of most of female subjects demonstrate lower degree of deviation compared to male
individuals. This study provides an objective assessment of variation in motion
characteristics induced by fatigue. The measurement of knee angular motion
demonstrates the reliability of SCT in fatigue measurement.
The maximum tolerance of muscular/cardiovascular capacity of subjects are different
before and after fatigue protocol. To reach the maximum functional tolerance of different
healthy subjects with various levels of fitness status, the subjects conducted SCTs before
and after fatigue protocol at their own pace but as fast as possible. During stair
ascending/descending, the force productivity of musculoskeletal system was gradually
decreased and the motion characteristics were slowly changed until the limit of physical
capacity was reached.
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The outcomes of this investigation clearly demonstrate the advantages of SCT to
comprehensively and efficiently determine fatigue effects on motion characteristics. After
demonstrating variations in kinematic parameters, the relationship between these
variations and the degree of fatigue is explored in the following section.
Non-fatigued state

Fatigued state

5

6

1

2
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10

3

9

4
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7

8
Figure 5-7. The SAX of flexion/extension of male subjects

Non-fatigued state

Fatigued state
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5

140

1

7

2

3

8
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6

9
Figure 5-8. The SAX of flexion/extension of female subjects

5.3 Postural variations and fatigue
Time-series analysis of motion characteristics during SCT provides reliable description
of variation of muscular/cardiovascular capacity affected by fatigue. This section presents
further study of SCT in fatigue assessment using ANFIS models in exploring the
relationship between motion characteristics and muscular/cardiovascular performance
status during SCTs. The outcomes of such assessment can assist in developing a noninvasive and objective fatigue measurement tool.

5.3.1 Healthy subjects
5.3.1.1 Background

The muscular fatigue of physical activities decreases motion coordination between body
segments. The amount of disruption in normal ambulatory motion performance is directly
influenced by deterioration in muscular/cardiovascular performance caused by exerciseinduced fatigue. A simultaneous measurement of variation in motion characteristics and
muscular/cardiovascular performance can provide useful information to develop a noninvasive, objective and universal fatigue measurement tool. This needs a data analysis
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method to simultaneously assess the relationship between various segments of
neuromuscular system. A potential approach is soft computing that can effectively model
the complexity of motion characteristics [276] based on input/output relationship of a
process. Also the method should capture the motion interaction between various body
segments [277]. In the context of this study, soft computing can be deployed to model the
dynamics between the kinematic parameters of different body segments and PPS.
Fuzzy logic (FL) is a widely used soft computing approach in human motion analysis
with advantages such as reducing the data-dimension and extracting the significant
motion features and providing comprehensive insight into motion characteristics [278]
[279, 280]. There are, however, several key disadvantages [281] associated with this
approach. For example, it is not possible to generalize the rule-base for different cases or
adjust the rule-base according to the topological changes in the system, as well as
dependency on human expertise to derive the logical rules of the inference system. An
artificial neural networks (ANN) is trained to predict a specific pattern in the data similar
to how the human brain operates. The ANN does not disclose the complex tuning process
for effective learning [282].
Neuro-fuzzy systems provide the advantage of two methods by applying the
mathematical properties of ANNs in tuning FLIS rules. [283]. ANFIS, is a hybrid neurofuzzy inference expert systems that works based on Takagi-Sugeno-type fuzzy inference
system. The ANFIS offers an intelligent system based on NN and FLIS that can model
the uncertainties of motion and posture affected by motion compensation strategies
deployed to maintain the integrity of limb motion and body balance in a fatigued state
[283]. The uncertainties of the human motion are pertained to the differences in the body
postural response to a specific amount of force applied to a cohort of limbs in fatigued
and non-fatigued states. This method provides a powerful fatigue assessment tool as it
can simultaneously model the abnormal behaviour of kinematics parameters and identify
their relationships [29].
The kinematics data of 8 subjects including male and female introduced in the previous
section were used to train ANFIS and simultaneously analyse the relationship between
different factors of physical performance (PP). As mentioned in chapter 4 , joint angles
can precisely show the impact of fatigue on the body posture. Also, according to
Kavanagh and H. B. Menz [10], acceleration can be a reliable indication of exerciseinduced fatigue in healthy subjects as it demonstrates how fast the muscle fibres respond
to an external stress [284]. Hence, the ANFIS model was trained based on angular
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characteristics of joints and acceleration of the body segments to determine the effects of
fatigue on PP and body postural states.

5.3.1.2 Data analysis
The kinematics data were processed using an ANFIS as shown in Figure 5-9. All the data
processing was performed using MATLAB and the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox (The
Mathworks Inc, Natick MA). In this study, a Type-3 ANFIS, as proposed by Jang [285]
was deployed. This ANFIS model employs fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering algorithm
to derive a first-order Sugeno fuzzy model. The FCM [279] measures the uncertainties
within the data and defines fuzzy labels by employing a degree of membership for data
and corresponding classes with a range between zero and one. The exercise-induced
fatigue causes the body segments to show specific similar sets of motion behaviour
because of a decline in the efficiency of the central motion control system. The FCM can
appropriately assign specific degrees of membership to similar motions of different body
segments and develop a comprehensive FLIS to describe the fatigue effects on motion
behaviour. The FCM provides a set of rules and membership functions for the antecedents
and consequents in training procedure using NN. The schematic structure of ANFIS
model deployed is illustrated in Figure 5-9. The mathematical algorithms of ANFIS
method is explained in Appendix 3.

Figure 5-9. The structure of ANFIS PPMM

The inputs of the model (shown in Figure 5-9) are standard deviation and K-mean clusters
of sum of Euler angles of 22 joints representing the types and variations of the body
posture during SCTs. The number of clusters and the motion behaviour during stair
ascending and descending were adopted from the outcomes of the study reported in [286].
The K-means method [287] is formulated as
𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑

∑

∈

𝑑(𝑋, 𝛼) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑

∑

∈

||𝑋 − 𝛼 ||

5-1
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Where ||X − 𝛼 || measures the distance between data point X and the cluster centre 𝛼 .
As illustrated in Figure 5-10, the stair climbing motion can be segmented into 10 clusters
representing the body postures including weight acceptance, pull-up, forward
continuance, front clearance and foot placement for stair ascending and weight
acceptance, forward continuance, controlled lowering, leg pull through and foot
placement for stair descending. According to Miller et al [284], eccentric muscle
contraction, that maintains the balance causes human body to behave disparately at the
top and bottom of stairs. Hence, the motion during turning spots at the end of stairs are
represented by distinct clusters consisting of 2 clusters for 360° turning at the top and 2
clusters at the bottom of stairs [288].
The ANFIS algorithm was adopted from earlier ANFIS-based gait analysis investigation
[285]. The ANFIS consists of 5 layers of which the layer 1 fuzzifies the data with
membership functions. The number of membership functions are defined based on the
number of clusters deployed to describe the motion during SCTs. The membership
function parameters are then adjusted through the learning process (as shown Figure5-9).
The body posture characteristics (SD and K-mean cluster of Euler joint angles) and sum
of actual Euler acceleration of first SCT before fatigue were used as inputs and output of
the ANFIS model, respectively. The body posture characteristics of the second SCT after
fatigue were subsequently tested against the model. The outputs produced before and after
fatigue were then compared. The ANFIS output does not exactly describe the sum of
Euler acceleration of body segments as measured accurately by the inertial sensors.
However, ANFIS output was estimated based on postural characteristics.

Figure 5-10. The schematic illustrations of body postural states during SCT [286]
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5.3.1.3 Results and Discussion
The results of ANFIS measurement of 8 subjects including male and female are presented
in Tables 5-7 and 5-8. Table 5-7 shows the accuracy of ANFIS method by calculating the
total of root mean square error (RMSE) between actual outputs and ANFIS estimations
of outputs. The total of RMSE between accelerations of the first and the second SCTs
was calculated and compared against total RMSE between ANFIS outputs of both SCTs.
The actual acceleration was directly measured through inertial sensors and the ANFIS
outputs were estimated by testing the postural characteristics data against the model. This
work does not distinguish between the muscular fatigue measurements of male or female
subjects in the analysis of data. The aim is to generally measure fatigue of healthy
subjects. However, in order to provide evidence-based data for further studies, the results
of male and female subjects are distinguished in Tables and Figures.
The average of differences between total RMSE of accelerations and ANFIS outputs for
male and female subjects are about 3.5 % and 3%. A small difference between the mean
values of actual acceleration (10.19) and ANFIS outputs (10.96) clearly indicates the
accuracy of the method in identifying the relationship between the degree of fatigue and
postural variation. The magnitudes of RMSE between ANFIS outputs (mean
value=136.82) are mainly higher than RMSE values of actual accelerations (mean
value=132.60) except for male and female subjects 5 and 4, respectively. The larger
differences between ANFIS outputs for SCT before and after fatigue protocol are
associated with a larger degree of variations in postural behaviour compared to
acceleration of muscular limbs.
The difference between actual acceleration before and after fatigue protocol shows that
accelerating/decelerating capacities of subjects are significantly affected by muscular
fatigue. The maximum of total RMSE of actual acceleration for male subject 6 is 288
(𝑚⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 ) and female subject 7 is 106.52). The ANFIS estimations also indicate that there
is a deterioration in postural behaviours of all subjects. The highest total RMSE of ANFIS
outputs before and after fatigue protocol belong to male and female subjects 6 and 7.
In Table 5-8, the fatigue effects of PP are further evaluated and displayed as the total
distances travelled during SCTs, the total of ANFIS output after fatigue protocol and the
total of actual acceleration before and after fatigue protocol from the left to the right side
of the table. The percentages of decline in distances travelled after fatigue protocol
indicate that none of the subjects could repeat the initial PP during first SCT. The
maximum reduction is related to male subjects 6 and 1 at 60% and 50%, while the
minimum declines are for female subjects 4 and 1 with 13% and 10%.
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The fatigue effects on decreasing PP can also be seen from a significant reduction in the
total sum of acceleration after fatigue protocol. The magnitudes of acceleration of all
subjects after fatigue protocol are decreased in the second test. The declines vary from
18% to 80%. The maximum declines are for female subjects 4 and 7 and the minimum
are associated with female subject 5 and male subjects 1 and 10. The muscular fatigue
has an adverse impact on accelerating/decelerating capabilities of all subjects which is
also demonstrated in reduction of ANFIS outputs. The magnitudes of actual acceleration
before fatigue protocol are considerably larger than actual acceleration and ANFIS
outputs after fatigue protocol. The actual acceleration and ANFIS calculations
demonstrate almost similar degrees of decrease. The average of ANFIS outputs is about
11 (𝑚⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 ) whereas the average of actual acceleration before and after fatigue are about
10.5 (𝑚⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 ) and 66 (𝑚⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 ), respectively. The ANFIS incorporates the body
postures into kinematic parameters and because of abnormal body postures after fatigue
protocol, the ANFIS provides larger outputs compared to direct acceleration calculation.
This indicates that the muscular fatigue has a larger impact on postural behaviour
compared to accelerating/decelerating capabilities.
The similarity of values of actual acceleration and ANFIS estimation after fatigue
protocol demonstrates that the degree of muscular fatigue induced by exercise is directly
related to the degree of changes in posture from normal configuration. The degree of
decline in acceleration and ANFIS outputs is different and related to the initial fitness
status of subjects. Female subject 4 and male subject 5 have a high total acceleration and
smaller decline in the distance travelled after the fatigue protocol. The outcomes of
ANFIS modelling indicates that SCT can be efficiently used to develop a non-invasive,
objective and universal fatigue measurement tool for healthy subjects. The ANFIS
approach quantitatively estimates the effect of fatigue on posture during stair climbing.
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Table 5-7. The individual models
Subjects

Total of sum of acceleration

Total of sum of acceleration

Total of ANFIS output

Decline in distance

before fatigue protocol

after fatigue protocol

after fatigue protocol

travelled (m) (%)

(𝑚⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 )

(𝑚⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 )

(𝑚⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 )

5 (Male)

7.05e+06

6.02e+05

6.50e+05

20.00

6 (Male)

3.11e+06

5.50e+05

5.80e+05

60.00

1 (Male)

8.43e+05

6.85e+05

7.05e+05

50.00

10 (Male)

9.15e+05

7.54e+05

8.11e+05

34.00

4 (Female)

1.03e+06

4.94e+05

5.43e+05

13.00

5 (Female)

6.12e+05

5.04e+05

5.74e+05

20.00

1 (Female)

2.21e+06

5.23e+05

5.90e+05

10.00

7 (Female)

5.06e+07

4.04e+06

4.32e+06

30.00

Table 5-8. The RMSE
Subjects

Total of RMSE of acceleration before and

Total of RMSE of ANFIS outputs before and after fatigue

after fatigue protocol (𝑚⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 )

protocol (𝑚⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 )

5 (Male)

120.00

117.63

6 (Male)

288.00

300.01

1 (Male)

184.64

190.46

10 (Male)

147.11

153.33

4 (Female)

93.43

91.52

5 (Female)

70.84

73.96

1 (Female)

50.27

51.35

7 (Female)

106.52

110.32

5.3.2 Fatigue in cancer patients
5.3.2.1 Introduction
The chemotherapy-induced fatigue disturbs muscle metabolism and blood circulation that
crucially limits the accelerating/decelerating abilities [289]. The chemotherapy inducedfatigue also impairs central nervous system (CNS) resulting in a decrease in voluntary
muscle contraction and muscle force production [290]. This alters body posture and range
of motions and affects postural control of cancer patients [291]. There is a direct
relationship between the number of chemotherapy cycles and the degree of postural
instability [292]. Slow movement and abnormal postural states are observed as the most
prevailing symptoms of chemotherapy-induced fatigue [293] [290]. However, the
majority of cancer clinical studies reported so far do not provide an accurate measurement
of ambulatory motion characteristics associated with chemotherapy-induced fatigue in
determining the relationship between postural instability and the degree of fatigue [208].
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This study aims at objectively investigating the postural instability of chemotherapyinduced fatigue and measure PPS by modelling the relationship between the body posture
and accelerating/decelerating abilities through ANFIS. In the previous chapter, it was
shown that joint angles could effectively provide a measure of the body posture of cancer
patients as well as healthy subjects [293]. The acceleration also showed its advantages in
fatigue measurement of healthy subjects. In this study, we demonstrate that an ANFIS
model based on angular characteristics of joints and acceleration of body segments can
measure the effect of chemotherapy-induced fatigue on general PPS.

5.3.2.2 Experimental Design
The effect of chemotherapy-induced fatigue on physical performance is measured during
2 SCTs before and after chemotherapy. The first SCT (non-fatigued state) is performed a
day before the first chemotherapy cycle and the second test (fatigued-state) is conducted
3 days after the last chemotherapy cycles. An inertial motion capture system is used to
record the motion characteristics of 23 body segments during SCTs.
5.3.2.3 Cancer patients
Nine physically active cancer patients were recruited to perform the experiments. The
recruitment procedure was explained in chapter 4.
5.3.2.4 SCT
In this study, the SCT was defined as climbing up (concentric contractions) or descending
down (eccentric contractions) of 5 steps over a period of 90 seconds. All subjects were
asked to complete both SCT with maximum effort at two stages of before and after
chemotherapy.
5.3.3 Results and Discussion
The results are categorized into global and local ANFIS models. The results of the global
model contain very high values that are related to the accumulation of Euler accelerations
of 23 body segments of nine patients during SCTs before and after chemotherapy.
5.3.3.1 Global ANFIS model
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Table 5-9 and Figure 5-11 display the outcomes of the global model. The data in Table 1
shows that the total vertical distance climbed by the subjects after chemotherapy is
decreased by 11%. The total acceleration is decreased from 2.68e+06 𝑚⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 before
chemotherapy to about 2.24e+06 𝑚⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐

after chemotherapy. The high values of

acceleration represents the sum of Euler accelerations of 23 muscular limbs of all cancer
patients. A decrease in acceleration after chemotherapy can be seen from the median and
the difference between the 25th and the 75th percentiles of data in Figure 5-11, which
shows the box plots of total actual acceleration of all patients before and after
chemotherapy and the output of the ANFIS global model. While the median of
acceleration is decreased after chemotherapy compared to pre-chemotherapy, the variation
in acceleration after chemotherapy is not considerably changed. In Figure 5-11, the mean
value of the output of the ANFIS global model after chemotherapy also shows a decline.
The results show that the range of variation and the difference between the 25th and 75th
percentiles of data is increased after chemotherapy. Increasing variations in postural
characteristics indicates the lack of stability and balance during the SCT after
chemotherapy-induced fatigue. The instabilities and abnormal postural states are also
displayed by negative and positive values, while the actual accelerations measured by the
inertial sensors demonstrate only positive values (at a maximum of almost 700 𝑚⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 ).
Although the nature of model outputs and actual accelerations are different, the ANFIS
model, similar to actual acceleration, can show a decrease in the median of data after
chemotherapy. However, the median of model output is still higher than the median of
actual acceleration after chemotherapy.
Table 5-9. The detail of global model
Kinematic
parameters

Distance reduction (%)

Total acceleration before
chemotherapy (m/sec2)

Total acceleration after
chemotherapy (m/sec2)

Total ANFIS output
(m/sec2)

All patients

11

2.68e+06

2.24e+06

2.22e+06

Figure 5-11. The box plots of accelerations and global model output
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5.3.3.2 Local ANFIS model
The variation of ambulatory motion characteristics in response to chemotherapy-induced
fatigue was further investigated by developing a local ANFIS model for each patient. The
body posture characteristics of patients before chemotherapy were trained with the sum of
Euler accelerations of 23 body segments to build a model with a single output describing
PPS. The body posture characteristics of post chemotherapy SCTs were subsequently
tested against the model and the results are displayed in Table 5-10. This table provides
the age, the body mass index (BMI), the total of sum of acceleration before and after
chemotherapy, the total of ANFIS output after chemotherapy, the difference of periods of
the first and the second SCTs and the difference in the vertical work done before and after
chemotherapy for each patient. The total acceleration and ANFIS output were directly
calculated from the sum of the raw data and model output. A consistent decrease can be
observed in Table 5-10 in the total acceleration and the ANFIS output after chemotherapy.
However, the individual model outputs are greater than the actual acceleration after
chemotherapy. The degree of differences between actual acceleration and individual
model outputs are significantly coupled with the differences of periods of SCTs and
vertical work. A decrease in vertical work results in an increase in difference between
model output and acceleration and implies a higher degree of fatigue causing more postural
instability.
For all patients, the time spent on SCTs after chemotherapy is decreased except for patient
7 who has a decrease in vertical work while the periods spent on SCT is not changed. The
model output for this patient shows a very small change in acceleration after
chemotherapy.
The variations between model outputs and the actual accelerations are also shown in Table
5-11, which provides the RMSE between model outputs and actual accelerations before
and after chemotherapy. The RMSE between actual accelerations before and after
chemotherapy varies from 49.80 to 195.64, indicating a significant change in acceleration
after chemotherapy-induced fatigue. The ANFIS outputs also show a considerable
difference between ambulatory motion characteristics after chemotherapy. The average
RMSE of ANFIS outputs of nine patients is about 145.20 𝑚⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 and the actual
acceleration is 126.74 𝑚⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 . The difference between ANFIS measurement and actual
acceleration is further explored in the fourth column where RMSE, with the mean of
around 54.89 shows the lowest value compared to errors of different parameters. The last
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column shows the difference between the model measurement of fatigue based on postural
characteristics and acceleration after chemotherapy. The highest mean of these data (about
160) compared to other RMSE indicates the effect of chemotherapy on postural
characteristics produces model outputs that are significantly distinct from desired outputs
(actual acceleration after chemotherapy). The chemotherapy results in a considerable
increase in RMSE values of all patients ANFIS outputs and accelerations compared to the
RMSE of these parameters of the first SCT.
Table 5-10. The individual models
Patients

Age

BMI

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

55
35
69
65
70
58
60
50
70

25
<3
25
21
22
26
23
20
<3

Total of sum of
acceleration
before
chemotherapy
(𝑚⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 )
8.04e+05
1.11e+06
3.43e+05
4.15e+05
6.03e+05
5.28e+05
3.21e+05
1.46e+06
4.52e+05

Total of sum of
acceleration
after
chemotherapy
(𝑚⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 )
4.02e+05
2.70e+05
2.12e+05
4.10e+05
4.70e+05
4.71e+05
3.19e+05
1.04e+06
4.23e+05

Total
of
ANFIS output
after
chemotherapy
(𝑚⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 )
4.26e+05
4.46e+05
2.73e+05
4.12e+05
4.87e+05
5.27e+05
3.20e+05
1.38e+06
4.48e+05

Decline in
periods of
SCTs (sec)
(%)

Decline in
vertical
work (J)
(%)

17.00
78.00
-42.00
10.00
32.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

23.00
-88.80
-35.70
8.00
-27.27
0.00
7.00
3.00
4.00

Table 5-11. The RMSE
Patients

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

RMSE
of
acceleration before
and
after
chemotherapy
155.65
226.00
195.64
106.11
113.89
70.84
61.87
160.92
49.80

RMSE of ANFIS
outputs of first and
second tests

RMSE of ANFIS output
before and acceleration
before chemotherapy

137.82
322.82
225.95
227.06
93.08
64.35
87.96
104.81
42.96

76.43
68.29
38.17
61.40
50.27
41.78
36.27
93.08
28.32

RMSE of ANFIS
output
after
and
acceleration
after
chemotherapy
114.58
328.51
345.56
243.53
95.32
71.96
81.55
116.82
49.53

The efficiency of ANFIS model to measure chemotherapy effects on PPS is further
validated by studying its correlation with ECOG scores given by the oncologist
collaborating on this project. As shown in Figure 5-12, the degree of decline in standard
deviations (SD) of ANFIS outputs before and after chemotherapy is correlated with the
degree of decline in ECOG scores before and after chemotherapy. The Pearson correlation
measurement shows a coherency of about 83% with a p-value less than 5% (p<0.05)
between objective measurements and the clinician’s assessments of PPS. This indicates
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that the extent of decline in PPS or fatigue during SCT is linearly correlated with the degree
of disturbance in postural characteristics.
To our best of knowledge, this study is the first to model objectively the relationship
between the body postural characteristics and the degree of deterioration in PPS. The
quantitative fatigue assessment method developed in this work can model variation of the
ambulatory motion according to the degree of fatigue.
The global model in Table 5-9 shows a significant decline in total acceleration associated
with chemotherapy and demonstrates that all the cancer patients in the study experienced
chemotherapy-induced fatigue. A decrease in total vertical distance climbed by all patients
also shows the effect of fatigue on PPS in post-chemotherapy tests. Furthermore, the
boxplots in Figure 5-11 show a decline in the median of accelerations and ANFIS outputs
after the chemotherapy-induced fatigue. The fatigue is further shown in Table 5-9 whereby
the duration of SCTs and the vertical work conducted by almost all the patients are
decreased in the second SCT. This decline is related to the total ANFIS output after
chemotherapy. A higher degree of fatigue results in larger ANFIS outputs after
chemotherapy compared to actual acceleration and suggests that chemotherapy adversely
affects the inputs (postural characteristics) to produce outputs similar to the desired outputs
(actual acceleration). Table 5-10 shows an increase in postural instabilities whereby the
RMSE of ANFIS output and acceleration after chemotherapy show the largest differences.
The results demonstrate the accuracy of ANFIS modelling analysing body postural
behaviour to measure the impact of chemotherapy-induced fatigue on PPS of experimental
subjects. In Tables 5-10 and 5-11, the model accuracy is demonstrated in the case of
individual ANFIS models that measure a decline in the magnitude of outputs, similar to a
decrease in actual accelerations. The mean values for RMSE of accelerations and ANFIS
outputs during two SCTs are close as illustrated in Table 5-11, confirming the advantage
of objective measurement of chemotherapy effects through ANFIS model. The efficiency
of the proposed method to provide consistent assessment of chemotherapy effects on
postural characteristics is further shown in Figure 5-11 for the global model and Table 510 for the individual models. The main reason for the difference between boxplots of
actual accelerations and global model outputs can be seen in Table 5-9. A larger range of
postural variations after chemotherapy (shown in Figure 5-11) produces greater values for
total ANFIS outputs compared to actual accelerations after chemotherapy.
The difference between the global model output and actual acceleration shown in the
boxplots supports the primary hypothesis of the study regarding the effect of
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chemotherapy-induced fatigue on body posture and PPS. The postural characteristics and
acceleration before chemotherapy are used to develop an ANFIS model estimator of the
degree of fatigue based on the body posture following different chemotherapy instances.
The model demonstrates that chemotherapy subdues the ability of patients to replicate their
original performance in the second SCT, leading to postural instabilities and a significant
difference between the statistical characteristics of actual accelerations and the model
output. The number of abnormal postural states increases in the second SCT to compensate
for inability to maintain the body balance.
The ANFIS modelling method to measure the patient’s physical response to
chemotherapy-induced fatigue was finally validated against the ECOG score. The
correlation analysis shows that the local ANFIS models estimation of deteriorations in PPS
after chemotherapy is strongly correlated with the differences in ECOG scores. This is an
indication of a significant reduction in the variety of model outputs (as shown in Figure 512), although the magnitudes of outputs of local models are greater than the magnitudes
of total accelerations during the second SCT as displayed in Table 5-10. Chemotherapyinduced fatigue inhibits a livelier performance and deceases the variety of normal postural
states in the second SCT. The fatigue causes a decline in normal postural characteristics
and an increase in abnormal motion characteristics. A significant correlation between the
method presented in the study and a well-established subjective-based method is a strong
support for the accuracy of ANFIS model.

Figure 5-12. The correlation between STD of ANFIS outputs and ECOG scores
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5.4 Chapter summary
This chapter presented strong evidences supporting the reliability of SCTs to measure the
degree of fatigue of healthy subjects and cancer patients with different levels of fitness
status. It was explained that SCT can be deployed as a reliable exercise test to develop a
non-invasive, objective and universal fatigue measurement tool. The feature extraction and
time-series analysis demonstrated that the variety of motion clusters was significantly
decreased after fatigue protocol. The angular motion pattern of knees of twenty male and
female subjects before and after fatigue protocol during two SCTs indicated that the
ambulatory motion characteristics were significantly different. These differences proved
the reliability of SCT in providing an appropriate exercise test to measure muscular fatigue
analysing motion characteristics.
The ANFIS modelling also demonstrated the reliability and applicability of SCT in the
development of a non-invasive and universal fatigue measurement tool since ANFIS
measurements clearly showed that the degree of fatigue was directly related to the amount
of disruption in postural behaviour during stair ascending/descending. A successful
measurement of relationships between postural behaviour and muscular fatigue for 8
healthy subjects and 9 cancer subjects validated the accuracy of the method to identify
fatigue effects on ambulatory motion characteristics.
The novel approach presented in this chapter, correlating the chemotherapy-induced
fatigue with ambulatory motion characteristics, can be used to predict the effect of
different stages of chemotherapy on the physical status of a patient which is beneficial in
clinical oncology. A further assessment of relationship between physical and physiological
parameters during SCTs can provide a comprehensive validation of motion analysis
method during SCT to measure the degree of fatigue of different healthy and ailing
individuals. The next chapter will present the relationship between ambulatory motion
characteristics and physiological indexes during stair ascending/descending tasks.
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Chapter 6
6 Coherency between physiological and inertial
measurement of fatigue
6.1 Introduction
The findings of previous chapter showed the accuracy of inertial motion analysis during
SCT to measure the degree of muscular fatigue caused by sustained activities and cancer.
In order to validate the accuracy of this method, it is correlated against metabolic
parameters. In this chapter, the approach
is explained and the results are provided.
The experimental work was conducted for both exercise and chemotherapy induced
fatigue. The ambulatory kinematic parameters and metabolic performance of eight
healthy subjects before and after a high intensity repeat-bout Wingate cycling protocol
[196]. The experiments were also repeated for four cancer patients before and after
chemotherapy-induced fatigue during SCTs.
For healthy subjects and cancer patients, the reduced external work in combination with
heart rate (HR) and muscle oxygen saturation (SmO2) were measured. The metabolic data
were subsequently correlated with inertial sensors data showing postural states identified
in the GMM using MML algorithm to segment the multidimensional data of 22 Euler
joint angles.
Measurement of muscle tissue oxygen saturation (SmO2) and heart rate (HR) during
cycling bouts were also considered in assessing the efficiency of fatigue protocol in
simulating real sprinting sports-induced fatigue. The ECOG scores of patients before and
after chemotherapy were also compared against the experimental results. The schematic
diagram of the approach is illustrated in Figure 6-1.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Initially, a background on the work
is provided. The experimental set up and procedures used for healthy and cancer subjects
are then described in Section 3. This is followed by the presentation of the results and
discussion in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively.
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6.2 Background
Disease and sustained activities-induced fatigue affect both physical and physiological
parameters [294] of which the metabolic indexes and motion characteristics [295]
describe the degree of fatigue [4]. The disturbances in the transmission of electrical
activities from motor neurons to the contracting muscle which is known as ‘central
fatigue’ causes a decline in the efficiency of neuromuscular transmission and
demonstrated as muscular fatigue [174]. This phenomenon alters the biomechanical
characteristics of muscular limb’s motions [296] and disturbs the normal performance of
metabolic system [297]. The haemostasis status of the metabolic system is affected by
fatigue of sustained activities or diseases and the oxygen (O2) consumed by muscular
system efficiently demonstrates the degree of disruption [298] as it determines the amount
of trade-off between cardiovascular production and musculoskeletal consumption [297].
Monitoring the amount of O2 consumed by muscular limbs using near-infrared
spectroscopy (NIRS) can determine the fatigue effects and therefore provide a noninvasive approach to quantifying fatigue from a physiological perspective [299].
Measurement of O2 consumption across healthy and ailing subjects is a common method
to determine the performance of metabolic system [300] [301] [302].
The biomechanical characteristics of muscular limb’s motions affected by fatigue are
demonstrated through a significant variation in the pattern of spatial–temporal parameters
[6]. Changes in the range-of-motion (ROM) and angular velocities are observable
phenomena associated with motion kinematic changes [29]. The degree of change in
physical movements is hence measured by monitoring the ambulatory motion
characteristics [303].
The kinematic parameters measured by inertial sensors reflect the impact of fatigue on
postural states. The pattern recognition (PR) methods are powerful methods to analyse
large volume of kinematic data of ambulatory limbs [173]. In section 4.4.2.2, the
advantages of GMM to recognize gait patterns from kinematic data [304] was
demonstrated. This method appropriately analyses gait multidimensional data and
identifies changes in the body posture [178]. In this section, a combination of GMM and
SmO2 of healthy subjects is investigated.
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6.3 Sustained activities
6.3.1 Experimental Design
The effect of sustained activities-induced fatigue on physical and physiological
performances was measured through a series of experimental tests. The performance of
subjects was analysed during SCTs before and after undertaking the fatigue protocol
based on Wingate cycling test. The first SCT (non-fatigued state) was performed before
the fatigue protocol and the second test (fatigued-state) was conducted immediately after
the fatigue protocol. The motion characteristics of the body segments during SCTs were
measured by an inertial motion capture system.

Figure 6-1. The schematic procedure of data collection and analysis

Eight healthy and physically active male subjects were recruited to conduct the
experiments. The mean age, height and body weight were 27±6 years, 1.74±0.08 m and
76.2±7.2 kg, respectively. Subjects were screened for their levels of physical activity and
met the minimum requirements as set by the Australian Guidelines (>5 sessions, and >150
minutes per week). The experimental procedure was explained to all the subjects and they
were informed that the SCTs and the fatigue protocol could be terminated at any time if
they encountered any serious difficulty. In light of the performance requirements, subjects
were instructed to consume 20 mL of fluid per kg of body weight and their usual preexercise food within two hours prior to testing. Environmental room conditions were
maintained at 18oC–20oC and 45%–55% relative humidity.
The effect of exercise-induced fatigue on metabolic status was assessed by using a
MOXY (Muscle OxyGen monitor) which is a wearable, portable, light and non-invasive
device using near-infrared spectroscopy to measure the muscle tissue oxygenation, or
SmO2, during SCTs as illustrated in Figure 6-2 [305]. The ratio of the oxyhaemoglobin
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concentration to the total haemoglobin concentration in the muscle in real time was
calculated and reported as SmO2 (%) [306].

Implementation of MOXY and inertial sensors during SCT,
Figure 6-2. The experimental setup during SCT

A skinfold thickness test was performed prior to placement of the MOXY in order to
ensure that the adipose tissue covering the muscles was less than 10 mm. After cleaning
the skin with alcohol, the MOXY was placed directly on the skin over the left upper leg’s
quadriceps. The position was standardized using anatomical landmarks and palpitation of
the muscle belly. Optodes were kept fixed in place with double-sided sticky circular
adhesives and further secured with strips of low allergy adhesive tape and inertial motion
capture straps. Cardiac frequency or HR was recorded using a polar HR monitor
(ModelCX800, Polar Electro Sport Tester, Finland) and determined by ventricular
depolarisation. The R-R interval recordings from the HR monitors were downloaded to
the Polar ProTrainer Software Program. The files were passed through an automatic filter
set to remove any artefacts and/or ectopic beats. The resting HR was determined while
the subject was in a supine position during five minutes of quiet rest. Peak HRs were
determined during both SCT tests as an indicator of cardiovascular strain. Peak HR was
defined as the highest recordings sustained over a period of ten seconds.
In this study, the SCT for healthy subjects was defined as climbing (concentric
contractions) or descending (eccentric contractions) of ten steps for 90 seconds. All
subjects were required to complete the SCT at maximum effort before and after fatigue
protocol. In order to measure the fatigue effects on physical performance, the kinematic
parameters of the body segments were recorded through inertial sensors during SCTs.
The fatigue protocol explained in section 3.2.1.3 was used.
6.3.2 Results and Discussion
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The data obtained was analysed to ascertain whether the fatigue protocol can cause
deterioration in physical and physiological parameters similar to the fatigue of an
intensive sport activity and to quantify fatigue effects on functional performance.
Figure 6-3 shows the power output of eight subjects during the fatigue protocol procedure.
The results indicate that exercise-induced fatigue (Wingate cycling) persistently reduces
physical capabilities of subjects. The mean and power produced by subjects in the first
and the last 30 seconds of Wingate cycling bouts are presented in Figure 6-3. In addition,
the peak power during the first and the last six seconds Wingate cycling bouts before and
after are presented in W/kg units. The number identifying each subject is illustrated on
the right-hand side of the diagrams.
As shown in Figure 6-3.a, the mean power of all subjects consistently declines in the last
bout. The maximum mean powers in the first and the last bouts are related to Subject 7.
The minimum value of the first bout is for Subject 4 and shows the lowest decline between
the first and the last bouts of about 10%. The power of Subject 6 is reduced about 15%.
The maximum decline is about 60% for Subject 2 who has the minimum power output in
the last bout. The accuracy of the fatigue protocol in modelling muscular fatigue in a
sports game is also demonstrated in Figure 6-3.b whereby 2×6 seconds of cycling before
and after the fatigue protocol are deemed to quantitatively compare the maximum power
produced by the subjects. The average power of subjects in pre-bout is decreased from
about 12.5 to 7 (W/kg). The maximum value in pre-test is recorded for Subject 2 (about
16 W/kg). This subject also has the largest decline following the fatigue protocol (about
30%). The maximum power output in post-test is related to Subject 7 who has a small
decline after fatigue protocol.
The maximum power can only demonstrate the efficiency of the Wingate cycling test to
develop muscular fatigue and cannot determine the fatigue protocol effects on
physiological parameters and ambulatory performance which are further analysed by
measuring SmO2 and the amount of work done during two SCTs before and after fatigue
protocol. The amount of vertical work over ten steps of 15 cm height during 90 seconds
before and after the fatigue protocol is calculated for all subjects and is displayed in Figure
6-4. After the fatigue protocol, the average value of work done by the subjects is
decreased by almost 7%. The maximum and minimum differences of work performed
during pre- and post SCTs are related to subjects 8 with about 13%, and subjects 7 and 5
about 1%.
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An analysis of metabolic performance shows that the muscle tissue saturation index is
significantly less in SCT1 (24.8 (0.95)) versus SCT2 (34.2 (0.8)) and reflects significantly
greater relative desaturation in the unfatigued state (SCT1 -64.0 (1.1), SCT2 -54.8 (1.1),
p<0.05)). The Hemoglobin (Hb) concentration is similar in both SCT1 (12.79 (0.04)) and
SCT2 (12.80 (0.04)), although the relative increase is significantly greater in the
unfatigued state (SCT1 0.74 (0.09), SCT2 0.21 (0.15), p<0.05) which is probably
reflective of the muscle blood flow. In contrast, the HR is rapidly increased at the
commencement of SCT but the peak HR is not different during SCT1 (184 ± 4 b.min -1)
compared to SCT2 (183 ± 3 b.min-1).

a

b

a: Mean power output (watts/kg body mass) for each individual subject (1-8) in the first and last 30 second Wingate cycling bout. *
p<0.05 group mean first bout versus last bout.
b: Peak power output (watts/kg body mass) for each individual subject (1-8) before (pre) and after (post) the fatigue protocol (repeat
bout 6 second Wingate). * p<0.05 group mean pre versus post fatigue.
Figure 6-3. The power output of subjects during Wingate cycling test
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Vertical work (positive) (kg.m) completed during the stair climb test for each subject (1-8) before (pre) and after (post) the fatigue
protocol (repeat bout 30 second Wingate). * p<0.05 group mean pre versus post fatigue.

Figure 6-4. The difference in vertical work before and after fatigue protocol

The ambulatory performances during SCTs before and after fatigue protocol were
assessed using a PR method deploying a probabilistic and unsupervised classification
model. The model was a GMM developed through an MML algorithm [178] which
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proved to be efficient in identifying motion abnormalities. The algorithm was applied to
Euler angles of 22 joints of each subject to develop individual GMMs of initial
performances. The kinematic data of each subject during second SCTs were subsequently
tested against the individual model to determine motion variations. The PR algorithm
applied to healthy subjects in this study was adopted from the earlier investigation on
cancer patients [28].
The outcomes, presented in Figures 6-5 to 6-12, illustrate GMM sequences of joint angles
clusters of all body segments produced by subjects during SCTs before and after fatigue
protocol. A “twitch factor” (TF), which is the accumulation of joint angle differences
between movements or postural states of two SCTs made by a subject, is also provided
in the second row of each graph. This twitch factor is essentially a cumulative
measurement of postural state changes and was initially conceived as a fundamental
metric to objectively measure the body's postural adjustments whilst performing a set task
[307]. The horizontal axes indicate the periods of SCTs. The vertical axes of the GMM
sequences and TF values show the number of clusters and the total number of motion
states. A visual assessment of all the diagrams indicate that besides a persistent decline
in TFs of the second SCTs, the GMM sequences of the first SCT are significantly changed
following the fatigue protocol. Table 6-1 is also provided to numerically show the
difference of GMM sequences and decrease in TFs by calculating the mean and standard
deviation values of raw joint angle data and the corresponding GMM sequences during
the first and the second SCTs. Despite consistent decrease in the mean values of GMM
clusters and raw data in the second SCTs, the standard deviations unexpectedly fluctuate
before and after fatigue protocol for all subjects.
The fatigue effects on ambulatory motion characteristics are quantified in Table 6-1. The
standard deviations of cluster sequences for all subjects are decreased after the fatigue
protocol, whereas the mean values for two subjects (subjects 5 and 7) are increased and
for six subjects are decreased. The most common body posture through which ambulatory
behaviour can be described is also calculated to identify the differences of motion
behaviour before and after fatigue protocol. Apart from subjects 7 and 5, the motion
behaviours of the subjects in the first and the second SCTs are considerably different.
Subject 7 shows that his ambulatory performance is not affected by the fatigue protocol
as there is an identical motion pattern for both SCTs. Similar motion patterns during both
tests can also be seen for Subject 5 with only one cluster difference before and after
fatigue protocol.
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On the contrary, the remaining subjects performed SCTs with noticeable differences in
mean and standard deviation values and in the types of body posture. The mean and
standard deviation values of raw data joint angles are also given in the last two columns
of this table. After the fatigue protocol, the mean values of all subjects are reduced to
different extents in proportion to their performance. The magnitude of mean values for
all subjects decreases after the fatigue protocol except for Subject 5 whose mean value of
raw joint angles compared to the mean values of motion clusters remain at almost at the
same level in the second SCT.

Figure 6-5. Twitch factors and GMM clusters of all body joint angles for first subject during SCTs of
before and after fatigue protocol

Figure 6-6. Twitch factors and GMM clusters of all body joint angles for second subject during SCTs
before and after fatigue protocol
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Figure 6-7. Twitch factors and GMM clusters of all body joint angles for third subject during SCTs
before and after fatigue protocol

Figure 6-8. Twitch factors and GMM clusters of all body joint angles for fourth subject during SCTs
before and after fatigue protocol
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Figure 6-9. Twitch factors and GMM clusters of all body joint angles for fifth subject during SCTs before
and after fatigue protocol

Figure 6-10. Twitch factors and GMM clusters of all body joint angles for sixth subject during SCTs
before and after fatigue protocol
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Figure 6-11. Twitch factors and GMM clusters of all body joint angles for seventh subject during SCTs
before and after fatigue protocol

Figure 6-12. Twitch factors and GMM clusters of all body joint angles for eighth subject during SCTs
before and after fatigue protocol,
the term “time” shown in the horizontal axes indicate the number of samples recorded at 60 Hz during
SCTs

Exercise-induced fatigue affects muscle sympathetic nerve activity (MSNA) and
decreases the limb MSNA because the control of blood flow volume delivered to the
inactive limbs is disturbed [308]. Exercise-induced fatigue significantly affects both
physical and physiological parameters through which the degree of deterioration in
functional performance can be determined [309]. In this study, a high intensity sprinted
cycling test was deployed to model the effects of intensive exercises such as soccer.
In this study, the physiological parameters known to be altered in a fatigued state and the
ambulatory motion characteristics were measured and coherence between them was
explored. The induced acute fatigue was estimated by using high intensity and repeatbout exercise. The effects of fatigue on a subject’s performance were confirmed with
measurable reduction in work capacity, power output and attainment of peak HR. In
addition, skeletal muscle SmO2 measurements during both SCTs show that the rate of
muscle de-oxygenation in the first SCT is significantly greater than in the second SCT
and reflects the reduced work rate in the fatigued state. This is shown in Figure 6-6 where
a strong correlation can be observed between TF and the external vertical work. A limited
deterioration in ambulatory motion causes less reduction in the total work performed
during SCTs. This is a reliable indicator for functional assessment [191]. The reduction
in the work during the two SCTs is also noticeably associated with the differences of the
most common motion states used by subjects (see Table 6-1). The most common body
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postures indicate the predominant motion behaviour shown during the SCTs. Variations
in the motion behaviour in the two SCTs are the effects of exercise-induced fatigue which
disturbs a proper motion pattern that is primarily related to the initial level of fitness of
the subjects. This can be seen from the results for subjects 7 and 5 with minor differences
in TFs, vertical work and the most common body postures recorded during two SCTs.
The mean values and standard deviations of cluster sequences and raw joint angle data
are also shown in Table 6-1. Although the mean values of both the raw data and the
clusters are decreased for almost all subjects, there are variations in the behaviour of the
standard deviations. The raw data shows that the standard deviation of subjects 2, 3, 5
and 7 are increased; whereas, the standard deviation of clusters indicate a decline for
almost all subjects. The advantages of motion analysis using GMM based on MML can
be seen in this case. The GMM groups the actual motion differences and shows a
consistent decline in the types of posture after the fatigue protocol. Whereas, a simple
statistical analysis of raw data cannot accurately demonstrate the effects of fatigue on
deteriorating motion variations. The effectiveness of PR method also can be seen from
the outcomes of the global GMM by which the functional performance of subjects was
categorized into two groups. The diagrams show that although the fatigue protocol causes
variations in the GMM sequences and histograms of both groups, the TFs of the first
group are higher than the TF of the global model before the fatigue protocol. The global
model accurately distinguishes the resilience of the subjects based on their motion
characteristics. The TFs produced by individual GMM’s (Figure 6-5 to 6-12) also clearly
demonstrate that the performance of subjects from group 1 is decreased slightly after the
fatigue protocol. However, their performance after fatigue compared to the performance
of all subjects presented by the global model is still better. A livelier performance of
resilient subjects in group 1 is also demonstrated by the amount of vertical work and
power output.
Table 6-1. The statistical characteristics of GMM clusters and raw joint angle data
Subjects

Mean and STD
of clusters
during first SCT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

15.10±8.85
14.77±9.52
13.77 ±8.43
17.91±11.40
17.78±9.39
16.97±10.04
16.00±9.30
14.90±8.92

Mean and STD
of clusters
during second
SCT
13.95±8.60
11.22±8.76
13.24±8.24
16.00±10.26
19.42±8.81
16.17 ±9.76
16.53±9.35
9.22±4.05

Most
common
body posture
during SCT1
6
2
13
10
22
1
1
2

Most
common
body posture
during SCT2
24
19
20
11
23
22
1
7

Mean and STD
of raw joint data
angle (Deg)
SCT1
6.40±5.71
7.70±5.53
7.60±5.27
5.70±6.19
4.69±6.36
5.30±5.07
7.28±6.82
8.54±16.54

Mean and STD
of raw joint
angle data (Deg)
SCT2
5.34 ±5.58
6.71±6.49
6.88±6.30
4.87±7.04
4.71±6.59
4.13±6.46
6.53±6.02
7.50±5.51
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In addition, the fatigue effects on limiting the variation of body posture can be identified
from TFs (see Figure 6-5 to 6-12), which consistently is decreased after the fatigue
protocol. The degree of decline in TFs is, however, different for subjects and is related to
their performance during the tests. The limitation in motion variation after fatigue is also
shown in the histograms of Figure 6-13. The global model demonstrates the number of
different clusters required to classify motion states is decreased by fatigue. Despite an
increase in the maximum number of total motion states after fatigue, limited types of
clusters are identified. The relative declines in TF (%) are also moderately associated with
the relative decline in peak power output during the six seconds cycling test (r2=0.42,
p<0.05), peak power output during the 30 seconds cycling test (r2=0.58, p<0.05) and mean
power output during the 30 seconds cycling test (r2=0.41, p<0.05).
Overall, the experimental tests indicate that it is possible to objectively measure fatigue
through gait and posture states and there is coherence between the fatigue observed
through body motion and the fatigue shown by the physiological parameters.

a
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b

Figure 6-13. The GMM sequences and histogram of clusters of global model before (a) and after (b)
fatigue protocol,
The term “time” shown in the horizontal axes of GMM sequences indicate the total number of samples recorded at 60 Hz during
SCTs.

Figure 6-14. The twitch factors of GMM sequences of global model before and after fatigue protocol
The term “time” shown in the horizontal axes indicate the number of samples recorded at 60 Hz during SCTs.
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Figure 6-15. Correlation between the relative decline from SCT 1 and SCT 2 for vertical work (%) and
twitch factor (%) (r2 = 0.74, p<0.05) as a result of the fatigue protocol (repeat bout 30 second Wingate).
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6.4 Chemotherapy-induced fatigue
6.4.1 Experimental design
The effects of chemotherapy-induced fatigue on physical and physiological performances
were measured through a series of experimental tests on four cancer patients during SCTs
before and after chemotherapy-induced fatigue. The cancer patients were recruited using
procedures explained in chapter 5. An inertial motion capture system recorded the motion
characteristics of the body segments and also the SmO2 was measured through MOXY
during climbing or descending of five steps for 90 seconds. The SCT could end earlier if
requested by the patient.

6.4.2 Results and Discussion
The results of physical performance assessments of cancer patients before and after
chemotherapy-induced fatigue are reported in the last section of this chapter. The SmO 2
of two patients before and after chemotherapy during SCTs were measured to provide an
indicator of chemotherapy-induced fatigue effects on metabolic performance.
An analysis of metabolic performance shows that the muscle tissue saturation index
before chemotherapy during first SCT is 49% of the rest state while following the test this
index desaturates to 37% which reflects about 25% decrease in muscle oxygen saturation
because of chemotherapy. The TSI of the second patient before chemotherapy during first
SCT indicates that TSI is 50% of resting state and then following 90 sec of stair climbing
this index desaturates to 37%. A 61% decrease in TSI demonstrates the chemotherapyinduced fatigue effects on metabolic performance. The post chemotherapy TSIs is
reduced for the baseline (resting tissue) oxygen saturation level. This indicates a reduction
in the physiological reserve for both patients after chemotherapy. There are several
possible multiple reasons for this reduction including the effects of the specific chemo
drugs on the oxygen-HB binding relationship (oxygen-Hb curve), pH, temperature, and
DPG.
Effects of SCT indicate that the second patient (walking faster / increase work rate) is
desaturated to a greater extent compared to the slower walk of the first patient. This is in
line with known effects of work rate on TSI reductions, where the higher the work rate,
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the greater the reduction in TSI. This is also demonstrated in the previous section whereby
the performance of the second subject as power lifter is compared with seventh subject
as a cyclist. Patient 2 was unable to complete the 90 sec of SCT during post chemotherapy
test, in contrast to prior chemotherapy SCT that was completed over 90 sec. This provides
a supportive argument of the severe reduction in physiological reserve for this patient (50% decline in resting TSI).
The first patient was unable to complete SCT 1 and SCT 2 on both occasions. However,
the physiological reserve is not as effected after chemotherapy (-36% decline in resting
TSI). The physiologic reserve is referred to the capability of musculoskeletal system to
carry out its activity under stress. In Table 6-2, the physical parameters collected from
patients during two SCTs before and after chemotherapy-induced fatigue (shown as BC
and AC) are shown. The total distances travelled, the total time spent, the total of angular
joint motions and the postural characteristics of before and after chemotherapy are
measured for each patient. The total distances travelled are described in terms of the
number of laps (five steps ascending/descending). The total periods of SCT show the
maximum time spent on the test. The total of Euler angular motions of 22 joints are
presented in degrees. The most common body posture and the degree of difference in
postural behaviour are explained using GMM clusters.
The number of laps travelled by all patients is decreased after chemotherapy-induced
fatigue. The average number of laps during first SCT is 14, while the average value after
chemotherapy is 10. The highest and lowest number of laps are travelled by patients 2
and 1. The decline in distance indicates muscular fatigue effects preventing patients to
repeat the initial performance. The muscular fatigue effects can be also seen from the
difference in the total time of SCTs before and after chemotherapy. The average of total
period of the first SCT before chemotherapy-induced muscular fatigue is 59.23 sec. This
index is decreased to 44 sec after chemotherapy as a result of fatigue. The second patient
shows the highest tolerance during the first and the second SCTs with about 82 and 50
sec. In contrast, the first patient performs the SCTs over the shortest periods of 36.5 and
31.5 sec, compared to other patients.
There is a relationship between the timing of SCT for patients 2 and 1 and the number of
laps, as the longer timing results in higher number of laps. However, there is no direct
relationship between time and distance for patients 3 and 4. The total time spent on SCT
for patient 4 is longer than patient 3, while the total number of laps of patient 3 are higher
than the last patient. This shows the difference in the body response to chemotherapy172

induced fatigue for different patient. Clearly, the pace of motion is the key factor crucially
affected by cancer treatment. A faster motion of patient 3 compared to patient 4 results in
longer distance travelled. However, the longer SCT time of patient 4 results in longer
distance travelled by patient 3.
The muscular fatigue effects are further explored analysing joint angular motions and
postural behaviour and displayed in the last three columns of Table 6-2. The total of Euler
joint angles of four patients after chemotherapy-induced fatigue are decreased by about
97%, 40%, 16% and 15%, respectively. The decline in the total of Euler joint angles
produced by patients indicate a significant difference in the RoM of the muscular limb
which in turn changes the body postural behaviour. The GMM clusters determine the
variations in the body postural characteristics by classifying similar Euler joint angles
into one cluster and presenting it as a body posture. The most common body posture of
patients during two SCTs are significantly distinct as shown in Table 6-2. The most
common body posture of the first patient during the first and the second SCTs are 3 and
4. The second patient shows a considerable difference in postural behaviour before and
after chemotherapy. Clusters 12 and 6 demonstrate the most frequent body posture during
the two tests. The frequent body posture of the third and the fourth patients before
chemotherapy are 7 and 2 that are changed to 8 and 3 after chemotherapy.
The variations in postural behaviour during two SCTs are the result of deterioration in the
physical performance forced by fatigue and deployment of motion compensation
strategies to overcome postural balance depletion. A time-corresponding assessment of
postural behaviour during SCTs provides a more precise description of chemotherapyinduced fatigue effects on general physical performance. The differences in postural
behaviour of similar instances of SCTs before and after chemotherapy are measured at
85%, 97%, 98% and 78% for four patients. The muscular fatigue prevents patients to
perform initial physical performance during the second test.
The GMM estimation of the effect of chemotherapy on the body postural behaviour are
further explored by developing individual and global models of Euler angular motions of
muscular limbs. Both models analyse the sequences of motion during SCTs and calculate
the TFs produced by patients. The results of individual models of four patients are shown
in Figure 6-16 to 6-19 whereby the top and bottom graphs indicate the GMM sequences
and TFs.
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Table 6-2. The physical parameters of four patients during two SCTs of pre- and post-interventions of
before and after chemotherapy-induced fatigue
Patients

SCTs before
and after
chemotherapy

1

BC
AC
BC
AC
BC
AC
BC
AC

2
3
4

The total
distance
travelled
(number
of laps)
10
7
20
14
16
12
10
7.5

Decline
%

The
total
period
(Sec)

Decline
%

The total of
Euler joint
angles (Deg)

Decline
%

Most
common
body
posture

30%

36.5
31.6
81.60
50
55.83
46.50
63.33
48.33

15%

1.19e+06
1.16e+06
2.44e+06
1.44e+06
1.69e+06
1.42e+06
2.23e+06
1.67e+06

3%

3
4
12
6
7
8
2
3

30%
25%
25%

39%
16%
14%

40%
16%
15%

The degree
of
difference
in postural
behavior
85
97
98
78

A visual assessment demonstrates that the GMM sequences of ambulatory motions are
significantly disparate before and after chemotherapy. Patient 1 shows a different pattern
of motion behaviour during the second SCT which can also be seen from a considerable
degree of decline in TFs. The TF produced in the first SCT is decreased from 170 to 100
in the second SCT. The motion sequences of the second patient and the time of SCT
indicate a notable discrepancy. A longer time taken to perform the first SCT results in
higher TF of 480, compared to the second SCT at about 220. The pattern of motion
sequences of the two SCTs of the third patient also shows a significant amount of
difference. A longer period of SCT before chemotherapy also leads to higher TF of 150
that is decreased to 110 after chemotherapy. The TF of the fourth patient is declined from
about 400 in the first SCT to 100 during the second test. The motion sequences of this
patient also demonstrate a high degree of difference in postural behaviour after
chemotherapy. The individual GMMs associated with the physical performance of each
patient during SCTs indicates that the sequences of postural behaviour during the stair
ascending/descending are significantly changed as a result of chemotherapy-induced
fatigue.
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Figure 6-16. The individual model of first patient before and after chemotherapy

Figure 6-17. The individual model of second patient before and after chemotherapy
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Figure 6-18. The individual model of third patient before and after chemotherapy

Figure 6-19. The individual model of fourth patient before and after chemotherapy

In Figure 6-20, the GMM sequences of global model for prior and post chemotherapy
states are demonstrated. The global model combines the angular joint motions of four
patients during the first SCT and deploys a set 24 of clusters to classify different postural
behaviour before chemotherapy. The Euler joint angles of patients after chemotherapy
are then classified using the defined model. The global model analysis indicates that the
postural behaviour of the first SCT is considerably different from the second SCT. The
chemotherapy-induced fatigue results in a decline in the number of GMM sequences of
the second SCT which shows patients could not repeat their first performance. The order
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and arrangement of motion sequences were also considerably affected by the muscular
fatigue. The difference in the postural behaviour before and after chemotherapy are
further explored in Figure 6-21 by calculating the TFs produced by the global model. The
maximum value of TF after chemotherapy-induced fatigue is significantly decreased. A
smaller TF is a sequence of confined range of motion types caused by a deteriorated
physical performance during the second SCT. A subdued physical performance in turn is
described by a lower number of clusters. The number of distinct body posture produced
by patients before chemotherapy are noticeably higher than after chemotherapy which is
an indicator of a better level of fitness status.

a

b

Figure 6-20. The global model of four cancer patients
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Figure 6-21.Twitch factor produced by global model

6.5 Chapter summary
In this chapter, through experimental work, the effects of sustained- and cancer-induced
fatigue on the physiological and physical parameters were measured and the coherence
between metabolic indexes and inertial motion characteristics to detect the degree of
fatigue was demonstrated. The results of data analysis showed that the Wingate cycling
test could effectively model the fatigue effects of real sprinting activities on deteriorating
the physical and physiological parameters. The results for the healthy subjects indicated
that motion assessment during two SCTs can accurately identify variations in
physiological parameters. The accuracy of method to predict the variations in
physiological parameters as the result of the fatigue caused by cancer was also
demonstrated. A significant correlation between ECOG scores and the outcomes of this
study validated the advantages of inertial motion analysis during SCTs to assess
chemotherapy-induced fatigue. The outcomes of this chapter proved the reliability of
method developed by this thesis to provide a non-invasive, objective and universal
muscular fatigue measurement tool for healthy and ailing subjects.
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Chapter 7
7 Objective and universal fatigue score
7.1 Introduction
As was shown in the previous chapters, motion characteristics during SCT provides a
reliable measure of fatigue. The approach can be deployed effectively in sports and
medicine when it can provide a simple representation of fatigue in the form of an index
or score. The significance of postural behaviour in measuring the degree of fatigue was
explained in chapters 5 and 6 and it was shown that GMM can be deployed to classify
joint angles and to quantify fatigue effects on ambulatory performance. The other reliable
index that can be used as a representation of fatigue is kinetic energy which is an indicator
of the amount of energy consumed by a subject during SCT. This index can indirectly
provide information about the fatigue effects on metabolic performance by measuring the
dynamic performance of muscular limbs.
In this chapter, a novel approach developed to quantitatively measure the impact of
exercise-induced fatigue and chemotherapy-induced fatigue on the overall physical
performance (PP) using inertial data of muscular limbs is explained. In this approach, the
body postural states and the kinetic energy (KE) in fatigued (F) and non-fatigued (NF)
states are estimated. The GMM is applied to model the body postural states. Also, the
changes in the dynamic parameters associated with the muscular performance during
exercise tests are deployed to derive an understanding of correlation between the motion
of the body segments and estimating the KE of the limbs. The method is validated by
applying it to 20 male and female healthy subjects and 10 cancer patients. The kinematic
parameters of the subjects during SCTs in F and NF states are monitored using inertial
sensors mounted on 23 body segments. The distance travelled by the subjects during the
tests and the statistical characteristics of GMM clusters of two SCTs are compared to
demonstrate that fatigue protocol and chemotherapy has an adverse impact on PP. The
degree of fatigue is assessed by a score calculated based on variation in the kinematic
parameters between the first and the second SCT.
In the first section of this chapter, a rational for deploying postural behaviour and kinetic
energy in developing an objective fatigue score are presented. The experimental
procedure including mathematical calculations used to develop objective fatigue scores
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for healthy and ailing subjects are then provided. The outcomes are subsequently
represented for healthy and cancer subjects. The correlation analysis between the
common fatigue measurement methods and objective fatigue scores are separately
provided for healthy and cancer subjects. This determines the reliability of the objective
fatigue scores in clinical applications.

7.2 Background
As it was discussed in the literature, inertial sensors can measure motion characteristics.
The motion characteristics of the limbs obtained by sensors are processed to analyse the
fatigue effects on pattern of spatial–temporal parameters [6] and also to estimate the
energy expenditure (EE) [310]. The variations in spatial–temporal pattern of kinetic and
kinematic parameters mainly occur due to instinct strategies utilized by the human body
to compensate for morphological or physical movement constraints [32]. The advantages
of machine learning and pattern recognition to precisely identify the degree of variation
in motion characteristics were demonstrated in previous chapters [29]. These methods
provide a mathematical model of the body posture and movement strategies quantifying
the degree of motion abnormalities.
The changes in motion characteristics are also utilized to estimate the energy expenditure
(EE) during exercise [311]. The studies show a strong correlation between the
acceleration of muscular limbs and the amount of EE of healthy subjects during physical
activities [169]. Hence, acceleration can provide an alternative method for estimating EE,
though there are some deficiencies associated with this approach. Specifically, the
regression analyses used to determine the correlation between kinematic data and EE
affects the accuracy of measurement and gives no indication of the amount of energy
used. In addition, the acceleration deployed in the estimation of EE is usually measured
based on a single limb or a subgroup of muscle limbs deployed in motion [303],
practically undermining the estimation accuracy.
The muscular limbs consume energy and produce motion and force [220]. The amount of
force produced through the movement of the limbs determines the degree of kinetic
energy (KE) produced by subjects [192]. In fact, KE represents the amount of EE and
also illustrates the maximum aerobic and muscular strength capacity of subjects during
physical exercise [312]. Hence, as a more accurate and non-invasive approach in
estimating EE, the KE of muscular limbs can be used as it provides a direct measurement
of total energy used by all the limbs.
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7.3 Experimental set up
The effect of exercise-induced fatigue on the body physical performance was measured
through a series of exercises performed by 20 healthy subjects between the ages of 20 and
30 and also 10 cancer patients between 18 to 65 years of age (same subjects as explained
in chapter 5). The schematic diagram of the approach is illustrated in Figure 7-1.

Figure 7-1. Mathematical modelling and analysis in estimating fatigue score

7.1.1 Data analysis
Fatigability and fatigue onset are associated with overall fitness status as well as the type,
intensity and movement frequency of exercise-induced fatigue [313]. The inherent
motion characteristics of an individual also play an important role in the manifestation of
fatigue through the body motion [184, 314]. In order to develop an objective fatigue score,
the body postural states and KE were measured during two SCTs before and after a
subject undertook the fatigue protocol. Since the measurement units of these parameters
were different, a dimensionless metric was derived (see equation 1), using the difference
in parameters for the first and the second SCTs. The dimensionless units of postural states
and KE were separately obtained using Eq. 1 and then the overall objective fatigue score
was calculated by determining the average of dimensionless units of parameters. The
absolute values were considered for all calculations.

7-1

7.1.1.1 Kinetic energy (KE)
The maximum muscular power output during SCT was deployed to analyse muscular
strength [191]. The method proposed in [57] was deployed in this work to estimate kinetic
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energy of the human body. In this approach, a cylinder with oval base was tailored to the
body volume as illustrated in Figure 7-2. The parameters of the cylinder were defined
according to the body parameters of the subject. The height, and the major and minor
diameters or diagonals of the base were set according to the height, waist width and waist
depth of the subject, respectively. The kinetic energy of a subject during SCT was divided
or normalized by the volume of this cylinder. This provided a dimension-free indicator
of kinetic energy that could be used for different individuals with various BMI, age and
gender.

Figure 7-2 The hypothetical cylinder representing the body volume

Hence:
KE=

7-2

VC=

7-3

KE index= 𝐾𝐸/𝑉𝐶

7-4

Where 𝐾𝐸 is the kinematic energy of a subject, 𝑀 and 𝑉 are mass and velocity of the
body. VC indicates the cylinder fitted to the body volume.
7.1.1.2 Clustering
The body postures during the ascending/descending stages of SCT were classified and
represented through GMM sequences, representing the body postural states [314].
Various postures for one particular motion was measured by TF, representing the
accumulated sum of changes in the postural states during an instance of motion [165].
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7.1.1.3 The RPE Score
In order to validate the method proposed by this investigation for healthy subjects, the
rate of perceived exertion (RPE) [315] as felt by a subject based on personal perception
of effort made and the physiological stress experienced during fatigue protocol was
collected and compared against objective fatigue scores. The fatigue index is a modified
version of a Borg scale. Table 7-1 illustrates the associated scoring system used in this
method. The RPE includes 11 scores between 0 and 10 which describe the feeling of a
subject of the intensity of physical exercise. There is no clear definition for scores 6, 8
and 9. A day after the test, all the healthy subjects were canvased about their sensation of
difficulty of the fatigue protocol. The subjects were given 24 hours to make sure they had
no signs of stress, exhaustion and anxiety.
Table 7-1. The RPE
Rating

Perceived

0

Nothing at all

0.5

Just noticeable

1

Very light

2

Light

3

Moderate

4

Somewhat heavy

5

Heavy

6
7

Very heavy

8
9
10

Very, very
heavy

The accuracy of method was validated for cancer patients by comparing the objective
fatigue scores against the difference ECOG scores assigned by clinicians to patients
before and after chemotherapy. The details of ECOG scores were presented in chapter 3
(see section 3.2.2). The ECOG is a well-established and most reliable PP measurement
method in cancer patients.

7.4 Results and discussion (Healthy subjects)
The results of the experimental tests are presented in this section. The ambulatory
performance of 20 subjects were analysed during SCTs before and after physical exercise183

induced fatigue. The first test, shown as the non-fatigue (NFA) state, which takes place
before the fatigue protocol whereas the second test is labelled as the fatigue (FA) state
and happens after the fatigue protocol. In order to measure the effects of physical
exercise-induced fatigue on physical performance and ambulatory motion, the changes in
the kinematic parameters measured from 2 SCTs were used.
In order to demonstrate that the fatigue protocol effectively induces fatigue in all subjects,
the number of stair ascending/descending laps travelled by male and female subjects and
also the body postural behaviour described by GMM clusters segmenting ambulatory
motion during SCTs before and after fatigue protocol were measured, as illustrated in
Tables 7-2 and 7-3. Since SCT was a repetitive task consisting of 10 steps over ninety
seconds, the number of laps performed was measured instead of the distance travelled.
Equation 7.1 was applied to the number of laps and the degree of decline in distance was
subsequently determined in dimensionless units. The columns in Tables 7-2 and 7-3 from
left to right represent the number of subjects, the SCTs before and after fatigue protocol,
the number of laps, the degree of decline in the distance travelled and the mean and
standard deviation (SD) of GMM clusters during SCTs, respectively.
As shown by the results, the maximum number of laps for male subjects before the fatigue
protocol, belonging to subjects 2, 5 and 9, is around 11 laps. However, after fatigue
protocol, the maximum number of laps are associated with subjects 5 and 7 around 10
and 9 laps, respectively. The maximum declines in the number of laps for male and female
subjects are related to subjects 4 and 3 at about 100%, respectively. The lowest declines
in the number of laps are obtained for male subject 5 at about 14% and female subject 10
at about 13%. In general, the mean value of reduction in the number of steps climbed for
female subjects (36.84%) is smaller than male (43%) subjects.
In addition to decline in the distances travelled, Tables 7-2 and 7-3 also indicate that the
body postures of all subjects are significantly affected by the fatigue protocol as the mean
and SD of GMM clusters of all subjects during NFA and FA states are significantly
different. As mentioned earlier, the joint angles of each subject during the second test was
assessed against the GMM derived from the joint angles produced in the first test to
determine variation in the body postures between two SCTs. Tables 7-2 and 7-3
demonstrate that the statistical characteristics of postural states are significantly changed
after fatigue protocol. The largest difference in the mean values are associated with
subjects 4, 9, 6 and 7 at approximately 100%, 50%, 42% and 42%, respectively, while
the smallest differences were associated with subjects 2, 8 and 1 at approximately 0%,
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12% and 17%, respectively. Although, the mean value of subject 2 is not affected by
fatigue, the standard deviation (SD) is changed. As a matter of fact, fatigue affects the
mean value and SD of GMM clusters which can be seen for several male and female
subjects.
The most common body posture assumed during two SCTs remains unchanged but there
were changes in the distribution of other clusters. In Table 7-3, the mean values of
subjects 2 and 6 are the same for the first and second tests, while the SDs are changed by
about 30%. The maximum differences in mean values of GMM were for female subjects
1, 8, 7 and 10 with approximately 50%, 39%, 35% and 35%, respectively. Similar to male
subjects, the statistical characteristics of GMM clusters for female subjects are also
notably altered by the fatigue. The statistical characteristics of GMM clusters of different
subjects are also significantly different. Since the physical behaviour of subjects in
response to fatigue protocol and during SCT are considerably different, the GMM uses
disparate number of clusters to describe the performance associated with different factors
including inherent motion characteristics and initial level of fitness status.
Tables 7-2 and 7-3 clearly indicate that fatigue has an impact on kinematic parameters of
subjects. The fatigue impacts on ambulatory performance are shown in Table 7-4 as the
rate of decline in KE and TF of subjects in NFA and FA states. Since the KE magnitudes
were large, they were converted to 5 significant figures (e+05) and rounded to 2 decimal
places. This made it simpler to follow up the results of KE in the third column. The KE
and TF during NFA and FA tests were conducted for each subject and the rate of declines
were calculated using equation 7-1.
The mean value decrease in the parameters for male and female subjects are significantly
different. The mean values of declines in KE and TF for male subjects are 41% and 27%,
respectively, whereas female subjects were 41% and 44%, respectively. The highest and
lowest decrease in TF for male subjects are for subjects 4 and 5 approximately 82% and
0.24%, respectively. Apart from the third female subject who did not finish the second
SCT, the maximum and minimum deterioration in TF for female subjects are about
approximately 67% and 6% for subjects 5 and 9, respectively. On the contrary, subject 6
has the lowest amount of decline in the KE of about 3%. The average of KE for male and
female subjects during the first SCT vary from 14.42 to 17.08 (KJ/m^3). This range is
decreased to 11.40-10.37 (KJ/m^3) for the second SCT. The average of TF of male
subjects is decreased from 975.5 total postural states to 801.4 after fatigue protocol. The
TF of the female subjects is also reduced from 738.5 during the first SCT to 455.6 in the
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second SCT. In general, the largest reduction in various parameters are associated with
male subject 4 and female subject 3, who made strenuous efforts to perform the tests. The
average values of decline in TF and KE were then calculated for each subject. The
maximum decline for male subjects is associated with the fourth subject with 89% drop
in physical performance status, while the minimum decline (2%) is for the fifth subject
who is a professional soccer player. In female subjects, except for the third subject who
did not complete the experimental procedure due to high level of exhaustion, the
maximum decline is associated with the ninth subject with about 75% whereas the lowest
drop is related to the fifth subject with only 8%.
The objective scores obtained in the experiments were compared against the subjective
fatigue scores. Each subject was asked about the feeling of stress they experienced during
the fatigue protocol. According to the response, a score derived from Table 7-4 was
assigned to each of them. Figure 7-3 indicates the correlation analysis between the
subjective and objective fatigue scores for male and female subjects. The Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient between scores are calculated to quantitatively
identify the correlation between fatigue measurement scores. This index shows the
strongest correlation with +1 and lowest with -1. As it is shown, the correlation between
RPE scores and the average of TF and KE values for male subjects is about 95% and for
female subjects 70%.
As mentioned earlier, there is no comprehensive approach proposed in the literature for
fatigue assessment in healthy subjects [316]. The previous work does not take into
account a thorough assessment of variation in muscular kinematic characteristics caused
by fatigue [317] as the muscular fatigue is measured at the localized muscles or the joints.
Direct measurement of total KE of the human body during exercise test is also ignored in
the previous works. Overall, there is no comprehensive study reported in the literature on
the effects of fatigue on the body postural behaviour [251].
In contrast, in this study an objective and quantitative measurement tool is proposed to
assess the fatigue caused by physical exercise. The experimental tests and data analysis
were conducted to identify the degree of fatigue developed by physical exercise. The rate
of deterioration of physical performance as a result of fatigue is illustrated in Tables 7-2,
3 and 4. As shown, the normal level of physical performance of healthy individuals after
physical exercise is decreased. The amount of decline in physical performance is directly
related to the fitness status of subjects. A comparison of the length of physical exercise
training carried out by each subject (as shown in Tables 5-1 and 5-2) and objective fatigue
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scores indicate that for almost all subjects a longer period of exercise training results in a
higher level of fitness status and subsequently a lower amount of decline in physical
performance after fatigue protocol in the second SCT. Subjects with an appropriate level
of fitness experience a lower degree of physical performance deterioration.
In our approach, the fatigue score was estimated based on a combination of KE and TF
representing important aspects of muscular performance. This is related to the nature of
the human body which consists of different segments linked to form a very complex
biodynamic system. Since there are some biomechanical connections between the
segments, the lack of proper ambulatory motion of a group of the body segments are
compensated by the motion of other segments. This helps an individual with significant
degree of exhaustion during high intensity physical activities to finish the set tasks with
perceptible motion abnormalities. The objective fatigue score presented in this paper can
identify motion abnormalities as well as the amount of dynamic energy produced by a
subject. The proposed approach observes muscular fatigue from different angles
including the body postural behaviour and the amount of energy consumed to ensure that
all the significant information is properly obtained, which has been the top priority in this
investigation compared to the previous fatigue measurement methods.
Table 7-2. The mean and SD of GMM clusters before and after for male subjects
Male subject

SCTs

Number
of laps

Decline in
distance (%)

NFA
9.00
40.00
FA
6.00
NFA
11.00
2
63.00
FA
6.00
NFA
9.50
3
62.00
FA
5.00
NFA
6.00
4
<100.00
FA
2.00
NFA
11.50
5
14.00
FA
10.00
NFA
9.00
6
25.00
FA
7.00
NFA
9.25
7
14.49
FA
8.00
NFA
10.00
8
35.29
FA
7.00
NFA
11.00
9
20.00
FA
9.00
NFA
6.00
10
66.66
FA
3.00
The average of declines in distances of all subjects :44
1

Mean & SD of GMM
sequences (clusters)

Difference in the mean of
GMM sequences (%)

6.00±3.00
17.00
5.00±3.00
8.00±5.00
0.00
8.00±6.00
17.00±3.00
35.00
11.00±6.00
20.00±2.00
100.00
10.00±7.00
16.00±2.00
35.00
10.00±5.00
12.00±2.00
42.00
7.00±4.00
12.00±1.00
42.00
7.00±4.00
8.00±2.00
12.00
7.00±3.00
8.00±4.00
50.00
4.00±5.00
15.00±6.00
40.00
9.00±8.00
The average of differences in GMM sequences of all subjects:
37.00
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Table 7-3. The mean and SD of GMM clusters before and after for female subjects
Female subject
1
2
3

SCTs
NFA
FA
NFA
FA
NFA

Number of
laps
9.75
8.00
6.00
2.50
10.00

FA

0.00

Decline in
distance (%)
19.72
82.35
100.00

NFA
4.00
18.18
FA
3.00
NFA
5.25
5
15.38
FA
4.50
NFA
9.50
6
17.14
FA
8.00
NFA
6.00
7
18.18
FA
5.00
NFA
6.00
8
18.18
FA
5.00
NFA
8.00
9
66.66
FA
4.00
NFA
10.50
10
12.66
FA
9.25
The average of declines in distances of all subjects:
37.00
4

Mean & SD of GMM
Difference in the mean of GMM
sequences (clusters)
sequences (%)
16.00±3.00
50.00
8.00±6.00
7.00±3.00
0.00
7.00±4.00
7.00±4.00
100
Unable to finish the
test
9.00±4.00
33.00
7.00±4.00
10.00±1.00
30.00
7.00±4.00
8.00±3.00
0.00
8.00±5.00
17.00±2.00
35.00
11.00±5.00
13.00±1.00
39.00
8.00±4.00
11.00±5.00
8.40
12.00±7.00
17.00±2.00
35.00
11.00±6.00
The average of differences in GMM sequences of all subjects: 33

The outcome of this study confirms the findings of the previous investigations, indicating
that exercise-induced fatigue can reduce the physical performance of healthy subjects.
Tables 7-2, 7-3 and 7-44 show different degrees of decline in physical performance of
subjects as the result of fatigue. In addition, this study demonstrates that a precise
assessment of kinematic parameters during exercise test can provide critical information
about the fatigue effects on physical as well as physiological performance status. The KE
values demonstrate that this index could non-invasively and accurately determine
variations in energy expenditure. The TF also indicates that the body postural states are
reliable indicators of the degree of fatigue effects on physical performance.
The accuracy of the method is furthermore validated in Figure 7-3 whereby a small
reduction in objective scores of some subjects are successfully detected by the method,
while the RPE scores cannot determine the small variations as they only measure the
degree of muscular fatigue using discrete scores such as 1 or 2. The variation in fatigue
scores, whether objective or subjective, highlight the accuracy of intensity associated with
physical exercise-induced fatigue for all subjects. All subjects experienced a pre-defined
level of stress during the fatigue protocol and were provided feedback on their perception
of the effort they had to make according to their fitness status.
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Fatigue has an adverse effect on motivation and alacrity [296]. The mental effects of
exercised induced fatigue directly undermine the physical performance and alter motion
characteristics [1]. The relationship between psychological and physical fatigue is shown
in Figure 7-3. The degree of fatigue is mostly correlated with male subject perception.
The average of RPE is about 4, while the objective score has an average slightly more
than 40%. However, the female perception of fatigue and the actual degree of muscular
fatigue are different as analysis shows 70% correlation between them. The female
perception of exertion during experimental tests are significantly higher than the actual
physical effort demonstrated during the tests. This highlights the mental impacts of
physical activities-induced fatigue on cognition aspects of healthy subjects as reported by
[318].
In addition, objective and subjective measurement of fatigue strongly demonstrate the
significance of a regular physical training in reducing the amount of fatigue caused by
physical activities. An assessment of the length of exercise (Tables 5-1 and 5-2) and
corresponding fatigue indicate that the male soccer players and the female body builder
have the longest period of regular physical training and the lowest degree of fatigue.
A unique contribution of this study is the analysis of muscular fatigue during exercise.
The literature suggests that the most muscular fatigue is analysed in a static condition
after physical exercise. In this study, muscular fatigue was considered as a dynamic
process and was monitored by updating the parameters recorded by inertial sensors. An
overall fatigue status was subsequently measured by combining all the kinematic
parameters. In the field of biomechanics, the most appropriate manifestation of fatigue is
through changes in the ambulatory motion. Motion characteristic assessment during
physical activities could provide comprehensive information about different factors such
as the degree of fluctuations in fatigue level, the pattern of change in motion behaviour,
the relationship between fitness status and fatigue level, and the body segments most
vulnerable to fatigue. Therefore, the outcomes of this investigation can be deployed in
different areas of sports science to improve the performance of athletes.
Table 7-4. The objective measurements of KE and TF before and after fatigue protocol
male subjects
Subjec
ts
1

SCT
s
NF
A
FA

Decreases in
KE
16.7
0
0.15
16.6
0

female subjects

Decreases in
TF
924.00
723.00

24.0
0

Fatigue
scores
12.07

Subjects

SCTs

Decreases in KE

Decreases in TF

1

NFA

19.40

1116.00

FA

17.10

12.42

912.00

Fatigue
scores
16.27

20.12
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2

3

4

5

NF
A

15.0
0

FA

4.70

FA

4.41

798.00

NF
A

8.37

450.00

FA
NF
A

NF
A

NF
A
FA

8

9

1050.0
0

12.3
0

FA
7

1287.0
0

NF
A

FA
6

<100.
00

2.94
22.3
0
21.6
0
19.6
0
15.7
0
13.2
0
12.8
0

NF
A

20.2
0

FA

14.4
0

NF
A

17.9
0

15.3
0
10
NF
11.9
A
0
FA
5.63
Average of declines in
KE for all subjects:
40.64

63.00

95.00

3.39

22.00

1173.0
0

188.00
1228.0
0
1223.0
0
1191.0
0
982.00

60.00

4

88.50

5

1.81

20.60

6

3.99

7

15.71

FA

71.38

1070.0
0
515.00

304.00

NFA

30.80

980.00

FA

0.00

NFA

5.52

FA

3.75

NFA

26.70

FA

21.10

440.00

NFA

10.30

476.00

FA

9.97

247.00

NFA

10.40
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Figure 7-3. The objective fatigue scores vs RPE

7.5 Results and discussion (Cancer patients)
The results of motion analysis of cancer patients to develop an objective fatigue scores
and also its correlation with the most common fatigue measurement in oncology are
presented in this section.
In chapter 5, it was demonstrated that the distances travelled and periods tolerated during
SCTs were significantly decreased for all cancer patients which implies that
chemotherapy-induced fatigue had adverse impact on patient PP. The fatigue effect on
PP is additionally examined by analysing the variations in the body postural behaviour as
shown in Table 7-5. The most common cluster and the differences in the body postures
of time corresponding instances are calculated and displayed in the third and fourth
columns of the table. The mathematical algorithm producing GMM (same as healthy
subjects) was applied to the joint angles of different muscular limbs of cancer patients to
analyse the postural behaviour during two SCTs before and after chemotherapy-induced
fatigue. The states before and after chemotherapy are displayed in the table as BC and
AC.
The most common clusters, determined by GMM classifier, indicate the most dominant
body postures before and after chemotherapy. The number of clusters used to describe
the postural behaviour are different for patients and are related to their levels of fitness
status and inherent motion behaviour. The most common cluster identifies the
predominant body posture during tests. The most common posture during BC and AC of
all patients are significantly different except for patients 1 and 5 that are identical. The
variations in motion primitives during the second SCT implies that chemotherapyinduced fatigue changes the postural behaviour. The differences in body posture are
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further explored by comparing the body postures of time-corresponding instances during
two SCTs. The ratio of instances with similar postures to total instances (the period of
SCT) is then calculated in terms of percentage and displayed in the fourth column of
Table. The minimum difference is for patients 3 and 2 at about 83% and 84%. The highest
difference is related to patients 8 and 10 at 98% and 97%. A decrease in the similarity of
the body postures of time-corresponding motions during two SCT shows the severe
impact of chemotherapy on general PP.
Table 7-5 shows that the postural behaviour of all patients is significantly changed after
chemotherapy. The difference in total number of postural states produced by cancer
patients are calculated and displayed as TF in Table 7-6. The amount of KE and TF during
SCTs before and after chemotherapy-induced fatigue are calculated and illustrated in this
Table. The average of KE and TF is used as the objective fatigue score for each patient.
The KE was converted to 4 significant figures (e+04) to make it more convenient to
comprehend the results. The differences between KE and TF are presented in terms of
percentages.
The difference between KE vary from 9% to 62% for patients 9 and 4 and the average of
decline is about 33%. The difference between TFs of patients also vary and include a
wide range from 9% to 74% for patients 7 and 2. The average of decline in TF is about
40%. The total number of TF during the first and the second SCTs are significantly lower
than TF of healthy subjects. Except for patient 8, the TF of the rest of patients does not
reach the TF of healthy subjects as explained in the previous section (see 7.4). The lower
values also can be seen for KE of patients compared to healthy subjects. This indicates
the lower levels of fitness status of patients compared to healthy subjects during two
SCTs.
Table 7-5. Differences in cancer patient body postures

Cancer

SCTs

patients
1
2
3

Most common

Difference in body postures of

cluster

time-corresponding instances (%)

BC

8

AC

8

BC

16

AC

3

BC

7

AC

3

87.00
84.00
83.00
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10

BC

8

AC

1

BC

7

AC

7

BC

17

AC

1

BC

20

AC

6

BC

12

AC

17

BC

9

AC

3

BC

12

AC

6

93.00

95.00
91.00
87.00
98.00
86.00
97.00

The average of TF and KE is calculated and presented as objective fatigue scores for
patients in the fifth column of Table. The objective fatigue scores indicate the degree of
decline in general PP after chemotherapy. The average of objective fatigue scores for 10
patients is 37.5% and varies from 12% to 68.6%. The minimum reductions are for patients
5, 7 and 9 at almost 12%, 14.5% and 24%, respectively. The maximum values are
associated with patients 3 and 2 and 4 at 51%, 67% and 68.5%. The scores show that
chemotherapy-induced fatigue decreases the PP of all patients.
The objective fatigue scores are subsequently validated against the ECOG scores which
is the most common and reliable fatigue measurement tool in oncology (as explained in
chapter 3). The ECOG scores were assigned by clinician to patients PP before and after
chemotherapy. The results are shown in Table 7-7. The ECOG scores in fact divide the
general PP to five different levels. This means that the score zero indicates no decline in
PP, while, scores 1, 2, 3 and 4 imply 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% decline in patient PP,
respectively. The score 5 indicates that the terminal patients show 100% decline in PP
which means no movement. The correlation analysis between objective fatigue scores
and the degree of decline in ECOG scores in terms of percentage are calculated and
displayed in Figure 7-4. The vertical axis shows the difference in ECOG scores before
and after chemotherapy-induced fatigue and the horizontal axis illustrate the objective
fatigue scores of 10 patients. A significant cross-correlation of 0.8 is measured between
the objective and subjective scores.
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Table 7-6. The objective fatigue scores for cancer patients
Patients

SCTs

KE

TF

Objective fatigue
score

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

BC

5.00e+04

AC

2.70e+04

BC

8.20e+04

AC

3.20e+04

BC

9.50

AC

4.80

BC

7.60

AC

2.90

BC

8.00

AC

7.30

BC

8.10

AC

6.80

BC

5.90

AC

4.70

BC

10.70

AC

8.60

BC

7.40

AC

6.10

BC

7.86

AC

5.45

46.00
60.00
50.00
62.00
9.00
16.00
20.00
19.00
18.00
31.00

330
282
409
108
483
232
367
158
414
325
412
289
192
175
1800
620
394
276
485
231

15.00
74.00
52.00
57.00
15.00
30.00
9.00
64.00
30.00
52.00

30.50
67.00
51.00
68.50
12.00
23.00
14.50
41.50
24.00
41.50

A high correlation between objective method and the most well-established fatigue
measurement method shows the accuracy of the objective method proposed in this study.
This can increase the reliability of the objective method and its clinical applications. The
method encapsulates the most significant information about variations in motion
characteristics and provides an objective measurement of the level of ambulatory
performance which is easy to interpret by clinicians with no expertise in motion analysis.
A precise, reliable and user-oriented quantitative fatigue measurement can be of
assistance to clinicians to increase the accuracy of treatment or diagnosis. This in turn
improves the QoL of patients and enhances the chance of cancer survival.
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Table 7-7. The ECOG scores
ECOG scores
Patients
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

BC
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0

AC
1
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
2

Figure 7-4. The correlation analysis

7.6 Chapter summary
In this chapter, the development of an objective, universal and non-invasive fatigue score,
representing the effect of fatigue on general PP and the application of this score in sports
and medicine was explained. The proposed algorithm estimated a simple index describing
fluctuations in general PP and subsequently quantifying the degree of fatigue. The
reliability of method was validated by correlating it with the most commonly fatigue
measurement tools used for healthy subjects and cancer patients.
The effectiveness of this novel method was demonstrated by showing its reliability and
applicability to measure deterioration in the PP of cancer patients who are one of the most
vulnerable and susceptible cohort of ailing subjects. This increases the reliability of this
method to measure the degree of fatigue for other groups of patients.
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Chapter 8
8 Conclusion and recommendation for future works
8.1 Introduction
The conventional clinical methods used to measure the muscular fatigue suffer from a
number of drawbacks. They are usually invasive, cannot determine the fatigue associated
with different body limbs, and are generally imprecise and unreliable for both healthy and
ailing subjects. As explained in Chapter 2, fatigue assessment based on ambulatory
motion characteristics is a reliable approach that reflects the relationships between fatigue
states and physiological parameters, can identify the degree of fatigue in different
individuals, and effectively measure the muscular fatigue caused by disease or sustained
activities.
The study reported in this thesis, explored how fatigue could be assessed based on gait
and posture measured by inertial sensors, which could effectively provide a flexible,
universal and reliable method to measure motion characteristics. Examination and
validation of the approach developed during the thesis clearly showed that the proposed
approach was an objective, non-invasive and universal fatigue measurement method
offering several benefits such as decreasing the risk of sports injury, increasing the
efficiency of physical training programs, determining the muscular and cardiovascular
fitness status, and improving the QoL of ailing subjects suffering from cancer,
neuromuscular and cardiopulmonary diseases. The proposed method could be also
deployed as an objective fatigue measurement in diagnosis, treatment, and rehabilitation.
The effectiveness of the approach in measuring the fatigue caused by sports and cancer
using various modelling methods was shown in Chapters 3 to 6 through experimental
work. Various classification methods such as Bayesian classifiers, adaptive soft
computing, and time-series analysis were deployed to identify the effect of fatigue on
motion characteristics and to quantify the degree of decline in ambulatory performance.
In this chapter, a review of the major contributions made in the thesis is conducted, and
the specific and generic outcomes produced by the work are highlighted. The future
directions of the research are also identified and discussed.
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8.2 Comprehensive literature review
In chapter 2, a comprehensive review of major studies on objective fatigue measurement
was carried out. The review highlighted the efficiency and accuracy of various physical
and physiological methods to measure fatigue and demonstrated that physical parameters
obtained from gait and posture provided a more accurate method to measure fatigue in
both healthy and ailing subjects. The significance of deploying exercise tests in fatigue
assessment was shown. The review covered a wide range of studies that deployed motion
characteristic in the measurement of fatigue. The scope of the review was constrained by
the length of the chapter and therefore techniques and methods used to measure
physiological parameters such as blood tests and oxygen consumption were not included.

8.3 Experimental Design
Designing a suitable set of experimental procedures to measure fatigue caused by
sustained activities in athletes and induced by chemotherapy in cancer patients has been
one of the major developments in this study. In the former, the physical performance of
a subject doing 6MW and SCT was compared before and after a fatigue protocol. Whereas
in the latter, the performance of a subject in 6MW and SCT was measured and compared
before and after chemotherapy. The advantages of 6MWT in fatigue measurement of
cancer patient is explained in one of the publications of the thesis. [178]. Deployment of
the designed experimental procedures showed that although 6MW is a useful method for
fatigue measurement, it was not as effective as SCT in inducing fatigue in patients with
better physical status and higher levels of fitness. In another publication of the thesis, it
is shown that SCT is a superior method of fatigue measurement [319].

8.4 Quantitative fatigue measurement
The work of this thesis resulted in the development of a number of unique and
unprecedented muscular fatigue assessment methods as described in Chapters 4 and 5.
The statistical and time-series processing of kinetic and kinematic motion parameters of
subjects obtained from 6MW and STC [215] demonstrated that fatigue changes the
ambulatory motion characteristics of the limbs.
In one of these methods, HMM as a probabilistic PR method was applied to the cohort of
inertial data identified by PCA. The results obtained from HMM clearly showed that this
unsupervised learning method could identify variations in gait phases and ambulatory
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behaviour of a subject. The results also were closely correlated with the statistical
assessment of inertial data and well-established subjective methods.
The research published by Ameli [178] proves the reliability of machine learning method
to analyse general PPS. Hence, in this thesis, in addition to gait analysis, the power of
machine learning method was exploited to provide further understating of the effects of
muscular fatigue on general PPS. The inertial data of all muscular limbs were analysed
deploying an unsupervised and probabilistic learning and classification method using
GMM and MML to determine the fatigue effects on variations in the body postural
behaviour. The GMM accurately transferred multidimensional data representing several
postural states to one dimension, resulting in a holistic index representing the muscular
fatigue effects on general PPS of a patient during treatment or a healthy subject during
physical training. It was shown that the index could describe the response of muscular
and cardiovascular systems to the muscular fatigue caused by sustained activities or
disease.
In addition, in order to identify the relationship between the degree of muscular fatigue
and instability of the body posture, an ANFIS, which its advantages were already
demonstrated by Ameli [171], was used to model the relationship between acceleration
of the muscular limbs and the body postural characteristics. This approach accurately
identified the relationship between postural stabilities and fatigue, one of the outstanding
issues in the literature.

8.5 Validation and benchmarking
The performance of the developed algorithms was benchmarked against the physical
parameters measured during exercise-induced fatigue experiments [320] and were
correlated with ECOG table for cancer patients, as described in Chapter 6. Variations in
the muscle tissue SmO2, heart rate (HR) and the amount of physical work carried out
during SCTs were significantly correlated with variations in the body postural behaviour
and accelerating/decelerating capabilities described by PR method using GMM and
MML. The method presented a novel approach for detection and quantification of
exercise- and disease-induced fatigue.
The results produced by the algorithm were benchmarked against the well-established
subjective-based fatigue measurement method used for healthy and cancer patients to
demonstrate the potential of this unique technique proposed in the thesis. The analysis
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showed that the fatigue measured by the proposed algorithm could increase the accuracy
of conventional fatigue measurement methods and could provide a reliable and objective
alternative to the subjective methods used such as ECOG table.

8.6 Objective fatigue score
Another significant outcome of the work was a novel approach developed to
quantitatively measure the impact of exercise-induced fatigue [319] and chemotherapyinduced fatigue on the overall physical performance (PP) using inertial data of the
muscular limbs. In this approach, the body postural states and the kinetic energy (KE) in
fatigued (F) and non-fatigued (NF) states were estimated. The GMM was applied to
model the body postural states. Also, the changes in the dynamic parameters associated
with the muscular performance during exercise tests were deployed to derive an
understanding of correlation between the motion of the body segments and estimating the
KE of the limbs. The degree of fatigue was assessed by a score calculated based on
variation in the kinematic parameters in the first and the second SCT.
The reliability of method was validated by correlating it against the most commonly used
fatigue measurement tools. Using this method, deterioration in the PP of cancer patients
was clearly identified.
8.6.1 Potential limitation of practical application
This thesis primarily aimed at deploying inertial sensors to quantify the impacts of fatigue
on overall ambulatory performance. Hence, the study used a large number of sensors, 17
inertial sensors, to collect motion characteristics of almost all ambulatory limbs, 23 body
segments. The outcomes demonstrated the reliability of inertial sensors to provide a
reliable method to non-invasively quantify the degree of fatigue of healthy and ailing
subjects. Further work can determine whether an optimal number of sensor can provide
similar and close results. Also, since there was not a well-established study presenting
the most prominent motion features demonstrating the degree of fatigue of both healthy
and ailing subjects, this study explored the behaviour of various motion features of
different limbs to determine the most tangible features. This provided a reliable
background for future researches aiming to monitor the degree of fatigue utilizing a
smaller set of sensors.
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8.7 Future work
Full clinical validation of the proposed algorithms on a larger group of subjects is a major
and necessary extension of the work. The scope of the study can also be extended by
applying the developed methods to measure fatigue caused by other sustained activities
and illnesses. These approaches can be also used to monitor the degree of recovery of a
patient by measuring the physical performance at different stages of treatment or the
fitness achieved by an athlete during a targeted exercise plan.
In addition to cancer, neuromuscular and cardiovascular patients, the proposed methods
of fatigue measurement can be considered for other cohorts of patients in whom fatigue
plays a significant role in treatment strategies. The platform can be also employed to
improve QoL of elderly by providing continuous measurement of level of PPS during
activities of daily livings.
In future investigations, the results obtained through various PR methods used in this
thesis can also be compared against other major PR methods. Mathematical methods
providing a simultaneous measurement of relationships between disparate physical and
physiological indexes can be considered. The more efficient feature selection methods
can be used to decrease the number of sensors required for a comprehensive fatigue
measurement. A mathematical algorithm to provide a real-time fatigue measurement of
different individuals is also beneficial in future studies. In clinical applications, an
automated computer programming collecting and processing inertial data with minimized
human interference can prove useful. Validation of the method using different subjective
and objective fatigue-assessment tools can be also considered. In addition, investigating
the relationships between different clinical pathology examinations and objective
physical assessments can be also part of the future work.
Further research on fatigue assessment methods as a preventative treatment tool can also
be considered. The other potential future investigations can be rehabilitation assessment
of sports injuries and diseases such as stroke. The developed algorithms can be also
deployed in evaluating the effectiveness of a new drug during clinical trials. Some
examples of other potential applications of the fatigue measurement tool proposed in this
study are the identification of the degree of exercise intensity for physical training
programs, functional assessment of athletes during tournaments, and functional status
assessment after sports injuries.
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It can be also considered in future studies to explore the possibility of monitoring
ambulatory performance using a smaller set of inertial sensors to measure the most
prominent motion features of healthy and ailing subjects.
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Appendix 1
The mathematical algorithm of HMM used in this thesis is adopted from [249]. Also the details of GMM
mathematical modelling are adopted from our previous publication [178].

Hidden Markov model (HMM)
According to Markov property, the condition of next state is dependent only on the present state. In HMM,
the states are hidden and only the feature vectors emitted from states are observable. The HMM is a
statistical model with a double embedded stochastic process. The first stochastic process of the HMM
defines how the system moves through state sequences. The second stochastic process provides the
statistical description of state transitions. The probability of emissions from states or state transitions are
described in terms of the discrete probabilities or probability density functions (PDFs). In order to model
the gait data, a continuous multivariate Gaussian mixture distribution is used to describe the PDFs of lower
body segment’s joint angles. The advantages of applying HMM to the joint angles of lower body segments
in identifying different gait phases have been previously outlined [243].
The HMM consists of the following elements:
1) N, the total number of hidden states and sequences of states, S,
(1)

𝑆 = {𝑆 , 𝑆 , … . , 𝑆 }
2) The state transition probability distribution,
𝐴= 𝑎

where 𝑎 = 𝑃 𝑞

= 𝑆 |𝑞 = 𝑆 , 1 ≤ 𝑖, 𝑗 ≤ 𝑁

1≤𝑡≤𝑇

(2)

where q denotes the state described by the model at time 𝑡 and T is the total experimental time.
3) The initial state distribution
𝜋 = {𝜋 }, where 𝜋 = 𝑃[𝑞 = 𝑆 ],

(03)

4) The observation probability distribution in state
j, 𝐵 = 𝑏 (𝑘) , where 𝑏 (𝑂 ) = ∑
where O is the observation at time t. C , μ
covariance matrix for the m

𝐶

𝑁(𝑂 ; 𝜇

∑ 𝑗𝑚) , 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁,

(4)

and ∑ jm are the Gaussian mixture coefficient, mean and

Gaussian mixture component in state j. This model is fully identified when

the transition probability matrix, initial state distribution, means and covariance matrix are determined. In
this study, the mean values and covariance matrices of six states during first gait cycle of 6MWT is
measured through a Gaussian mixture model. Hence, the HMM can be represented as:
𝜆 = {𝜋, 𝐴, 𝜇, 𝛴}

(05)

A Gaussian HMM is deployed to classify and identify the gait sequences of cancer patients. For a given
observation sequences O = {O , O , … , O }, HMM classifiers conventionally employ three different phases
of evaluation, recognition, and training to fit a model to observations. The evaluation phase utilizes the
forward–backward algorithm to measure the probability of observation sequences, the likelihood P(O|λ).
The Viterbi algorithm is also proposed to calculate the optimal path of state sequences during recognition
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phase, The Viterbi algorithm is a dynamic programming technique used to find the optimal path by tracing
back through an array of back-pointers, starting from the end of the observed sequence of feature vectors
[𝑃𝑟 (𝑆 |𝑂, 𝜆)], 1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇.

𝑞 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥

0

(6)

The Expectation-Modification (EM) step was conducted by using Baum–Welch (BW) algorithm computing
the Maximum Likelihood (ML) of observation sequences. This method adjusts the model parameters λ to
provide the maximum likelihood for HMM. We propose six gait phases to model the effects of
chemotherapy-induced fatigue on gait and to demonstrate the motion abnormalities. The feature vectors
emitted from states indicate the probability of state incidence. The conditional probabilities of gait states
are estimated through the HMM utilizing the multivariate Gaussian distributions:
𝑃(𝑂|𝜇, 𝛴) =

(

)

| |

𝑒𝑥𝑝 − (𝑂 − 𝜇) 𝛴 (𝑂 − 𝜇)

0

(7)

Where O, μ and Σ are average of joint angles of knees, mean vector and covariance matrix, respectively.
Since three mixture components are considered to describe the observations, the n=3, O is a vector in R , μ
is a vector in R , and Σ is 3 × 3 matrix.
In order to obtain gait phases, the conditional probability of the observation with a given state, i.e., 𝑃(𝑂 |𝑞 )
is calculated. The conditional probability is calculated based on the mean vector and covariance matrix in
(1) as measured by the gait phases. The border of gait phases is determined by comparing the videos
recorded from patient’s gait and the inertial data obtained from the gait phases. Also we use the data about
the approximate borders of gait phases provided in the literature [241] to increase the accuracy of detection
of gait phases. Using partly repetitive gait cycles before chemotherapy, three Gaussian mixture components
were deployed to calculate the mean value and covariance matrix of the first gait cycle. The details of this
method are presented in the next section.
The HMM inference system takes the sequence of gait motions as inputs and produces a probability
distribution of the underlying states as output. Identifying the optimal state sequences describing gait
behaviour is a complex task due to state dependency. There are different possible criteria defining the
optimal paths for the observation sequences. The most common and efficient method is a recursion forwardbackward algorithm based on two variables of α (i) and β (i). The α (i) and β (i) represent the probability
of the partial observation sequences until time t and the probability of the partial observation sequences
from t + 1 to the end, given state S at time t, respectively.
𝛼 (𝑖) = 𝑝(𝑂 , … , 𝑂 , 𝑞 = 𝑆 |𝜆)
𝛽 (𝑖) = 𝑃(𝑂

𝑂

… … 𝑂 |𝑞 = 𝑆 , 𝜆)

(08)
(9)

In order to solve the equations, a procedure consisting of initialization, induction and termination is
performed, as given below:
Initialization:
(10)

𝛼 (𝑖) = 𝜋 𝑏 (𝑂 ) 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁
Induction:
𝛼

(𝑗) = ∑

𝛼 (𝑖)𝑎 𝑏 (𝑂

), 1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇 − 1, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑁.

0(11)
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Termination:
𝑃(𝑂|𝜆) = ∑

0(12)

𝛼 (𝑖)

Where
𝑎 =𝑃 𝑞
𝑏 (𝑂

0(13)

= 𝑆 𝑞 = 𝑆 , 1 < 𝑖, 𝑗 < 𝑁

) = 𝑃(𝑂

|𝑞

(014)

)

a denotes the entry of the transition matrix for q = i (i = 1,2, . . ,6) and q

= j (j = 1,2, … 6). , b is the

symbol probability distribution in state S .
The first step initializes the forward probabilities as the joint probability of state S and initial
observation O . The induction performs the significant step of forward calculation.
An identical procedure with two steps is proposed for backward algorithm.
Initialization:
0(15)

𝛽 (𝑖) = 1 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁.
Induction:
𝛽 (𝑖) = ∑

𝑎 𝑏 (𝑂

)𝛽

(𝑗) , 𝑡 = 𝑇 − 1, 𝑇 − 2, … ,1 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁

(16)

A parameter γ (i) indicating the optimal path is subsequently considered.
(017)

𝛾 (𝑖) = 𝑃(𝑞 = 𝑆 |𝑂, 𝜆)

This shows the probability of being at state S at time t, given the observation sequence O and the model λ.
The equation can be simplified and rewritten in terms of a Bayesian rule as follows
𝑝(𝑞 |𝑂) =
=
=

𝑂𝑞

𝑂 ,…,𝑂 𝑞

(

)

( 018)

( )

𝑂

,….,𝑂 𝑞

(

)

( )
( )

()

(019)
(020)

( )

More details on recursion method and Viterbi algorithm to identify the optimal state sequences path are
available in [249].
The model parameters are estimated to determine the motion abnormalities. An iterative procedure known
as the EM method is employed to determine the model parameters and also to adjust the parameters for
maximizing the probability of observation sequences given the model. An algorithm which continuously
re-estimate the probabilities is deployed as shown in tuple 17,
𝜉 (𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑃(𝑞 = 𝑆 , 𝑞

= 𝑆 |𝑂, 𝜆)

(021)

The ξ denotes the conditional probability of being at state S , at time t + 1, given the model and the
observation sequences. According to forward-backward definition, ξ can be represented as:
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𝜉 (𝑖, 𝑗) =

( )

∑

)

( )

(022)

( | )

()

=∑

(

(
()

)

( )

(

)

(023)

( )

Where the division of the numerator of fraction (P(q = S , q

= S |O, λ)) by P(O|λ) provides the desired

estimate of probability. The transition matrix can be measured by the following equation:
𝑎 =

∑

(, )

∑

0

()

(24)

where γ (i) indicates the posterior probability at time step t with the state S . Comprehensive details of the
EM algorithm can be found in [249]. The HMM-based gait abnormalities detector including all algorithms
are implemented in MATLAB using the HMM toolbox [321].

Gaussian mixture model (GMM)
In order to deal with high dimensionality of data obtained from motion capture device, GMM is deployed.
In GMM, a mixture of different probability-based models (sub models) is applied to different dimensions
of the data, and a Gaussian model fitted to each sub-model interprets the multidimensional gait data. This
type of classification provides parametric finite mixture models characterized by some features such as
mean values and the number of the mixture components [246]. The GMM classification approach consists
of 2 fundamental clustering methodologies; hierarchical and partitioning-based [322]. In this study, a
partitioning-based clustering approach was adopted to avoid overlapping subsets of multidimensional data
during classification. The inputs to the Bayesian-based clustering algorithm were specific kinematic data
such as acceleration and velocities of 23 body segments [323]. The estimation of parameters of mixture
models is generally conducted through likelihood maximization using the expectation maximization (EM)
algorithm [324]. In the following section, a comprehensive mathematical modelling of the GMM classifier
employed in this study is provided.
The GMM proposes a mixture of several Gaussian distributions as subclasses to represent multidimensional
kinematic data. The method classifies the most similar data of each dimension into the same clusters and
finally fits a Gaussian model to all clusters to demonstrate all 69 dimensions in a single dimension. A
multivariate Gaussian mixture model is defined according to (1),
𝑝(𝑦|𝜃) = ∑

0(25)

𝛼 𝑝(𝑦|𝜃 )

where 𝑌 = [𝑦 , … . , 𝑦 ] is 69 dimensional data points i.e., joint angles, velocity or acceleration of 23 body
segments. Each data point 𝑦 includes a D-dimensional feature vector which represents data samples
recorded at 60 Hz during tests. 𝜃 denote the mixing probabilities parameters of mth component and 𝜃 is
the complete set of parameters 𝜃 ≡ {𝜃 , … , 𝜃 , 𝛼 , … , 𝛼 } required to determine the mixture model. The
𝛼 must satisfy (2)
𝛼

≥ 0, 𝑚 = 1, … , 𝑘, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∑

(026)

𝛼 =1

The model aims to estimate 𝜃 from N kinematic data points recorded during 6MWT. For N independent
data sets identically distributed across k mixture components, the log-likelihood is:
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝(𝑦|𝜃) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 ∏

𝑝 𝑦( ) 𝜃 = ∑

𝑙𝑜𝑔 ∑

𝛼 𝑝(𝑦 ( ) |𝜃

0(27)
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The parameters of 𝜃 include mean values and standard deviations of each Gaussian mixture component.
The probability of each mixture component should also satisfy (2). The maximum likelihood (ML) and
maximum a posteriori (MAP) which estimate 𝜃 are defined respectively as:
𝜃

= 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑝(𝑦|𝜃)}

(28)

𝜃

= 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑝(𝑦|𝜃) + 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑝(𝜃)}

0(29)

The values of ML and MAP cannot be estimated analytically as they are limited by (2). The alternative
method is the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm that finds the local maxima of
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝(𝑦|𝜃) 𝑜𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝(𝑦|𝜃) + 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝(𝜃). The EM algorithm requires a comprehensive knowledge of k and
appropriate initial values to reach a good local optimum and works based on a set of hidden variables 𝑧 =
()

()

[𝑧 , … , 𝑧 ]. The complete log-likelihood is
𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑝(𝑦, 𝑧|𝜃) = ∑

∑

( )

𝑧 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝛼 𝑝(𝑦 ( ) |𝜃 )

(30)

The EM algorithm produces a sequence of estimates {𝜃(𝑡), 𝑡 = 0,1,2, . . } utilizing 2 alternating steps:
E-step:
The E-step calculates the conditional expectation of complete log-likelihood for distributed samples. Since
(6) is linear with respect to the hidden parameters, 𝑧, the conditional expectation 𝜔 ≡ 𝐸[𝑧|𝑦, 𝜃(𝑡)] is
defined and subsequently added to this equation. As the elements of 𝑧 are binary, 𝜔 is computed as follows.
𝜔

( )

()

≡ 𝐸 𝑧 |𝑦, 𝜃 (𝑡) = 𝑃𝑟 𝑧

()

= 1|𝑦 ( ) , 𝜃 (𝑡) = ∑

( ) ( ( )|
( ) ( ( )|

( ))
( ))

0

(7) is presented according to the Bayes’ law where 𝛼 is the prior probability and 𝑧

()

(31)
= 1 and 𝜔

()

are the

posterior probabilities. A set of distributions across 𝑧 are then proposed as Q-function:
𝑄 𝜃, 𝜃(𝑡) ≡ 𝐸 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑝(𝑦, 𝑧|𝜃)|𝑦, 𝜃(𝑡) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑝(𝑦, 𝜔|𝜃)

(032)

M-step:
EM updates parameter estimated for MAP based on
𝜃(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑄 𝜃, 𝜃 (𝑡) + 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑝(𝜃)

(033)

ML is also calculated according to
0(34)

𝜃 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑄(𝜃, 𝜃(𝑡))

However, ML and MAP in both cases are under the constraint of (2). Also, the magnitude of maximum
likelihood 𝑝(𝑦|𝜃

) is not decreased by increasing the numbers of components, k. As a result, EM cannot

accurately calculate the number of mixture components as it needs the knowledge of k, and a good
initialization to reach an appropriate local optimum. Model selection methods can be combined with EM
to find the appropriate number of components. All model-selection methods are categorized into 2 main
classes: deterministic and stochastic. Deterministic methods obtain a set of candidate models for a range of
optimal k and then attempt to determine the number of components according to
𝑘 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝐶 𝜃(𝑘), 𝑘 , 𝑘 = 𝑘

,…,𝑘

(35)
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𝐶 𝜃(𝑘), 𝑘 is a model-selection criterion and 𝜃(𝑘) is an estimate of mixture parameters which consider k
components. Conventionally, these criteria are defined by:
𝐶 𝜃(𝑘), 𝑘 = − 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑝 𝑦 𝜃 (𝑘) + 𝜏(𝑘)

(36)

Where 𝜏(𝑘) is an increasing function which prevents higher values of k. Different criteria determining the
optimal number of components could be proposed to classify the most similar data into clusters.
The MML encoding, which is a deterministic method, is the main approach used for unsupervised learning
in this paper. The MML inductive inference is an intrinsic classification algorithm which forms a code
containing a compressed message with an efficient segmentation of data. The MML searches for the best
cluster set producing the shortest message length. The resultant segmentations are built as a result of a
trade-off between accuracy and message length. For any given 𝑦, the MML approach searches for the most
probable hypothesis, H, which maximizes 𝑝(𝜃|𝑦). The Bayesian theorem defines the posterior probability
𝜃

as the product of the prior probability 𝜃

and the likelihood function of 𝑦 given 𝜃 divided by the

marginal probability of the observed data:
𝑝(𝜃|𝑦) =

( )

× 𝑝(𝜃) × 𝑝(𝑦|𝜃)

(37)

𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝜃, 𝑦) = 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝜃) + 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑦|𝜃)

0(38)

𝑀𝑀𝐿 = −𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝(𝜃) − 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑦|𝜃)

(039)

Since 𝑝(𝑦) is independent of the hypothesis–𝜃; maximizing 𝑝(𝜃|𝑦) is equivalent to maximizing
𝑝(𝜃) × 𝑝(𝑦|𝜃) which, in turn, is equivalent to minimizing = −𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝(𝜃) − log(𝑦|𝜃), the length of a 2 part
message transmitted from 𝑦. The size of each cluster is not fixed but determined automatically during the
MML training process seeking to minimize the message length for the whole model. The function of a
model or parameter estimation is a probability distribution for data that must be encoded. The encoded
model comprises two parts; the sender (encoder) and the receiver (decoder). The encoder describes the
model and the decoder defines the observed data according to that model. The encoder and decoder must
use the same language in order to have the same probability distribution.
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Appendix 2
The mathematical formulations of PCA are acquired from [158]. The mathematical
algorithms of DTW and SAX methods are also adopted from [268] and [269],
respectively.

Feature selection
The alphabetical letters used to define PCA algorithm are different from the letter
deployed in the DTW and SAX section.
Principal component analysis (PCA) was used to conduct feature selection of inertial data. The
PCA is a classic technique extracting important data features. It reduces the dimension of data
space by orthogonal transforming the data from a correlated high-dimensional space to an
uncorrelated low-dimensional space. For 𝑁 vectors being grouped into 𝑐 classes, these vectors
can be expressed as 𝑋 , … , 𝑋 , … . , 𝑋 , … , 𝑋

,…𝑋 ,…,𝑋

, where 𝑋 is the 𝑗th vector of

the 𝑖th class and 𝑁 is the number of vectors in the 𝑖th class. The mean 𝑚 of the entire set of
vectors is given by
𝑚 =

∑

∑

(1)

𝑋

To compute the covariance matrix 𝐶,
𝐶=

∑

∑

(2)

(𝑋 − 𝑚 )( 𝑋 − 𝑚 )

If the rank of 𝐶 is 𝐾, the eigenvalues of 𝐶, 𝜆 , 𝜆 , … . , 𝜆
𝑃 , 𝑃 , … . , 𝑃 . Without loss of generality, 𝜆 , 𝜆 , … . , 𝜆

and the related eigenvectors

|𝜆 | ≥ |𝜆 | ≥ ⋯ ≥ |𝜆 | and partial

eigen-space can be extended by defining the partial set of {𝑃 , 𝑃 , … . , 𝑃 }. The resultant projection
𝑦 of each vector 𝑋 on the partial eigen-space is measured as
𝑦 = [𝑃 , 𝑃 , … . , 𝑃 ] X = 𝑃𝑋

(3)

where 𝑦 is known as PCA coefficients.

Time-series analysis
The time-series data analysis method was deployed to analyse continuous time-related inertial
data. The time-series data analysis methods analysing the data in time-domain are common
approaches to identify significant features of data. The differences of data sets can be determined
through measurement the Euclidean distances between corresponding elements in a Cartesian
coordinate system [33]. However, these approaches provide a very brittle distance measurement
which cannot appropriately highlight the similarities or dissimilarities of data sets with different
temporo-spatial phases. A method which allows an elastic shifting of the time axis to
accommodate identical data sequences but out of phase can comprehensively demonstrate the
data variations [34]. DTW allows elastic shifting of the time axis to precisely align data for
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accommodation the similar but out of phase sequences [35]. DTW is considered for different
applications including human motion identification [36], signatures and fingerprints data
recognition [33]. The DTW, which is a dynamic programming, provides a comprehensive
evaluation of human motion data. The two non-fatigued and fatigued signals M and N with length
x and y :
M = m ,m ,…,m ,…,m
N = n ,n ,…,n ,…,n
A x − by − y matrix where the (i , j ) element of the matrix contains the distance
d( m , n ) between two points m , n , (d( m , n ) = ( m − n ) ). Each matrix element (i, j) is
related to the alignment between the points x , y . This matrix in fact indicates an accumulated
cost matrix of two data sets and the goal is to define an alignment between M and N with minimal
overall cost. In order to find the low cost function within the cost matrix a warping path W, which
includes a contiguous set of matrix elements, is proposed. The W determines a mapping between
M and N to align the two data points. The k

element of W is defined as w = (i, j) . K is the

total number of points needed for the path.
As a result
W = w ,w ,...,w ,...,w
max(x, y) ≤ K < x + y − 1.
Conventionally several constraints are considered for the warping path:
Boundary conditions:
W = (1,1) and W = (x, y), this needs the W to initiate and finish in diagonally opposite corner
cells of the matrix.
Continuity:
Given W = (a, b), then 𝑊

= (𝑎 , 𝑏 ),

where 𝑎 − 𝑎 ≤ 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑏 − 𝑏 ≤ 1. This limits the allowable steps in the warping path to
adjacent cells.
Monotonicity: Given 𝑊 = (𝑎, 𝑏), then
𝑊

= (𝑎 , 𝑏 ), where 𝑎 − 𝑎 ≥ 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑

𝑏 − 𝑏 ≥ 0. This forces the points of the warping path to be uniformly distributed over time.
There are exponentially several warping paths which meet the above requirements; however the
path that minimizes the warping cost is taken into account:
𝐷𝑇𝑊(𝑀, 𝑁) = min

∑

𝑊

(3) The

three

constraints are applied to elements of accumulated distance matrix to determine the warping
window which includes different numbers of possible warping paths which satisfies the
constraints. The optimal warping path W or the best alignment can be measured through a
recursive dynamic programming, which considers the cumulative distance 𝛾(𝑖, 𝑗) as the distance
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𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗) calculated in the current cell and the minimum of the cumulative distances of the adjacent
cells:
𝛾(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑑 𝑚 , 𝑛

(4)

+ min{𝛾(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗 − 1), 𝛾(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗), 𝛾(𝑖, 𝑗 − 1)}.

The formula gives the lowest cost for each elements of W.
For more details of DTW refer to [37].

Symbolic aggregate approximation (SAX)
The symbolic aggregate approximation (SAX) accurately measures the motion differences
between fatigued and non-fatigued states. The SAX is proposed to provide quantitative
measurement of motion differences identified using DTW. It is a symbolic representation method
of time-series known as SAX developed by Eamonn Keogh [38]. A SAX transfers a time series
with length n to a string of length w, (w < n, typically w << n). This method proposed some
notations to appropriately represent data. A time-series data C = c , … , c , Ca piecewise
aggregate approximation (PAA) of C, C = C , … … , C . C a symbol representation of a time series
C = c , … … , c . w the number of PAA segments representing time series C and a alphabet size.
The C is transformed to PAA representation and then symbolized the PAA representation into a
discrete string. C with length n is transformed in to a w-dimensional space by a vector C =
C , … … , C . The i
C =

∑

(

)

element of C is calculated by (3):
(5)

C

The data is divided into w equal sized frames. The mean value of the data is calculated within a
frame and a vector of these values is considered as representation of data reduced. The
visualization of SAX as an attempt to approximate the original time series is shown in Figure 2.a
[38]. The PAA representation is visualized as an attempt to model a time-series data with a linear
combination of box basis functions. To provide a discrete representation, Gaussian distribution is
applied to a time-series data transformed to PAA and symbols with equal probabilities are
subsequently assigned to data. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.b. In order to measure the
distance between two given two time-series data Q and C transformed to PAA, the formula (4)
calculates the lower bounding approximations of the Euclidean distance between two data sets:
DR(Q , C) ≡

∑

(q − c )

(6)

In addition, further transformation into the SAX format, the minimum distance of two data sets
can be measured with this formula (5):
MINDIST(Q, C) ≡

∑

dist(q , −c )

(7)
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Six alphabetical symbols including A to F are considered to compare the motion characteristics.
The visualization procedure of this algorithm is shown in Figure 2.c. For more details about SAX
see [38].
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Appendix 3
The mathematical modelling through Fuzzy-C means and ANFIS is acquired from our previous
publication [171].

Fuzzy-C mean
The FCM algorithm is a clustering method based on minimization of a generalized least-squared errors
function. For 6 inputs 𝑌 = {𝑦 , … . , 𝑦 } ⊆ 𝑅

∗

, N is the number of data samples and q is the number of data

inputs. The FCM algorithm works based on minimizing the criterion with respect to the membership value
𝑎 and the distance 𝑑 :
𝐽 =∑

∑

𝑎 𝑑 (𝑦 ,  )

(1)
(2)

𝑎 =
∑

𝜔 =

(

)

∑

(3)

∑

Subject to ∑

𝑎 = 1, 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑁

1 ≥ 𝑎 ≥ 0, 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝐶, 𝑗 = 1,2, . . , 𝑁

𝑛>∑

𝑎 >0

(4)

C is the number of clusters, 𝑎 is the degree of membership that the data are related to the cluster centres 
and also the fuzzifier 𝑚 identifies the level of cluster fuzziness. The most appropriate values for are 𝑚 ∈
[2,2.5].

ANFIS structure
The 5 layers of ANFIS model is as follow: the layer 1 consists of fuzzified data with corresponding
membership functions (as shown Figure 5-9). The outputs of this layer were
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,2, … 5

(5)

𝑥 = 𝜇 (𝑦 ) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,2, … 5

(6)

𝑥 = 𝜇 (𝑦 ) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,2, … 5

(7)

𝑥 = 𝜇 (𝑦 ) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,2, … 5

(8)

𝑥 = 𝜇 (𝑦 ) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,2, … 5

(9)

x = 𝜇 (𝑦 ) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,2, … 5

(10)

𝑥 =𝜇

𝑦

Where y1 (or y2,… y6) were the input to the node and 𝜇

to 𝜇

were the membership functions. The

Gaussian membership function was used for each input variable:
𝜇 = exp(

)

(11)
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Where i represent the index of membership function and j represent the index of input. This layer provided
a mapping of the input relative to membership functions. The second layer included nodes generating the
firing strengths by multiplying the signals
𝑥 = 𝑤 = 𝜇 (𝑦 ). 𝜇 (𝑦 ) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,2

(12)

In the third layer the nodes normalized the firing strength
𝑥 =

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,2

(13)

Where n indicates the number of rules. The normalized rules strengths were followed by the fourth layer
where the consequents of the rules were calculated. The output layer calculated the first order Takagi-Sugeno
rules for each fuzzy rule based on the consequent parameters (𝑎 , 𝑏 , 𝑐 )
𝑥 = 𝑥 . (𝑎 . 𝑦 + 𝑏 . 𝑦 + 𝑐 ) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,2

(14)

The global output was calculated in the fifth layer
𝑥 =∑

𝑥

(15)

The ANFIS was optimized by applying the gradient method (GD) and the least squares method (LSE) to the
antecedent parameters (membership function parameters) and consequent parameters (the polynomial
coefficients). The training process included two steps: forwards and back ward passes. The forward pass
considered the antecedent parameters as constant and applied LSE to calculate the optimal consequent
parameters. The output was a linear function as follows
𝑥 (1) = 𝑤 . 𝑓 (1) + 𝑤 . 𝑓 (1) + ⋯ . +𝑤 . 𝑓 (1)

(16)

𝑥 (2) = 𝑤 . 𝑓 (2) + 𝑤 . 𝑓 (2) + ⋯ . +𝑤 . 𝑓 (2)

(17)

.
.
.
𝑥 (𝑛) = 𝑤 . 𝑓 (𝑛) + 𝑤 . 𝑓 (𝑛) + ⋯ . +𝑤 . 𝑓 (𝑛)

(18)

Where
𝑓 (𝑛) = 𝑎 . y (𝑛) + 𝑏 . 𝑦 (𝑛) + 𝑐

(19)

𝑥 : 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡
𝑛: 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎
𝑟: 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑠
The ( 66 ) can be translated into a matrix
𝑥 = 𝑍𝛽

(20)
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𝑤 𝑥 (1) … 𝑤 𝑥 (1) … . 𝑤 𝑥 (1) … 𝑤 𝑥 (1) … 𝑤
⎡
(2) … 𝑤 𝑥 (2) … . 𝑤 𝑥 (2) … 𝑤 𝑥 (2) … 𝑤
⎢𝑤 𝑥
𝑍=⎢
.
.
⎢
⎣𝑤 𝑥 (𝑛) … 𝑤 𝑥 (𝑛) … . 𝑤 𝑥 (𝑛) … 𝑤 𝑥 (𝑛) … 𝑤

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

𝛽 indicates the vector of consequent parameters and can be calculated by LSE
(21)

𝛽 = (𝑍 𝑍) 𝑍 𝑥

The back propagation was subsequently applied to optimize the antecedent parameters. The GD updated the
parameters
𝜔 (𝑡) = 𝜔 (𝑡 − 1) − 𝜏(
𝜎 (𝑡) = 𝜎 (𝑡 − 1) − 𝜏(

( )

)

( )

)

(22)
(23)

Where
𝐸(𝑡) = (𝑥 (𝑡) − 𝑥(𝑡))

(24)

𝜔 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜎 are the centre and standard deviation of inputs (𝑦 ) to the membership function (𝑗 ). 𝜏 is the
learning rate for antecedent parameters and 𝐸(𝑡) is the instantaneous square error.
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Appendix 4
Consent, Amendment and information sheet
HREC Amendment Application

Protocol Number: HE12/086
Principal Investigator:
Professor Fazel Naghdy
Project Title:
Objective Fitness assessment for systematic chemotherapy through inertial sensors

1. What is the proposed change?

We plan to add a new location to our previous spot for experimental tests. Earlier spot
is located at cancer care centre of Wollongong hospital. The new place is Suite 4, Level
1 / 132, Keira street, Wollongong, NSW, 2500, Movement medicine centre (corner of
Victoria and Keira Streets).
Although we will propose same experimental procedures at both locations, the type of
cancer of patients might be different. At both locations, clinicians propose same
inclusion/exclusion criteria to recruit patients. These criteria prevent the possible risks
of doing experimental tests endangering patient’s general health.

2. What is the reason for the change?

The new laboratory is equipped with more sophisticated facilities for experimental tests.
Also for some patients the new spot is more convenient compared to Wollongong
hospital.

3. What are the ethical implications of the amendment?

We belive that proposing a new spot for experimental tests does not affect experimental
test conditions and also health status of patients. However all tests are monitored by
expert clinicians and physiotherapists.

4. Does the amendment require any changes to the

Participant Information Sheet? YES/NO
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If YES, please attach the amended document.

5.

Attachments

Please list all attachments. These should include all amended documents and copies of any new material
eg advertisements, additional research instruments.

We attached an amendment of Participant Information Sheet.
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UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG
HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE
PROGRESS / RENEWAL REPORT

HREC Approval No: HE12/086
Expiry Date:

15/08/2013

Project Title:

Objective Fitness assessment for systematic chemotherapy

Chief Investigator:

Professor Fazel Naghdy

General Notes and Conditions

The National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Research Involving Humans requires institutions to monitor research
projects involving human participants to ensure that they are conducted ethically and in compliance with the HREC
approval for that project, including any conditions placed on that approval.

For the most part, the monitoring requirement will be satisfied by the chief investigator:
o

notifying the HREC immediately of any serious or unexpected adverse effects on participants;

o

notifying the HREC of any proposed changes to the protocol or procedures to be used in the research;

o

notifying the HREC of unforeseen events that might affect continued ethical acceptability of the project;

o

providing the HREC with an annual report on the project; and

o

providing the HREC with a report at the completion of the project.

In special circumstances the HREC may ask for more frequent reports and may require additional
monitoring if it considers this necessary to ensure that the project continues to conform to ethical standards.
While the principal objective of monitoring is to ensure that the rights and interests of human participants
are not jeopardised, it is also concerned to foster responsible research.

This form is to be used for:
o

Reports of serious or unexpected adverse effects on participants;

o

Reports of proposed changes to protocols/projects;

o

Reports of unforeseen events that might affect ethical acceptability of projects;

o

Annual reports on approved research project;
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o

Request for renewal of approval; and

o

Final reports on projects at the completion of research

Please complete this report referring back where necessary to your application for ethics clearance, which is the
approved protocol, and any special conditions imposed by the HREC. If there is insufficient space to answer any
question please attach a separate sheet. If a question does not apply to your research please write "N/A" or "not
applicable" in the space provided.

Please return your completed report within 14 days to the Human Research Ethics Officer, Research Office,
University of Wollongong, Wollongong NSW 2522 (Ph: 4221 4457; Fax: 4221 4338).
TO BE COMPLETED FOR ALL RESEARCH PROJECTS INVOLVING HUMAN PARTICIPANTS.
Please tick where appropriate.

1.

Purpose of this report (tick as many as are appropriate):
Report of serious or unexpected adverse effects on participants


Report of proposed changes to the protocol/project
Report of unforeseen events that might affect ethical acceptability of the project
Annual report on approved research project



Request for renewal of approval
Final report on project

2.

Status of Research Project

Completed (date)__________________

 In progress. Anticipated completion date of Research
Project__30/06/2016_____________________



Renewal of approval requested until (date)

28/12/2015

Commenced but abandoned on (date) __________________________
(please give below brief reasons why the project was abandoned, then sign and return this report.)

___________________________________________________
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3.

Report on ethical aspects of project to date (or outcome in the case of completed research). Please
detail method of contact with subjects, number of subjects involved, and the nature of their involvement in
the research. Please comment on whether the research has complied with the approved protocol and any
conditions of that approval from the HREC.

During our ongoing study, the fitness statuses of two cancer patients during chemotherapy have been analysed. The
patients have been provided by cancer care centre of Wollongong hospital. They have been asked to do stair
climbing test (SCT) during 90 seconds. Their fitness statuses have been assessed during two chemotherapy
instances. We objectively demonstrated that chemotherapy decreases functional performance of cancer patients.
All anticipated work would be carried out in accordance to the approved protocol from the HREC. However, in
order to assess more number of patients, a longer period of time is required.

4.
In the conduct of this project have there been any variations to the approved protocol/project in
respect of:

* Investigators

Yes

* Duration of Project (e.g. 1 year, 3 years)

No

Yes

No

* Research procedures (e.g. study design, sample size, source & method of
recruitment, information & consent forms)

* Participant care & feedback

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

If you have answered YES to any part of this question:

* Has the HREC been previously notified
of this event?

∑

Please provide brief details of the reasons for variations and how you will accommodate any problems
they may pose for your research.

∑

For Multicentre research, please provide a list of the Protocol Amendment numbers relevant to the
research and a summary of the amendments for the year to date.

We would like to add an additional site to our research project. The new site is Concord Repatriation General
Hospital, Concord, NSW, Australia. The same exercise protocol will be run in cancer patients in Concord Hospital,
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the only difference would be our patient population. So far we have been running our exercise test before and
shortly after chemotherapy. At Concord hospital, we will run exercise test on patients who have completed their
treatment and they are on exercise program. These patients are not having any active systemic treatment, but they
do have some fatigue induced by their previous treatment. These patients are having regular exercise program in
order to improve their chronic fatigue. Our aim is to run our exercise test before and after their exercise program.
All the probable risks endangering patient’s health will be minimized by clinicians and all the tests will be
supervised by a nurse and exercise physiologist.
The amendment application for the changes is also applied to ethics committee.

_________________________________________________________________

5.

Are any variations to the approved protocol/project proposed? If so, please detail below, noting that
they must be approved by the HREC (attach an extra sheet if needed).

The only variations are related to adding an extra site for experimental tests and also monitoring fitness statuses
of cancer patients after treatment as well as during treatment.
__________________________________________________________________________

6.

Since your project commenced, how many participants have "dropped out"/withdrawn their
consent?
__None__________________

Briefly list the reasons (if known) for participants dropping out/withdrawing from the project.
7.

To the best of your knowledge, have any participants encountered adverse effects while
participating in your research project? (e.g. side-effects of drugs or procedures, or other
phenomena)

Yes

If YES:

Number of participants involved

No

_____________________

Briefly list adverse effects (attach and extra page if necessary).

For Multicentre research please attach a list and summary of Serious Adverse Event reports
(for Australia only) relevant to this research for the year to date.

Were all these effects anticipated in the Consent documents

Yes

No
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Have these adverse effects been previously reported

Yes

No

to the HREC?
What other action has been taken in response to these adverse effects?

__________________________________________________________________________

8.

Have there been any other unforeseen incidents or complaints about the research that might affect
the continued ethical acceptability of the project? (e.g. reactions to questionnaires or psychological
tests)

If YES:

Number of participants involved

Yes

No

Yes

No

_____________________

Briefly list the incidents or complaints.
Have these events been previously reported to the HREC?

What other action has been taken in response to these incidents or complaints?

__________________________________________________________________________
9.

Please comment on the methods used to store research data and any other personal information
associated with this research

All of the motion data and video has been stored on backup hard-disk-drives belonging to the principal
investigators. In addition the chief investigator has kept standard information about the manual handling
test and has de-identified these documents regarding name and age of participants before distributing
them to co-investigators.

Have you encountered any problems associated with security and storage of data?
(All primary data must be retained for a period of at least five years to conform with the
Code of Practice- Research.)
Yes
No

University’s

If YES, give details.
10.

Is your research project a CTN* or CTX* drug trial?

Yes

No

*CTN = Clinical Trial Notification: CTX = Clinical Trial Exemption

If YES:
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Have unused supplies of the trial drug been collected form participants?

Yes

No

Not applicable

Please attach one copy of the current information and consent package for this trial.

__________________________________________________________________

COMMENTS: Comments from you on ethical aspects relating to your research are very welcome.
___________________________________________________________________________

DECLARATION:

I certify that the information provided by me in this Progress Report is an accurate account of the conduct
of the above research project for which I am responsible and a copy of the Consent Form and Information
Sheet used for this project is attached.

Signed (Chief Investigator)__________________________________________

Date _______________________

If Student is Chief Investigator, then Supervisor’s signature is also required.

Supervisor___________________________(Name- Please Print)_______________________

Unit/ Faculty______________________________

Date

_______________________

ALL REPORTS MUST BE SIGNED BY THE HEAD OF DEPARTMENT/UNIT
(This person must not be a member of the research team).

Position_______________________________
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Name_________________________________

Signature______________________________

Date_________________________________
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